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Abstract

In the past, wireless communication systems mainly focused on user-centric applications

and on throughput as main performance metric. Emerging machine-type communica-

tions and applications such as vehicular communications or wireless industrial control

require low communication latency with high reliability. Contemporary wireless commu-

nication standards are not able to fulfill all of these requirements. Therefore, the research

community explores potential techniques and measures to improve the latency and relia-

bility performance of wireless communication systems. In this context, this thesis investi-

gates the suitability of multi-connectivity (MC), i.e., the usage of multiple communication

paths at the same time. Three main research aspects are identified and addressed: (1) a

system-level comparison of MC approaches on different layers, (2) an evaluation of the

influence of different link and network properties on the latency and reliability perfor-

mance of MC scheduling schemes and (3) the development of concepts for adaptive MC

schedulers. This work focuses on MC approaches on MAC layer or above, in wireless one-

hop networks with cyclic traffic patterns as suitable for industrial applications.

Analytic, simulative, and measurement-based evaluations of MC schemes have been car-

ried out in the course of this thesis to address these central aspects. (1) The higher layer

MC schemes were compared with Physical layer MC schemes in ns-3 simulations and

evaluated in different scenarios. The PHY MC schemes are beneficial in scenarios with

low SINR, while the gain of the higher layer MC schemes grows with increasing network

load. (2) We identified three basic MC scheduling schemes that can be utilized for dis-

tributing packets over multiple links in presence of cyclic traffic, i.e., packet duplication,

load balancing and packet splitting. The measurement-based evaluation shows a strong

impact of different link and network properties, e.g., link correlation or network load, on

the latency and reliability performance of the MC scheduling schemes. Different schemes

achieve the best performance in different scenarios, which motivates the development of

adaptive MC scheduling schemes that dynamically change the MC scheme depending on

the prevalent scenario. (3) Based on these findings, two adaptive MC scheduling schemes

are proposed in this work: A distributed adaptive scheduler and a novel cascaded MC

scheduling scheme. The former was implemented on the MAC layer of 802.11be and the

evaluation highlights the advantages of the adaptive scheduling algorithm over static MC

schemes, especially in scenarios with medium relative network load. The cascaded MC

scheduling scheme can be applied in scenarios where more than two communication

links are available. The evaluation shows that the scheme can significantly outperform

the basic MC scheduling schemes in several scenarios.

Overall, this thesis provides a comprehensive analysis of MC schemes on higher layers

for cyclic traffic patterns and presents concepts to improve the latency and reliability

performance of wireless communication systems with MC. The findings are technology-

agnostic and can thus be used to implement or improve MC approaches in wireless com-

munication standards or to build MC controllers on higher layers.
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Zusammenfassung

Industrieapplikationen, wie beispielsweise Regelkreise in der Fertigungsautomatisierung

oder mobile Robotik, benötigen Kommunikationssysteme, die eine niedrige Kommu-

nikationslatenz mit hoher Zuverlässigkeit aufweisen. Aktuelle drahtlose Kommunika-

tionsstandards sind nicht in der Lage all diese Anforderungen zu erfüllen und somit

können nicht alle Industrieanwendungen mit drahtlosen Kommunikationssystemen re-

alisiert werden. Multi-Konnektivität (MC), also die gleichzeitige Nutzung mehrerer Kom-

munikationspfade, ist ein vielversprechender Ansatz, um die Zuverlässigkeit und Latenz

drahtloser Kommunikationssysteme zu verbessern. In diesem Zusammenhang identi-

fiziert und untersucht diese Arbeit drei Hauptforschungsaspekte: (1) ein Vergleich von

MC-Ansätzen auf verschiedenen Netzwerkschichten auf Systemebene, (2) die Auswertung

des Einflusses verschiedener Link- und Netzwerkeigenschaften auf die Latenz und Zuver-

lässigkeit der verschiedenen MC Ansätze und (3) die Entwicklung verschiedener Konzepte

für adaptive MC Scheduler. Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt auf MC Ansätzen auf

höheren Schichten in drahtlosen Netzwerken mit einem Kommunikations-Hop für zyk-

lischen Datenverkehr, welcher oftmals in Industrieanwendungen verwendet wird.

Um diese Forschungsaspekte zu untersuchen, wurden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit analytis-

che, simulative und messbasierte Auswertungen für verschiedene MC Ansätze durchge-

führt. (1) MC Ansätze auf höheren Schichten und auf der physikalischen Schicht wurden

im Systemlevel-Simulator ns-3 implementiert und in verschiedenen Szenarien miteinan-

der verglichen. Die MC Ansätze auf der physikalischen Schicht waren besonders vorteil-

haft in Szenarien mit niedrigem SINR, während die MC Ansätze auf höheren Schichten

mit zunehmender Netzwerklast einen größeren Gewinn erzielten. (2) Drei fundamen-

tale MC Scheduling Verfahren wurden identifiziert, um Pakete bei zyklischem Daten-

verkehr auf die verschiedenen Links zu verteilen: Packet Duplication, Packet Splitting

und Load Balancing. Die messbasierte Auswertung dieser Ansätze zeigt einen starken Ein-

fluss von Link- und Netzwerkeigenschaften, wie beispielsweise der Linkkorrelation oder

der Netzwerklast, auf die Latenz und Zuverlässigkeit der verschiedenen MC Verfahren.

Unterschiedliche MC Scheduling Verfahren erreichen die beste Leistung in verschiede-

nen Szenarien. (3) Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen stellen wir in dieser Arbeit zwei

Ansätze für adaptive MC Scheduler vor. Ein adaptiver Scheduler für verteilte Systeme

wurde auf der MAC Schicht von IEEE 802.11be implementiert. Die Auswertung zeigt die

Vorteile des adaptiven Scheduling Algorithmus gegenüber statischen MC Schedulern auf.

Diese Vorteile sind besonders signifikant in Szenarien mit mittlerer Netzwerklast. Zudem

stellen wir ein neuartiges kaskadiertes Scheduling Verfahren vor, welches genutzt werden

kann, wenn mehr als zwei Links für MC zur Verfügung stehen. Der analytische Vergle-

ich mit den fundamentalen Scheduling Verfahren zeigt große Vorteile des kaskadierten

Scheduling Verfahrens in mehreren Szenarien.

Insgesamt stellt diese Arbeit die erste umfassende Analyse von MC Ansätzen auf höheren

Schichten für zyklischen Datenverkehr zur Verbesserung der Zuverlässigkeit und Latenz
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von drahtlosen Kommunikationssystemen dar. Die erzielten Erkenntnisse sind technolo-

gie-neutral und können daher dazu verwendet werden, MC Konzepte in drahtlosen Kom-

munikationsstandards zu implementieren oder zu verbessern, oder um MC Kontroller

auf höheren Schichten zu entwickeln.
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1. Introduction
Industrial applications such as closed-loop control systems, mobile robotics, or pro-

cess automation can benefit from using wireless communication systems instead of wired

ones. Advantages of wireless communications include higher flexibility, reduced costs for

installation and maintenance of the systems, and they enable node mobility [1]. Connected

machines with sensors and actuators and higher flexibility in production processes are

essential characteristics of the so-called fourth industrial revolution or Industry 4.0 [2].

This is expected to enable the production of more product variants and realize individual

customer requests in a cost-efficient manner. Also, the higher number of sensors and the

flexibility to reconfigure machines can be used to increase the efficiency of the production

process and save resources [3].

1.1. Problem Statement and Scope of This Work
An obstacle to reach these goals is that many industrial applications pose strict require-

ments on the communication latency and reliability. The mobile robots use case defined

by 3GPP, e.g., requires a communication latency of 1 ms that needs to be fulfilled for

99.9999% (6 nines) of the messages [4]. Currently available wireless communication sys-

tems cannot meet these extreme requirements. The 3GPP is working towards enabling

reliable low latency communication within their use case family ultra-reliable low-latency

communications (URLLC) in their releases towards 5G and 6G cellular communication

systems. However, it is unclear how these strict requirements can be met not only in

static best case but also in more dynamic and more challenging scenarios [5]. Further-

more, IEEE 802.11 aims to decrease communication latency and increase the reliability

in their upcoming 802.11be amendment [6]. Therefore, many different techniques which

aim to improve latency and reliability of wireless communication systems are under in-

vestigation in the research community, such as massive multiple input multiple output

(MIMO) or latency-sensitive scheduling [7].

Another potential technique and the main topic of this thesis is multi-connectivity

(MC). We define MC as the usage of multiple communication paths at the same time,

which can differentiate in used radio access technology (RAT), in frequency band or chan-

nel, or can be spatially separated. MC has formerly mainly been investigated with the aim

to improve the throughput, but more recently, it has also been identified as a potential

solution to improve latency and reliability of wireless communication systems [8]. Even

though some publications already exist that investigate MC in this context, open questions

remain as discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. This thesis investigates the suitability

of MC to improve the latency and reliability performance of wireless communication sys-
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tems in industrial environments. In this regard, three main research questions have been

identified and are addressed in this work:

MC schemes can be applied on different layers of the communication stack. Which
concepts exist on different layers for applying MC, and which layer is beneficial for applying
MC to improve the latency and reliability performance?

In order to distribute the packets over the different paths utilized for applying MC,

different scheduling schemes can be applied. Which scheduling schemes achieve low
latency with high reliability in different scenarios defined by the relation of the utilized links
and defined by the radio and network environment?

Wireless networks are prone to changes in the surroundings they operate in, and

thus network capacity and other properties might change dynamically. Instead of

applying a fixed MC scheduling scheme, this scheme can also be dynamically adapted

depending on the prevalent scenario. Which concepts can be used for dynamic adaptation
of the MC scheduling schemes, focusing on improving communication latency and reliability?

This thesis focuses on industrial applications as an example domain with use cases that

require low communication latency with high reliability. Therefore, we concentrate on

cyclic traffic patterns as used in many industrial applications. While in general, MC can

also be applied on multiple hop communication paths, we focus on wireless communica-

tion links consisting of a single communication hop in this work. The reasoning is that

in many factory settings the wireless hop is the most critical one. The user datagram pro-

tocol (UDP) is used as transport (TRA) protocol in all evaluations presented in this thesis

because it has less communication overhead than transmission control protocol (TCP),

and as features of TCP, such as congestion control mechanisms, are not desirable for ap-

plications with cyclic traffic patterns. The focus of the analysis of MC in this thesis is on

the improvements in communication latency and reliability. The resource efficiency of

the MC schemes is not in the focus of this work but is analyzed in adjacent work, such as

in [9].

1.2. Contributions and Outline
This thesis addresses the posed research questions by performing analytic, simulative,

and measurement-based evaluations of different MC approaches and by proposing new

concepts for MC schemes. Main parts of these evaluations have already been published in

[10–16]
1
. The major contributions of this work are the following:

We provide a definition for MC and present a detailed discussion of main concepts

relevant for applying MC to wireless networks. We summarize MC approaches in-

1
For the publications developed in relation to this thesis, Marie-Theres Suer developed ideas, implemented

and carried out calculations, simulations, and experiments, and drafted the manuscripts. The co-authors

of the papers discussed concepts and results, and reviewed the manuscripts.
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cluded in current and upcoming communication standards and present a layer-by-

layer overview of MC schemes proposed in the literature.

We present the first system-level comparison of MC schemes applied on different

layers of the communication stack with focus on communication latency and relia-

bility.

We identify three basic MC scheduling schemes which can be utilized in presence

of cyclic traffic. This work presents the first comprehensive study of the impact of

different radio and network characteristics, i.e., SINR and network load, and of the

relation among the links utilized for applying MC, i.e., link homo- or heterogeneity

and link correlation, on the different MC scheduling schemes.

We propose an analytic model for the basic MC scheduling schemes that describes

the reliability that can be achieved for a specific latency deadline in dependence on

the reliability achievable on the utilized single communication link and in depen-

dence on the correlation factor among the links.

We identify concepts for the development of adaptive MC schedulers and discuss

available parameters per layer that can be used as input for the scheduling deci-

sion and that can be additionally adapted to configure the communication network

jointly with the MC scheduling decision.

We propose an adaptive MC scheduler for IEEE 802.11be, which is implemented on

the medium access control (MAC) layer. This is the first work that evaluates the

dynamic adaptation MC scheduling schemes for 802.11be with focus on latency and

reliability metrics.

We propose a novel cascaded MC scheduling scheme to be applied over more than

two communication links for applications with extreme requirements on commu-

nication latency and reliability.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 summarizes background information relevant to understanding the content

of this thesis. Use cases and requirements of industrial applications are discussed, and the

characteristics of industrial environments which are relevant for the operation of wireless

networks are highlighted. An overview of the IEEE 802.11 standard, which is used for most

of the analyses in this thesis, is provided and main features of upcoming amendments are

discussed. Lastly, the main features of LTE, which is used in the measurement-based

analysis of different MC scheduling schemes, are explained and a short overview of en-

hancements in 5G is presented.

Chapter 3 provides a definition of MC and identifies three main MC scheduling ap-

proaches which can be utilized in presence of cyclic traffic. Main concepts that are rele-

vant when applying MC to wireless networks are discussed. A thorough analysis of MC
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approaches in current standardization attempts by 3GPP, IEEE and IETF, and in the re-

search community is provided. Lastly, the research questions that are addressed in this

thesis are discussed in more depth and distinguished from related work.

In Chapter 4, a system-level comparison of MC schemes on different layers is presented

with regard to latency and reliability metrics. Simulations with ns-3 are performed for

scenarios with different SINR and network load comparing PHY and higher layer MC

schemes. Main findings of the results obtained with 802.11ac are discussed and main

trends which are transferable to other technologies and scenarios are highlighted.

Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive measurement-based evaluation of the influence

of link and network properties on the three identified basic scheduling schemes in pres-

ence of cyclic traffic. First, the testbed consisting of 802.11ac and LTE small cell networks

is described and measurement results for the single communication links are presented

and explained. The latency and reliability performance of the different MC scheduling

schemes is then evaluated in different scenarios assessing the impact of radio condi-

tions, link correlation, link homo- or heterogeneity, and network load, network capacity,

and channel access scheme. An analysis in simulations with ns-3 is presented to evalu-

ate additional aspects, such as the comparison of MC schemes with channel aggregation

mechanisms and the influence of correlated physical channels on the performance of MC

schemes. In the end, the main findings are summarized and the development of adaptive

MC schedulers is motivated.

In Chapter 6, concepts for adaptive MC scheduling schemes with the aim to achieve low

latency with high reliability are discussed. First, architecture options for implementing

adaptive MC schedulers are explained. Examples for available parameters on different lay-

ers are presented, which can be used as input parameters for the scheduling algorithm or

as additionally configurable parameters. An adaptive MC scheduler, implemented at the

MAC layer of IEEE 802.11 systems, is proposed and evaluated in ns-3 simulations. A novel

cascaded MC scheduling method is presented which can be used in presence of more

than two links. An analytic model is presented which describes the latency and reliabil-

ity performance of the basic MC scheduling schemes and of the cascaded MC scheduling

scheme. It takes into account the single link reliability for a specific latency deadline and

the link correlation. The model is used to evaluate the cascaded MC scheme and the basic

MC scheduling schemes and ns-3 simulations are used as input to describe the reliability

of the single links. At the end of this chapter, main findings and implications for the devel-

opment of adaptive MC schedulers are discussed. Chapter 7 concludes the main findings

of this work and discusses future directions of research.



2. Background
The main application area that is undertaken in this thesis are industrial applications of

wireless networks. An overview of industrial use cases and challenges that wireless com-

munication systems face when applied in industrial settings is presented in Section 2.1.

Section 2.2 and 2.3 provide an overview of the radio access technologies applied through-

out this thesis namely IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi and LTE, while also providing an outlook on

upcoming standards.

2.1. Wireless Communications for Industrial
Applications

The usage of wireless communication systems instead of wired solutions for industrial

applications can increase flexibility of production processes, may reduce costs for instal-

lation and maintenance and enable node mobility [1]. However, these applications pose

strict requirements on the communication systems which are discussed in Section 2.1.1.

The industrial settings which usually include many metallic surfaces introduce specific

implications for channel characteristics and also machines may cause electro-magnetic

interference (EMI). These effects are summarized in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1. Use Cases and Requirements
A multitude of industrial applications exist and many organisations have tried to collect

their requirements and identify example use cases. Standardization bodies that want to

adapt their standards towards supporting industrial applications in future releases have

provided documents that summarize industrial use cases and their requirements such

as 3GPP [4] [17] [18] and IEEE [19]. Additionally, the automation industry itself is orga-

nized in different groups which also outlined typical use cases and their requirements

on communication systems from an industry centric view point. Examples are the Ger-

man VDE [20], the German Industry 4.0 Forum [21] or the 5G-ACIA [22]. The requirements

presented in these documents include a variety of factors which can be grouped into dif-

ferent categories [22]: deployment requirements such as requirements on authentication

mechanisms or security, requirements on operation of the communication system such as

requirements on maintenance and monitoring of the system, and service requirements

which include fulfillment of certain key performance indicators and also definition of

traffic patterns. Another challenge to realize wireless communication in industrial sce-

narios is the integration with existing communication infrastructure in factories, e.g., by

using time sensitive networking (TSN) to bridge between different technologies [23].
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Category Message Size Cycle Time Latency Reliability
[Byte] [ms] Req. [ms] Req.2

Process Automation 20 ≥ 10 < 10 8 nines

Extreme Industrial Control 50 - 100 0.25 0.25 9 nines

Industrial Automation 50 - 100 - < 25 5 nines

Factory Cyclic 40 - 250 4 - 8 4 - 8 6-9 nines

Mobile Robots 40 - 250 1 - 10 1 - 10 6 nines

Conv. Industrial Control ≤ 1521 1 - 8 1 - 8 5 nines

Video Remote Control 15 000 - 250 000 10 -100 10 - 100 6 nines

Augmented Reality - - < 10 3 nines

Closed Loop Control 20 10 < 10 8 nines

Table 2.1.: Service requirements for industrial applications with cyclic traffic patterns as defined

by 3GPP [4] [17] [18].

Since the focus of this work is on evaluating MC as a measure to improve latency and

reliability performance of wireless communication systems, we concentrate on the service

requirements in this section and motivate the example use cases utilized in the scope of

this work. Most of the discussed industrial applications use cyclic traffic patterns, while

also some applications with aperiodic event-based traffic, e.g., emergency stop events, were

identified [18]. Table 2.1 summarizes the service requirements of selected use cases with

cyclic traffic patterns as presented in the different specification documents provided by

3GPP. The message sizes vary from smaller messages of 20-250 Bytes for control messages

[17], e.g., from a sensor or to an actuator, to moderate message sizes of up to 1521 Bytes in

the conventional industrial control use case [4] or large messages of up to 250 kB for the

video traffic in remote control use cases [17]. According to the cycle time and latency re-

quirement different classes of real-time applications may be distinguished ([19], [25]): Class

A groups use cases with latency requirement below 100 ms, Class B below 10 ms and Class

C is defined for applications with latency requirement below 1ms. The extreme industrial

control use case, e.g., belongs to Class C with a latency requirement of 0.25ms, while video

remote control can be grouped into class A. The requirements on the communication re-

liability also vary strongly between the different applications: while the augmented reality

use case only specifies a reliability of 99.9%, the process automation use case requires up

to 99.9999999% (9 nines) communication reliability. In [18] the survival time, i.e., the time

that an application can function without receiving a communication message, is defined

as an additional metric to characterize service requirements of the industrial applications.

2
The reliability is defined here as the "percentage value of the amount of sent network layer packets success-

fully delivered to a given system entity within the time constraint required by the targeted service, divided

by the total number of sent network layer packets." [24]. The reliability is specified here by the number of

nines, e.g., 3 nines reflects to 99.9% of packets arriving in time.
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Use case [Ref.] Message Size Inter-packet-gap (IPG)
[Byte] [ms]

Mobile Robots [18] 100 1; 10

Conventional Industrial Control [4] 1400 1; 10

Table 2.2.: Example use cases employed for the evaluation of MC approaches throughout this work.

This metric is out of scope of this work.

Throughout this work we employ a cyclic traffic model and mainly focus on two example

use cases which are displayed in Table 2.2. The mobile robotics use case employs a low

message size of 100 Byte, while for the conventional industrial control use case a message

size of 1400 Byte was selected. For both use cases cycle times of 1 ms as well as 10 ms

are utilized. For the rest of this work the cycle time is referred to as the inter-packet-gap

(IPG). A combined latency and reliability metric where lost packets are assigned a latency

of infinity was applied as evaluation metric throughout. This metric was chosen since

most industrial applications require packets to arrive within a certain deadline with high

reliability, while it makes no difference for many applications whether a packet is lost or

arrives with a delay larger than the deadline.

2.1.2. Characteristics of Industrial Environments

Factories usually include a large amount of metallic structures which constitute a chal-

lenging environment for wireless communication systems due to the multipath effects

caused by the reflections. Many research works performed channel measurement cam-

paigns to evaluate the characteristics of industrial settings: In [26] channel measurements

in various industrial locations such as robot cells, production lines, warehouses and stor-

age areas are performed for line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios at

5.8 GHz. The measured path loss exponents for the LOS scenarios were below free space

path loss, which has an exponent of 2. The lower path loss exponent compared to free

space path loss can be explained by the reflections. Path loss exponents between 2 and 3

were measured for NLOS scenarios. In terms of small scale fading a rich scattering en-

vironment was found with Rayleigh fading or Rice fading with small Rice factors below

1 even for LOS scenarios [26]. Various other measurement campaigns for different fre-

quency bands and in diverse industrial plants are, e.g., presented in [27], [28], [29], and

[30]. Depending on factory setting and location within the factory different propagation

characteristics can be observed.

Another characteristic of industrial environments is the presence of machines that

might emit EMI. Multiple measurement studies have been performed to characterize EMI

in different frequency bands and in different settings. In [31] measurements in a paper

plant are performed and EMI caused by transport vehicle motors and by welding processes
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is observed for frequencies below 1 GHz. Chilo et al. measure EMI in the DECT band at

1.8 GHz and observe a time variance in the level of interference depending on the work-

ing mode of the motors [32]. Coll et al. classify different industrial environments based

on their channel characteristics and based on the present EMI as evaluated in multiple

measurement studies [33]. Patterns and strength of the present EMI can vary significantly

depending on type of machines present in the factory and distance of receiving node to

these machines.

2.2. IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi
The IEEE 802.11 standard was originally published in 1997 and describes the physical

(PHY) layer and MAC sub-layer specifications for wireless local area networks [34]. Since

then different amendments have been added to the standard. In the following the most

important features of the 802.11 standard will be discussed focusing on the 802.11ac amend-

ment which is applied throughout this work. Currently, different task groups are working

on further enhancements to the 802.11 standard. The main features incorporated in the

recently published 802.11ax and the features expected to be included in the upcoming

802.11be amendments are briefly discussed in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1. Overview of the 802.11 Standard with Focus on 802.11ac

The 802.11 standard incorporates different operation modes: In the infrastructure mode

stations (STAs) are associated to an access point (AP) which acts as a gateway, while in ad-

hoc mode all nodes communicate with each other directly. 802.11 operates in industrial,

scientific and medical band (ISM) bands: 802.11n, e.g., operates in the 2.4 GHz and the

5 GHz band, while 802.11ac only operates in the 5 GHz band. In Europe 19 channels with

channel width of 20 MHz are available in the 5 GHz band [34]. 802.11 operates in unlicensed

spectrum, where other technologies may also be present, such as Bluetooth in the 2.4 GHz

band.

On PHY layer 802.11ac uses orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) as

modulation technique like most of its preceding amendments. The highest available

modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is 256-QAM with a code rate of 3/4 in 802.11ac and

MIMO can be utilized with up to eight spatial streams [34]. The algorithm to determine

the transmission rate, i.e., the MCS and number of spatial streams, is not defined in the

standard [34], but is proprietary. An example rate adaptation algorithm is the Minstrel

algorithm which bases its rate decisions on success probability observed at the different

rates and which is implemented in the Linux kernel [35]. Other algorithms base their rate

decisions, e.g., on the last observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [36].

The 802.11 MAC layer defines how nodes contend for channel access in a distributed

way. The main mode is the distributed coordination function (DCF) on top of which dif-

ferent other methods can be implemented [34]. The DCF defines the method for physi-
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Figure 2.1.: Illustration of the DCF mechanism in the IEEE 802.11 MAC. Adapted from [34].

cal carrier sensing and uses carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)

which specifies that Wi-Fi devices need to sense if the channel is idle before they are al-

lowed to transmit. The method is illustrated in Figure 2.1a. If the medium is sensed idle

for DCF interframe space (DIFS) a transmission can be started. If on the other hand the

medium is sensed to be busy, the device needs to defer until the end of the ongoing trans-

mission. Then it needs to pick a random backoff counter between zero and the contention

window (CW). The backoff counter can be decremented when the medium is sensed idle

for a time slot and when the backoff counter reaches zero the frame can be transmitted.

If the medium is sensed busy again during the countdown procedure, the medium needs

to be sensed idle for DIFS and then the countdown can continue. In case of a successful

reception of a data frame, the receiving device waits for short interframe space (SIFS) and

replies with an acknowledgement (ACK). If on transmitter side an ACK is not received

before a timer expires, the packet is sent again provided the retransmission limit is not

reached. The CW is initiated with certain value for CWmin and then doubled upon each

collision. A collision is assumed when an ACK is not received within the timer interval.

The CW is reset to the CWmin upon successful packet transmission, i.e., when an ACK

is received. To determine if the medium is busy or idle the signal threshold is used in

case that a 802.11 signal could be decoded, while the energy threshold is used to evaluate

the overall energy present on the channel otherwise to detect, e.g., transmissions of other

technologies. In 802.11ac channel aggregation enables the usage of larger channel width of

40, 80 and 160 MHz by aggregating multiple 20 MHz channels [34]. For the channel access

one channel is considered to be primary and one channel is considered to be secondary

channel and depending on channel width and if it is configured as primary or secondary

channel different signal and energy thresholds need to be applied. For transmitting on

an aggregated channel both primary and secondary channel need to be sensed as idle.
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The 802.11 standard also specifies the virtual carrier sensing mechanism that can be ap-

plied on top of the physical carrier sensing. The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.1b.

Prior to sending data frames the device sends a request to send (RTS) frame once it gained

channel access, the receiving device waits for SIFS and answers with a clear to send (CTS)

frame which is upon reception followed by the data frame after SIFS. The RTS and CTS

frames contain information about the duration of the ongoing transmission. Neighbour-

ing devices who decode RTS or CTS frames add the information to their network alloca-

tion vectors and defer until the transmission is finished. With the help of this additional

message exchange also devices within range of the receiver but not within range of the

transmitter defer their transmission and thus it can help to alleviate the hidden node

problem. The standard specifies that the RTS/CTS exchange should only be applied for

data or management frames with a length larger than a certain threshold [34].

In the 802.11e amendment quality of service (QoS) support was introduced with the

implementation of the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) on top of the DCF.

Within this method different access categories are defined, i.e., background, best-effort,

video and voice, and data frames belonging to the different categories are stored in dif-

ferent queues and also use different arbitration inter-frame spacing (AIFS) which replace

the DIFS for gaining channel access [34]. Frames with higher priority apply shorter AIFS

and can use a longer maximal transmission opportunity.

In order to improve the efficiency of the channel access procedure the frame aggrega-
tion mechanism was introduced in 802.11 which defines that multiple frames can be sent

within one transmission opportunity [34]. Two levels of frame aggregation can be applied:

for aggregate MAC service data unit (A-MSDU) frames one MAC header is applied for all

aggregated frames, while each aggregate MAC protocol data unit (A-MPDU) has its own

MAC header. Instead of acknowledging each frame individually, aggregated frames are

followed by a block ACK where the receiving device can specify which frames need to be

resent. Multi-user MIMO which utilizes spatial diversity to simultaneously transmit to

different stations was introduced in 802.11ac but only in downlink (DL) direction.

2.2.2. Upcoming Amendments

802.11ax

The 802.11ax task group was founded in 2013 with focus to develop features that increase

the per-user throughput in dense networks [37] and the 802.11ax amendment has been

published in May 2021 [38]. The main enhancements on the PHY layer are expected to

include longer symbol duration and a higher MCS, i.e., 1024-QAM [38]. On MAC layer

802.11ax introduces an OFDMA-based channel access scheme and MU-MIMO operation

also in uplink (UL). Carrier sensing threshold adaptation, transmit power adaptation and

BSS colouring are proposed as features to improve the spatial reuse.

Compared to the distributed channel access mechanism defined in the DCF, the chan-

nel access in the OFDMA-based scheme is centrally coordinated by the AP. The OFDMA
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scheme is implemented on top of the DCF-based channel access and the AP first needs to

gain access to the channel with the CSMA mechanism before applying the OFDMA sched-

ule [38]. With OFDMA the channel can be subdivided into smaller frequency portions and

these so called resource units can be assigned to different stations. The OFDMA scheme is

organized on a frame basis and the frame length can be adapted by the AP. The operation

of the OFDMA-based channel access scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.2 for DL and UL.

In DL the AP specifies the allocated resource units and the transmission parameters per

station in the common preamble. In UL the AP sends a trigger frame in which it specifies

the assigned resource units and transmission parameters per station, e.g., the transmit

power. The stations then transmit their data in the specified resource units after SIFS.

The stations send buffer status reports to the AP such that the AP can assess which sta-

tions have data to transmit. In addition to the scheduled resources the AP can also assign

resources to the UL-OFDMA based random access scheme which the stations can attempt

to transmit in [38]. The OFDMA-based channel access mechanism has the potential to im-

prove the latency performance in presence of multiple stations as, e.g., evaluated in [39] or

[40].
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Figure 2.2.: Illustration of OFDMA-based channel access scheme in 802.11ax. Adapted from [38].
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802.11be

The 802.11be task group was founded in 2019 and aims to develop an amendment in which

the maximal throughput is increased and latency and jitter are improved [6]. The final

approval of the amendment is planned for May 2024 [41], but drafts for the specification

framework are already available [42]. Expected enhancements on the PHY layer include an

increased channel aggregation of up to 320 MHz, a higher available MCS of 4096-QAM and

support of up to 16 spatial streams [42]. An enhancement of the OFDMA scheme to support

allocation of multiple resource units to a single user is discussed as well as introduction of

the hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) mechamism. The task group also considers

to include coordination among multiple APs, e.g., to enable coordinated OFDMA schedul-

ing in order to minimize interference, coordinated beamforming or joint transmission of

multiple APs [43]. Another feature that is discussed for 802.11be is the support of multiple

links that operate in different frequency bands or channels. It is considered that a unified

upper MAC could communicate with the higher layers, while the lower MAC is individual

for each link [42]. Different operation modes are discussed: In the asynchronous multi-

link operation each link performs channel access independent of the other links with the

legacy channel access methods. In the synchronous mode on the other hand the trans-

missions on the different links can only be started simultaneously in order to alleviate

inter-link interference due to power leakage [43]. The multi-link operation in 802.11be is

discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.

2.3. LTE and 5G
Cellular networks have undergone great changes from the analogue handsets in the first

generation to current developments of the 5th and 6th generation. In this section an

overview of architecture, working principles and features of long term evolution (LTE)

is presented, followed by a short review of enhancements introduced in 5G.

2.3.1. LTE

LTE is the fourth generation of cellular networks and is described in 3GPP Releases 8 [44]

and 9 [45]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic architecture of an LTE network. The mobile ter-

minal is called user equipment (UE) and it connects wirelessly to the base station which is

named evolved Node B (eNB). The eNB is connected to the evolved packet core (EPC) which

consists of home subscriber server (HSS), mobility management entity (MME), serving-

gateway (GW) and packet data network (PDN)-GW. The MME manages the user authen-

tication and facilitates handover and inter-working with other networks, while the HSS

stores user information [46]. Serving-GW and PDN-GW enable connections to other IP

networks, e.g., the Internet. In LTE two types of data are differentiated: the user plane

carries the actual user data, while the control plane carries signalling data. UL and DL
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Figure 2.3.: LTE architecture. Adapted from [47].

transmissions can either use different frequencies, i.e., frequency division duplex (FDD),

or can operate on the same frequency but are separated in time, i.e., time division duplex

(TDD). LTE mainly operates in licensed spectrum, where the network operator needs to

be allocated a certain frequency range by the regulator, but can then use the spectrum

exclusively.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the LTE user plane protocol stack for the air interface between

UE and eNB. On the PHY layer LTE uses orthogonal frequency division multiple access

(OFDMA) as modulation scheme for the DL, while in UL SC-FDMA is used due to its

lower peak to average power ratio [46]. Release 8 and 9 specify 64-QAM as the highest

usable modulation method and usage of up to four MIMO streams. Both OFDMA and

SC-FDMA result in a frequency-time resource grid, where a resource block consists of a

single time slot of 0.5ms, and 12 subcarriers with a bandwidth of 180 kHz [46]. A subframe

consists of two time slots and represents the smallest unit that can be allocated to a user

called a transmission time interval (TTI). The scheduling of these resources to the dif-

ferent users is performed on MAC layer in the eNB in both UL and DL direction. In DL

the eNB can schedule the data that is has in queue for the different users and can use in-

formation on buffer status and priority of the traffic and the channel quality reports that

it receives from the UE as input for the scheduling algorithm [48]. In UL on the other

hand the channel quality is known at the eNB and the UE sents information on buffer

status and on the available transmission power. The basic mode in both UL and DL is dy-

namic scheduling where the scheduler can dynamically assign the resources in each TTI.

In UL with the dynamic scheduling mode the UE needs to send a scheduling request to

the eNB once it has data available. The eNB replies with an UL grant where it specifies

which resources are allocated to the UE and following the grant the UE can start the data

transmission. In order to reduce the communication latency the eNB can make use of the

prescheduling mechanism and can send an UL grant to a UE even before the UE sent a

scheduling request [49]. The eNB can also grant periodically reoccurring resources to the

UE by using the semi-persistent scheduling mechanism [44]. In this case the scheduled

resource repeats every nth
subframe and in UL the UE does not need to send a scheduling

request if it wants to use these resources. The minimum period that can be configured
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Figure 2.4.: LTE user plane protocol stack in UE and eNB. Adapted from [44].

for semi-persistent scheduling is 10 ms [49]. The scheduling strategy and the algorithm

that controls scheduling, rate and power is proprietary. On MAC layer HARQ is used to

acknowledge successfully received packets and retransmit lost packets [44]. The RLC layer

is responsible for packet segmentation, error correction and flow control, while the PDCP

layer takes care of the packet sequencing and ciphering [44].

Further enhancements were defined in Releases 10, 11 and 12 which are called LTE-

Advanced. These enhancements include the introduction of 256-QAM and introduction

of carrier aggregation (CA), dual connectivity (DC) and coordinated multi-point (CoMP)

[50] which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2. Starting from Release 13 fea-

tures for LTE-Advanced Pro were specified including latency reduction techniques such

as introduction of fast UL access [51], short TTI [52] and short processing time [52].

2.3.2. 5G
The fifth generation of mobile networks was first specified in 3GPP Release 15 [52] and in-

troduces a new radio access technology named New Radio (NR) and a core network named

5G core network. Enhancements in the core network compared to LTE include a func-

tional split between core and radio access network, network slicing and enhanced QoS

support. To facilitate the QoS mapping between user and control plane the service data

application protocol (SDAP) layer was introduced in the user plane protocol stack [48]. The

radio technology NR also uses OFDM as waveform, but compared to LTE it introduces sev-

eral features for support of low latency: Among other features shorter processing times,

also for the HARQ process, are introduced and higher flexibility in the scheduling of radio

resources is provided by introducing preemption mechanisms and allowing the start of a

transmission on any OFDM symbol within a slot [48].



3. Multi-Connectivity
MC, i.e., the usage of multiple communication paths at the same time, can potentially

improve latency and reliability performance of wireless communication systems and is

the central topic of this thesis. In this chapter the main concepts of MC are introduced

and an overview of already existing MC approaches in standardization and in the research

community is presented. Main parts of this survey have already been published in [10]. In

Section 3.1 a definition for MC is provided and relevant concepts for MC such as different

architectures and different layers where MC can be applied are explained. MC approaches

that have already been applied to wireless communication standards are discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2, while Section 3.3 presents a literature review of MC approaches on a layer-by-

layer basis. Remaining open research questions with regard to applying MC to improve

latency and reliability performance of wireless communication systems are discussed in

Section 3.4.

3.1. Multi-Connectivity Concepts
This section provides a definition for MC and discusses concepts relevant for applying

MC in wireless communication systems. Main parts of this analysis have already been

published in [10].

3.1.1. Definition

In this work we define MC as simultaneous connection over multiple communication

paths between two communication entities. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. A com-

munication entity represents one side of the communication process, e.g., for IEEE 802.11

Wi-Fi in infrastructure mode the AP is one entity and the station marks the other entity of

the communication process. In our definition of MC these entities have to be connected

over multiple paths, but these paths do not necessarily have to be used at the same time.

An important attribute of MC is that each path can be used to send any data independent

Entity EntityPath 2

Path 1

Path n

Figure 3.1.: Basic MC concept. For MC the communication entities have to be connected over

multiple paths.
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Figure 3.2.: Architecture options for MC.

of the other paths. This means that transmit or receive diversity is not a MC concept as far

as our definition is concerned since only the same data can be sent over each path. MIMO

in spatial multiplexing mode on the other hand can be classified as a MC concept.

3.1.2. Architecture
With MC multiple paths are utilized which in general differentiate among each other by

applying three main types of diversity: frequency diversity, RAT diversity or spatial diver-

sity. For applying frequency diversity different frequency bands or channels can be used

for the paths, e.g., in [53]. With RAT diversity, e.g., Wi-Fi could be used for one path, while

the other path could consist of an LTE link [54]. Also, the same frequency and the same

RAT can be used, but spatial diversity can be applied either by utilizing multiple antennas

or by utilizing multiple nodes belonging to one entity placed in different locations. The

nodes belonging to one communication entity can be located in the same physical site,

i.e., intra-site, or their location can be different, i.e., inter-site. Intra-site and inter-site

scenario are illustrated in Fig. 3.2a exemplary for Wi-Fi. In the inter-site scenario the mul-

tiple nodes belonging to one entity are usually the access nodes, i.e., base station (BS) in

cellular and AP in Wi-Fi networks, while the single node is the terminal, i.e., UE in cellular

networks and client in Wi-Fi networks. Also, multiple types of diversity can be combined,
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Figure 3.3.: Different OSI Layers can be used for separation and aggregation of the different paths

in a MC setting.

so two paths can, e.g., differ in frequency as well as in the location of the access node.

The paths that are utilized for MC can consist of just one hop or of multiple hops as

illustrated in Fig. 3.2b. For the multiple hop scenario the question arises how disjoint the

different paths are. In this work the focus is on one-hop MC scenarios. The reason for

this is that one-hop communication is the smallest entity where MC can be applied. The

concepts for one-hop communications can be extended for multiple-hop communication

systems where more degrees of freedom exist as on top of scheduling also routing becomes

important. In this work we refer to multiple hops as communication paths and to one-hop

scenarios as communication links.

3.1.3. OSI Layer

In MC systems the data to the different paths is separated on the transmitter and af-

ter transmission and reception the data is aggregated on the receiver side. This can be

performed on different layers of the open systems interconnection (OSI) communication

stack as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The layers above the layer used for aggregation and separa-

tion of the different paths are commonly used by all paths, while for the layers below, each

path has separate entities of each layer. For a common network (NW) layer approach, each

path has a separate PHY and data link layer (DLL), while NW layer and the layers above,

i.e., the TRA and application (APP) layer, are commonly used by both paths. In local area

networks the DLL consists of two sub-layers: logical link control (LLC) and MAC sub-

layer. In the LTE protocol stack, layer 2 consists of three parts, MAC, radio link control

and packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) sub-layer, and layer 3 consists of two parts,

IP and radio resource control (RRC) layer as discussed in Section 2.3.1.

3.1.4. Scheduling Methods

When multiple communication paths are present, scheduling methods are needed to de-

cide which packet is transmitted on which path. In this work, we group the MC scheduling

techniques into three basic categories that can be utilized with cyclic traffic. For cyclic traf-

fic a packet of a fixed payload size is sent and the next packet follows after one inter packet

gap (IPG) as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The scheduling categories are illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5.: MC basic scheduling categories on the sending node exemplary for a MC setting with

two paths and in presence of cyclic traffic.

The load balancing (LB) concept distributes packets onto the different paths, as described,

e.g., in [55]. In packet duplication (PD) the packet is duplicated and the original and the

duplicated version of the same packet are sent over different communication paths [56].

The idea of packet splitting (PS) is to split a packet into multiple parts and send each part

of the packet on a different path [54].

In Fig. 3.6 the effect of the different basic scheduling categories on the latency is illus-

trated for a scenario with two paths. The time is displayed on the x-axis and trx marks

the arrival of the specific packet. The exemplary latency on the different paths varies over

time. In a real system this could be due to varying radio conditions, interference or net-

work load.

For LB each packet is sent individually on just one path. Different scheduling strategies

can be used to decide which packet to send on which path. The main idea is to reduce

the traffic load per path. This could increase user throughput or reduce access and queu-

ing latency. No redundancy is introduced by this scheduling category, but the reduced

network load could also be beneficial for the communication reliability. In case of cyclic

traffic and a round-robin LB scheduling the IPG is doubled.

In PD the payload is duplicated and the receiving node can forward the copy that arrives

first to the application. This can potentially reduce the communication latency compared

to single-connectivity. Additionally, the reliability can be increased by PD since a packet

loss would have to occur on both paths at the same time for the packet to be lost. Since each
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Figure 3.6.: Effect on latency for the different basic scheduling categories with multiple paths for

cyclic traffic. The exemplary latency on the paths varies over time.

Scheduling Category Latency Reliability

Load Balancing L1(S, G · 2) or L2(S, G · 2) PDR1(S, G · 2) or PDR2(S, G · 2)
Packet Duplication min(L1(S, G), L2(S, G)) max(PDR1(S, G), PDR2(S, G))

Packet Splitting max(L1(
S
2 , G), L2(

S
2 , G)) min(PDR1(

S
2 , G), PDR2(

S
2 , G))

Table 3.1.: Theoretical considerations for latency and reliability of a single packet in a MC system

with two paths. Latency and reliability depend on the single link latency for the appli-

cation specific payload size S and IPG G.

packet is duplicated with PD a much higher overall traffic load is introduced compared

to the other two categories.

The main idea of PS is to transmit only parts of each packet on each path to reduce

latency as a result of the transmission of shorter packets. However, both parts of the packet

need to be decoded at the receiver for a successful reception of the packet. The load on

each path is potentially reduced since only shorter parts of each packet are sent over each

path, but in general the reliability is not increased.

The latency and reliability in a MC system with two paths is summarized in Table 3.1 as

a simplified example that considers a single packet. The packet delivery ratio (PDR) and

the latency (L) of each path as a function of the payload size (S) and IPG (G) determine the

latency and reliability of the different scheduling categories. In this example the packet

is split into equally sized fragments for the PS scheduling scheme, but in general other

ratios are also possible.

A related concept that is mentioned in the literature is packet or network coding (NC)

which is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The original application message is split into n coded

packets and out of this n coded packets that are transmitted, k packets have to be success-

fully received to decode the original message at the receiver. The code rate is r = k
n and

the size of a coded packet is calculated by dividing the original message size by k. If each

of the n coded packets is transmitted over a separate link, the network coding concept

constitutes a mixture between the PS and PD scheduling categories. If k = 1, the net-

work coding scheme results in the same operation as the PD scheduling scheme, while
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Figure 3.7.: Illustration of packet coding concept.

for k = n the same operation as the PS scheduling scheme is achieved. Packet coding can

also be used to spread the information of multiple original messages into coded packets.

3.1.5. Path Properties

The properties of the communication paths which are utilized for MC influence the per-

formance of MC systems. In this work we differentiate two factors in the relation of the

different paths: link homo- or heterogeneity and link correlation. Heterogeneous net-

works can be defined as networks with different types of nodes or different types of com-

munication links between the nodes [57]. In this work link heterogeneity is defined as the

relation of the statistical distributions of a certain metric, e.g., the latency, among the dif-

ferent communication links. As an example the mean and variance of the latency among

the different links can be compared. The link correlation describes how a certain met-

ric is related in time among the communication links. Correlation can, e.g., be described

by Pearson’s correlation coefficient for linear dependencies. Reasons for a high correla-

tion factor among different communication links can be correlated physical channels or

common sources of interference that affect multiple links.

3.1.6. Aim of Using MC and Evaluation Metrics

The motivation for using MC is manifold: it can be used to enhance the user through-

put, to enhance the coverage of the communication service or to enhance the reliability

of the communication system. Moreover, MC can be used to reduce the latency of the

communication system.

Depending on the objectives for using MC, different evaluation metrics can be taken

into account: throughput, latency and packet loss rate pose key performance metrics. Also,

the number of transmission hops can be evaluated and the additional cost that is needed

for employing this MC variant can be considered. This additional cost can, e.g., be addi-

tional energy consumption or additional requirements that the MC approach needs for

example tight time synchronization between multiple nodes.
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3.2. Multi-Connectivity Schemes in Standardization

This section presents an overview of MC approaches that were applied in wireless com-

munication standards of 3GPP, IEEE and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The

summary has already been published in [10] and is extended here with newer approaches.

Name Location Sched. Form Layer RAT Standard Ref.
of MC

CoMP (JT) inter-site PD intra-freq. PHY LTE 3GPP [58]

Rel. 11

CA intra-site LB intra-freq., MAC LTE 3GPP [59]

inter-freq. Rel. 10

DC inter-site LB intra-freq., PDCP LTE 3GPP [50]

inter-freq. Rel. 12

LWA intra- or LB inter-RAT PDCP LTE& 3GPP [60]

inter-site Wi-Fi Rel. 13

Multi-RAT inter-site LB, inter-RAT PDCP LTE& 3GPP [61]

DC PD 5G Rel. 15

ATSSS inter-site LB inter-RAT MAC or 5G & 3GPP [62]

TRA non- Rel. 16

3GPP

Dual Link intra-site PD, inter-freq. t.b.d. Wi-Fi IEEE [19]

PS RTA

TIG

Multi-AP inter-site PD intra-freq. PHY Wi-Fi IEEE [42]

JT 802.11be

Multi-Link intra-site PD, inter-freq. MAC Wi-Fi IEEE [42]

LB 802.11be

MP-TCP intra-site PD, LB inter-RAT, TRA - IETF [63],

inter-freq. [64]

MP-QUIC intra-site PD, LB inter-RAT, TRA - IETF [65],

inter-freq. [66]

Table 3.2.: Collection of established MC approaches in current standardization of IEEE, 3GPP and

IETF.

3GPP defined different versions of MC on different layers in their releases which are

summarized in Table 3.2. On the PHY layer CoMP was introduced with two basic modes

in Release 11 [58]. In joint transmission (JT) mode multiple BSs simultaneously send the

same data on the same carrier to improve the received signal strength at the UE in DL. In
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UL the signal sent by the UE is received by multiple BSs and jointly processed, so basically

CoMP JT can be perceived as "Network MIMO" [67]. A special form of CoMP is dynamic

point selection where a UE maintains connection to multiple BSs and can dynamically

select which one to use for transmission. This version of CoMP is actually located at the

MAC layer. We note that for CoMP only PD can be used in JT mode. However, since

also spatial multiplexing could be performed with the same architecture, but is just not

standardized by 3GPP, we still perceive CoMP as MC. In the coordinated scheduling mode

of CoMP on the other hand the different BSs are coordinated to minimize interference.

This mode cannot be considered as MC because in general each station is only connected

to one BS and is only using one path.

On MAC layer CA was defined in Release 10 and specifies that "multiple component

carriers are aggregated to form a larger overall transmission bandwidth" [59]. This aggre-

gation can be performed for carriers in the same band and for inter-band carriers. The

data can be distributed over the different carriers and this additional bandwidth is used

to increase the throughput.

Multiple MC approaches were standardized on PDCP layer: DC was first specified in

Release 12 and defines that a UE "is configured to utilize radio resources provided by two

distinct schedulers, located in two eNB connected via a non-ideal back-haul" [50]. So a

UE is simultaneously connected to two eNBs, one Master-eNB and one Secondary-eNB,

which are non-collocated. The bearer split is performed on the PDCP layer. Basically, DC

is like performing CA for non-collocated nodes to enhance the throughput [68]. For intra-

frequency MC in LTE one needs to differentiate between strategies where the same carrier

is used at the same time slot and cases where the same band but a different carrier is used

for the different paths. For CoMP the same carrier is used, while for DC different carriers

are used by the different BSs. In Release 13 LTE-Wi-Fi Aggregation (LWA) is introduced

for collocated and non-collocated scenarios [60]. Again the LWA bearer split is performed

on the PDCP layer. The focus is on splitting data between the different RATs to enhance

the throughput. This changes with Release 15 where multi-RAT DC is specified for DC

operation with New Radio and LTE networks [69]. Not only data split, but also PD at

PDCP layer is introduced. In this mode the same packet is transmitted over both paths to

improve the reliability.

In Release 16 access traffic steering, switching, splitting (ATSSS) defines simultaneous

access to 3GPP and non-3GPP links within the 5G architecture [62]. In order to set the

operation of ATSSS different rules can be defined: The traffic can be steered towards a

specific link, e.g., by applying the rule that as long as the specific link is available that

link is used and only if it is unavailable traffic will be sent over the other link. Another

rule specifies that both links are used simultaneously, e.g., by applying LB with a specific

percentage of packets sent on each link. The rules are applied in the UE in UL and in the

user plane function (UPF) in DL and can either be applied on the ATSSS lower layer or on

TRA layer where a MP-TCP proxy is provided.

The IEEE 802.11 working group is also working towards modifying their standard to
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enable reliable low-latency communications. More specifically the Real Time Application

(RTA) technical interest group (TIG) was founded in July 2018 to investigate possible real-

time applications for Wi-Fi and potential methods to address their requirements [70].

Among other features they defined Dual Link (Frame Replication and Elimination) as a

mechanism to achieve lower latency and higher reliability [19]. In Dual Link operation the

AP and STA are connected via at least two radio bands simultaneously, e.g., the 2.4 GHz and

5 GHz band. Two different modes are defined for Dual Link: The duplicate mode where

packets are duplicated on both links and only the first arriving packet is considered and

the cutting mode where the packet is divided into multiple parts and the different parts

are transmitted over different links. The duplicate mode aims to enhance the reliability

and possibly also to reduce the latency, while the cutting mode focuses only on reducing

the latency. The layer on which these MC approaches are applied has not been defined by

the RTA group.

The task group working on the 802.11be amendment is building on these concepts and

discusses multi-link operation as potential feature for 802.11be. The multi-link operation

is proposed to be applied in the upper MAC layer, while each link has an individual lower

MAC and PHY layers [71]. The proposals for multi-link scheduling within the task group

include LB and PD approaches, e.g., in [72] and [73]. Different aspects concerning the multi-

link operation are still in discussion: The transmissions of the multi-link access could be

synchronized with aligned starting times to alleviate inter-link interference or the tran-

missions could be unsynchronized with individual channel access per link [74]. For the

synchronized transmission new channel access mechanisms would need to be defined.

Also, ACKs and retransmissions could be restricted to be sent only on the same link that

the original packet was send or could also be allowed to be sent on other links [71]. The

task group also discusses concepts for coordination among multiple APs and proposes to

include joint transmission of multiple APs to multiple stations as a form of distributed

MIMO [43]. As the 802.11be amendment is still in the drafting phase is not sure yet if and

how these features will be included in the final 802.11be amendment.

The IETF is an organisation that develops standards for the Internet. It has defined sev-

eral multi-path protocols on TRA layer and here we only refer to the most prominent ones,

i.e. multi-path (MP)-TCP and MP-quick UDP internet connections (QUIC). Since these

protocols are applied on TRA layer they can be used either with different RATs or over

multiple interfaces of the same RAT operating, e.g., on different frequency channels. The

IETF documents define the architecture and signalling for the multi-path extensions to

the TRA protocols, but not the schedulers. For the scheduler options in Table 3.2 we refer

to the openly available Linux kernel implementation for MP-TCP. The available scheduler

options include LB approaches, i.e., the minimum RTT scheduler, which chooses the path

with lowest RTT for transmission, and a simple round-robin scheduler, and a static PD

approach [64]. Since it runs in user space we refer to the open-source version of MP-QUIC

[66] where only LB schedulers are currently implemented.
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3.3. Literature Review of Multi-Connectivity
Approaches

In this section we will provide an overview of MC approaches in the literature. The analysis

has already been published in [10] and is updated here with more recent approaches. While

we also refer to relevant older approaches, our focus will be on more recent work published

in the last five years. A collection of the approaches that were evaluated over wireless

networks is illustrated in Table 3.3. Relevant approaches that were evaluated over wired

networks are referred to in the text, but are not listed in the table. This is because the

focus of this work is on wireless communication systems. The approaches are categorized

based on the main purpose of using MC. It can be used to enhance the user throughput or

the coverage of the wireless system, e.g., by improving the reliability for cell edge users or

by providing better handover strategies. Additionally, the focus can be on enhancing the

reliability of the wireless system, i.e., reducing the number of re-transmissions or packet

losses, or on improving the latency.

Layer Focus Sched. Form of MC RAT Eval. Year Ref.

PHY Tp. PD intra-freq. LTE Exper. 2011 [75]

PHY, Tp. PD,LB intra-freq., 5G Simul. 2018 [76], [77]

MAC inter-freq

PHY Cov. PD intra-freq., 5G Ana. 2016, [78],

inter-freq 2017, [79],

2018 [80]

PHY Cov. PD intra-freq. 5G Simul. 2016, [81], [82],

2017 [83]

PHY, Cov. PD intra-freq., LTE/5G Simul. 2018 [84]

MAC inter-freq

PHY Cov. PD intra-freq. LTE Uu& Simul. 2018 [85]

sidelink

PHY Rel. PD inter-freq. Wi-Fi Simul. 2018, [53],

2020 [86]

PHY Rel. PD intra-freq. LTE Ana., 2018 [87]

Exper.

PHY Rel. PD inter-freq. 5G Simul. 2018 [88]

PHY Rel. PD inter-freq. 5G Ana. 2019, [89],

2020, [90], [91],

2021 [92]

PHY Rel. PD intra-freq, 5G Simul. 2019, [93],

inter-freq. 2020 [94]

MAC Tp. LB inter-freq. LTE Simul. 2017, [95],
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Layer Focus Sched. Form of MC RAT Eval. Year Ref.
2018 [55]

MAC Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE& Simul. 2018 [96]

mmWave

MAC Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2018 [97]

mmWave

MAC Tp. LB inter-freq. Wi-Fi Simul. 2020 [98]

MAC Tp. LB inter-freq. Wi-Fi Ana. 2021 [99]

PDCP Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2017 [100]

mmWave

PDCP Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Disc. 2018 [101]

Wi-Fi

PDCP Tp. LB inter-freq. 5G Simul. 2019 [102]

PDCP Cov. PD intra-freq. LTE/5G Disc. 2018 [103]

PDCP Rel. PD inter-freq. 5G Ana. 2019 [104], [105]

PDCP Rel. dyn. PD inter-freq. 5G Simul. 2019 [106]

PDCP Rel. dyn. PD inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2020 [107]

5G

PDCP Rel. LB inter-RAT 5G Uu & Simul. 2020 [108]

sidelink

PDCP Lat. & PD intra-freq. 5G Simul. 2018, [109], [110],

Rel. 2019 [111]

PDCP Lat. dyn. PD intra-freq. 5G Ana. 2019 [112]

& Rel.

PDCP Lat. LB inter-freq. 5G Simul. 2020 [113]

& Rel.

RRC Tp. LB inter-freq. LTE& Simul. 2017 [114]

5G

NW Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2015 [115]

Wi-Fi

NW Lat. LB inter-freq. Wi-Fi Simul. 2018 [116]

NW Rel. PD inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2019 [117]

Wi-Fi

NW Lat. & LB inter-freq. Wi-Fi Simul. 2018 [118]

Rel.

NW Lat. & PD inter-RAT LTE& Simul. 2018 [119]

Rel. Wi-Fi

TRA Tp. LB - - Emul. 2006 [120]

TRA Tp. LB inter-RAT GPRS & Simul. 2009, [121],

Wi-Fi 2010 [122]
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Layer Focus Sched. Form of MC RAT Eval. Year Ref.
TRA Tp. LB inter-RAT 3G & Emul., 2014, [123],

Wi-Fi Exper. 2016, [124],

2019 [125]

TRA Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2017 [126]

mmWave

TRA Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Exper. 2018, [127], [128],

Wi-Fi 2020 [129]

TRA Tp. LB inter-freq Wi-Fi Exper. 2019 [130]

TRA Tp. LB inter-freq. 5G & Simul. 2019 [131]

mmWave

TRA Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Ana. 2019 [132]

Wi-Fi

TRA Tp. LB inter-RAT 5G & Emul. 2021 [133]

Wi-Fi

TRA Lat. LB - - Emul. 2005, [134],

2006 [135]

TRA Lat. & PD inter-RAT LTE& Exper. 2016 [136]

Rel. Wi-Fi

TRA Lat. & LB inter-RAT 3G & Exper. 2016, [137]

Rel. Wi-Fi

TRA Lat. & dyn. PD inter-RAT LTE & Exper. 2018 [138], [139]

Rel. Wi-Fi

TRA Lat. & dyn. PD - - Emul. 2018, [140],

Rel. 2019, [141],

2020 [142]

TRA Lat. & dyn. PD inter-freq. LTE Emul. 2019 [143]

Rel.

APP Tp. LB inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2017 [144]

Wi-Fi

APP Rel. PD inter-RAT LTE & Simul. 2018 [145]

mmWave

APP Rel. PD inter-freq. Wi-Fi Ana. 2020, [146],

2021 [147]

APP Lat. & PD, PS inter-RAT LTE& Simul. 2016 [148]

Rel. HSDPA&

EDGE

APP Lat. & PD, PS inter-RAT Cellular& Ana. 2017, [149], [150]

Rel. Wi-Fi 2018

APP Lat. & PD, PS inter-RAT LTE& Emul. 2017, [149],
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Layer Focus Sched. Form of MC RAT Eval. Year Ref.
Rel. HSDPA& 2018, [150],

Wi-Fi 2019 [151]

APP Lat. & PD inter-freq. LTE Exper. 2018 [56]

Rel.

APP Lat. & PS inter-RAT LTE& Ana. 2018 [152]

Rel. Wi-Fi

APP Lat. & PD inter-RAT LTE Uu& Simul. 2018 [153]

Rel. sidelink

APP Lat. & PD inter-freq. LTE Emul. 2019 [154]

Rel.

Table 3.3.: List of MC approaches for wireless networks, classified into different categories. The

italic expressions are not explicitly stated in the paper but can be guessed from the

context. In the focus column ’Tp.’ refers to throughput, ’Cov.’ refers to coverage, ’Rel.’

refers to reliability and ’Lat.’ refers to latency. In the evaluation column ’Simul.’ refers

to simulation, ’Emul.’ refers to emulation, ’Ana.’ refers to an analytic evaluation and

’Exper.’ refers to an experimental evaluation.

The different focuses of MC can be linked to the basic scheduling categories, which were

discussed in Section 3.1.4. The LB approach is mostly used with the aim to enhance the

user throughput. An exception to this trend is, e.g., presented in [116] and [118], where LB

is used for improving latency and reliability. PD on the other hand is used for improving

the reliability and thus also for approaches which focus on enhancing the coverage. PD

can potentially also reduce the latency, since only the packet that arrives earlier needs to

be considered. An exception is [77], where PD is used in the context of mmWave commu-

nications to achieve a higher SINR and thus enable higher data rates. PS is used to reduce

the transmission latency by reducing the payload sent on each path and is evaluated only

in very few approaches, e.g., in [150].

Another term that exists for MC solutions and that is sometimes used interchangeably

is MP. The term is especially common in the computer science community and in the

context of TRA layer protocols such as MP- TCP. For multi-RAT MC the term interface-

diversity is utilized by certain authors, e.g., in [150].

Apart from publications which propose or evaluate a certain MC approach, there is also

literature which discusses possible MC architectures on a higher abstraction level. A cen-

tral question is on which layer of the communication stack the separation and aggregation

of the different MC paths should be performed. The use of MC on higher layers, i.e., APP

layer, TRA layer and NW layer, is discussed in [155] with focus on how MC could help to

improve the throughput. The discussion is not limited to a specific RAT. In [156] on the

other hand the focus lies on how to include MC into future 5G architectures and it is stated

that the current LTE architecture does not support MC for 5G use cases like URLLC. The

authors discuss three different architectures for MC: on TRA, PDCP and MAC layer and
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state that common layers have to be located at the same physical site or need to be con-

nected via a fast back-haul link. It is proposed to move PDCP and RRC layer to the edge

cloud for the common PDCP solution. In [157] the architecture options for LTE- NR DC

and 3GPP-non-3GPP inter working in 5G are discussed. The PD functionalities of DC in

LTE and 5G architectures are summarized in [158]. The authors of [114] propose to use

MC not only for data but also for control traffic in cellular networks. A multi-RAT RAN

controller is proposed to reduce signalling in the 5G DC architecture in [159] and [160],

while in [161] an architecture for control of MC configuration by applications in a mobile

edge cloud inside a 5G system is proposed.

In the following we will derive main ideas how MC on each layer of the communica-

tion stack can be implemented and discuss related approaches. As the focus of this work

is on using MC for achieving low-latency and high reliability we will primarily discuss

approaches with this aim.

3.3.1. Physical Layer Approaches

On PHY the main concept for intra-frequency MC is CoMP in JT mode, while for inter-

frequency MC on PHY different concepts have been proposed.

CoMP was already shortly explained in Section 3.2. Two BSs are connected via a fast

back-haul and transmit the same data on the same frequency carrier at the same time

such that the signals of both BSs interfere constructively at the location of the receiving

node. This operation principle can be perceived as "Network MIMO" [67] and aims to

provide a higher signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the receiving UE in DL.

In UL both BSs receive the signal sent by the UE and combine their information to suc-

cessfully decode the signal. The concept of CoMP is well-established since it has already

made it into Release 11 of LTE, but is now reevaluated in the context of 5G and mmWave

communications in multiple publications. We note that CoMP requires tight synchro-

nization between the sending BSs. Experimental evaluation of CoMP is, e.g., provided

in [75], where CoMP JT is evaluated in UL. The results show increased throughput and

improved coverage for the testbed in downtown Dresden.

For inter-frequency MC at the PHY layer three combining schemes were introduced

[53], which are illustrated in Fig. 3.8. In selection combining (SC) and maximum ratio

combining (MRC) the links are combined at symbol level, while in joint decoding (JD)

each link is decoded individually and information is exchanged among the soft decoders

during this parallel decoding procedure. In SC only the link with the best SINR is used,

while in MRC the weighted average over all links is employed where each link is weighted

according to its respective SINR. These combining schemes can also be utilized for intra-

frequency MC on PHY, e.g., for CoMP JT operation in UL.

The gain of these MC concepts on PHY compared to single-connectivity solutions have

been evaluated in various publications. In [77] CoMP, i.e., intra-frequency MC with PD,

is performed for a 5G mmWave network, while the signalling traffic is sent over a 5G
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Figure 3.8.: Different decoding techniques for intra- and inter-frequency Physical layer MC.

link operating on a lower frequency band. The simulative evaluation shows an improved

throughput compared to SC due to improved link switching capabilities when using MC.

The gain of MC at PHY using multiple Wi-Fi channels with SC, MRC and JD is evalu-

ated in [53]. The evaluation with link-level Monte-Carlo simulations which assume inde-

pendent fading Wi-Fi channels reveal that MC reduces the packet error rate compared to

SC in both considered scenarios [53]. Especially packet errors caused by synchronization

issues in frequency-selective channels can be mitigated by using multiple links. JD per-

forms better than the other two schemes, especially in situations where no SNR estimate is

available. In [86] the analysis in [53] is adjusted for a V2X scenario with a highway channel

model and for 802.11bd. The link level simulations reveal that PHY layer MC with MRC

and JD can improve the reliability in the evaluated vehicular scenario.

In [87] the results of real field channel SINR measurements in a cellular network for

intra-frequency MC with two UEs in UL are fed into an analytic model to derive the gain

of PHY MC over single-connectivity for SC, MRC and JD more realistically. The evalua-

tion reveals an increased SINR for MC solutions and thus a decreased outage probability.

The authors also state that macro-diversity, i.e., having links with antennas on different

physical sites which are separated by large distances, is more beneficial for preventing

large scale-fading effects than micro-diversity.

The impact of correlated channels on the gain of PHY layer MC is evaluated in [89],

[91] and [92]. Chen et al. derive an analytic model describing the outage probability of

PHY layer MC with JD over correlated Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fading channels [92].

The evaluation highlights that the correlation loss in terms of SNR degradation increases

with growing correlation factor and growing number of links. The information theoretic

calculations performed in [89] assess that negatively correlated channel fading could be
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beneficial for the reliability of selection combining and link combining on PHY layer

compared to uncorrelated or positively correlated channels. The authors highlight that

negatively correlated channels could be created by careful link placements or by utilization

of reconfigurable meta-surfaces. In [91] joint distributions for Rayleigh fading channels

are utilized to derive the outage probability of inter-frequency MC on PHY layer with PD

and the analytic evaluations highlight that the properties of the joint distribution have a

strong impact on the achievable reliability.

Practical aspects for deploying PHY layer MC in wireless networks are considered in

[90], [93] and [94]. In [93] link level simulations are performed to evaluate the influence

of the distance between BSs, the number of users, the number of utilized links and the

percentage of intra- and inter-frequency MC with MRC on the outage probability for a

suburban V2X scenario. A scheme for managing the number of active MC links is pro-

posed in [90] for a scenario with inter-frequency MC utilizing MRC. The scheme tries to

minimize the number of active links while still ensuring that the reliability requirement

is met and considers that a larger number of links leads to larger signalling overhead. An

algorithm for resource allocation in multi-user cellular systems with intra-frequency MC

with JT and inter- frequency MC with JD for a scenario where users have stringent latency

and reliability requirements is presented in [94].

In all considered approaches MC on the PHY layer is used to increase the SINR of the

communication link. The increased SINR is mostly utilized to reach higher reliability. An

exception is [77] where the increased SINR is used for higher throughput in a mmWave

scenario. Analytical and simulative evaluations with Wi-Fi [53] and with LTE [87] promise

higher reliability when using inter- and intra-frequency MC, respectively, with SC, MRC

and JD on PHY as compared to single-connectivity. Also, for intra-frequency MC with

CoMP in DL a higher reliability can be expected compared to single-connectivity solu-

tions, e.g., evaluated in [81]. We note that with the presented MC approaches on PHY

layer, only PD is used as static scheduling category and most evaluations focus solely on

reliability metrics without considering latency requirements. Reduced reliability can be

expected when operating the PHY MC approaches over correlated fading channels as,

e.g., evaluated in [92]. When applying MC at PHY, it is possible to combine the two paths

directly at signal level. This might be beneficial as all information is still present com-

pared to higher layer solutions, where the signals are already decoded to packets. On the

other hand implementing MC at PHY requires changes to the hardware, while on higher

layers only software changes need to be carried out. When comparing intra- with inter-

frequency MC, intra-frequency MC needs less resources as all links operate in the same

frequency band. Inter-frequency MC on the other hand offers another source of diversity,

i.e., frequency diversity, while in intra-frequency MC only spatial diversity can be made

use of.
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3.3.2. Data Link and Network Layer Approaches

This section summarizes the main concepts of approaches on Data Link, i.e., on MAC and

PDCP sub-layer, and on NW Layer and gives an overview of their evaluation.

MAC Sub-layer

In [76] a proportional fair scheduling algorithm is used for inter-frequency MC in LTE,

which only takes into account the individual rate of each user and the average user rate

to ensure fairness among users. The multi-RAT scheduler proposed in [97] on the other

hand also takes into account network queue states and information on the capacity of

each path and thus dynamically adapts the scheduling to the current link status. Again

proportional fair scheduling is implemented at the MAC layer and an optimization prob-

lem is solved to find the optimal scheduling for the current link status. In [98] and [99] the

throughput of multi-link operation in 802.11be on MAC layer with LB is evaluated with

ns-3 simulations and with an analytic Markov model, respectively. Both studies find that

multi-link operation in the asynchronous mode can improve the throughput compared to

single link solutions. In [76] two different approaches are compared: CoMP joint transmis-

sion/reception with joint processing at PHY and inter-frequency MC, where Proportional-

Fair scheduling is implemented at the MAC layer. Simulations in an Ultra-Dense-Network

scenario reveal that inter-frequency MC outperforms CoMP in terms of user throughput

in this scenario for lower user densities, while for higher number of users per eNB CoMP

achieves a higher throughput.

Extra Layer between MAC and NW Layer

The authors in [117], [116] and [118] propose to introduce an extra layer between MAC and

NW Layer. The introduction of an extra layer between MAC and IP layer in a Wi-Fi system

with a Multi-RAT scheduler is proposed in [118]. A classifier distributes packets to dif-

ferent queues representing different priorities and a scoring system computes the score

for each RAT based on bandwidth, cost, energy, delay and SINR. The scheduler decides on

which RAT to schedule each packet based on the queue sizes and the score of each RAT. In

[116] the main objective is to reduce the latency by reducing the packet reordering delay at

the receiver. To reach this aim a "Leacky Bucket" scheduler is proposed which takes into

account the service rate of each link and the packet arrival rate to make the scheduling

decision. The basic idea is to schedule packets such that "packets coming earlier are sent

on band with lower end-to-end latency, while the later packets are on the higher latency

bands" [116] to avoid packet reordering. Both approaches were evaluated by simulations.

In [118] the evaluation is performed with the network simulator ns-3 with 802.11p and

802.11n standards in the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands for a mobility scenario which refers to a

V2X setting. A reduced latency and packet loss rate compared to a multi-RAT approach

with round-robin scheduling can be observed. The authors of [116] evaluate their sched-
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uler with OPNET simulations for IEEE 802.11n operating in two bands and for TCP file

downloads. The scheduler performs better in terms of latency, throughput and required

re-transmissions compared to 50% - 50% switching and other schemes in the simulated

scenario. In [117] MC with static PD scheduling is evaluated in a V2X scenario over 802.11p

and LTE sidelink links and shows to improve reliability compared to the single link so-

lutions.

PDCP Sub-layer

On the PDCP sub-layer mostly intra-frequency MC with PD is described, while different

frequency carriers are used by the different BSs. In [103] a static version of PD is described

where each packet is duplicated. Options for MC in 5G V2X are discussed in [108] and the

performed system level simulations support that MC over 5G Uu and sidelink link with

LB outperforms single link 5G Uu and single link sidelink options in terms of reliability.

Two architecture options for DC, i.e., split in RAN and split in CN, in 5G with PD are

compared in [104] with an analytical model considering correlated failures. The analysis

shows that the reliability is significantly reduced even for small values of correlation. In

[109] simulations were performed where, for different latency requirements and a fixed

target packet loss rate of 10−5
, the required SINR is compared for different payload sizes

and for enabled and disabled PD. The simulations reveal that PD can help to lower the

required SINR. Guzman et al. propose a MC controller at PDCP layer that can perform

predictions with a Markov model based on channel measurements and buffer status and

that schedules packets onto the different links with LB [102]. In [109] the authors propose

to use an algorithm to dynamically control PD and only enable it in certain channel and

load conditions and evaluate the needed resource blocks to reach a certain reliability for

different number of PD links.

The dynamic activation and deactivation of PD on PDCP layer for efficient radio re-

source usage is discussed in multiple research works. Lee et al. propose to use a rein-

forcement learning approach with RSRP values from the present BSs as input to decide

to which BS to connect to or to connect to both BSs with DC using PD [106]. In the sim-

ulative evaluation the "always-on" PD approach outperforms the reinforcement learning

based approach in the scenario with low network load in terms of UE outage, while the

proposed adaptive PD scheme offers the lowest outage in the high network load scenario.

In [107] the activation and deactivation of PD in 5G DC based on channel quality is eval-

uated in ns-3 simulations which highlight the trade-off between reliability and resource

utilization efficiency. This trade-off is also analysed with an analytical model for the out-

age probability of single connectivity (SCo) and MC in 5G in [105]. Based on this analysis

the same authors propose to only activate PD in a scenario with intra-frequency MC in a

5G system when the SNR difference between two BSs is greater than a certain threshold or

for users with critical latency deadlines [112]. The analytic evaluation suggests that the se-

lective PD scheme can achieve the same outage probability as the "always-on" PD scheme,
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while the resource usage is nearly halved in the evaluated scenario. Activation of PD only

upon transmission failure on the primary link is proposed in [111] as a method to improve

the resource efficiency of DC with PD in 5G. The performance of the scheme is evaluated

with system level simulations and the scheme is found to increase the achievable through-

put while still maintaining latency and reliability targets in the evaluated scenario. In [9] a

scheme for dynamic PD activation and deactivation based on the risk to exceed the appli-

cation survival time is proposed. The simulative evaluation found that the scheme suffers

from slightly higher probability for an application outage than static PD, while using only

about 50% of the resources compared to static PD.

NW Layer

A NW layer MC approach can be found in [114] where a split of user plane and control plane

traffic is performed at the RRC layer in a 5G network to enhance the user throughput.

Also, many proposals exist in the context of "multipath routing", but with the focus on

multiple hop networks and mostly cabled communication networks. For an overview of

these approaches we refer the interested reader to [162].

Central Aspects

In conclusion, the DLL and NW layer approaches include, as well as static scheduling vari-

ants, also dynamic scheduling solutions with different input parameters where activation

of MC or the MC scheduling strategy is adapted based on the network conditions. These

approaches are of particular interest since they can adapt to changes in the environment

or to the load conditions and thus might be more beneficial in scenarios with dynamic

network surroundings. Even though many discussed approaches focus on throughput

enhancement, more recent approaches concentrate on using MC for enhancing the com-

munication reliability especially in the context of 5G. The input parameters available at

MAC and NW layer could also be beneficial for developing adaptive scheduling approaches

that focus on latency reduction and reliability enhancement.

3.3.3. Transport Layer Approaches

MC on TRA layer is often also referred to as "multi-path"(MP). Many publications that

emphasize algorithm and protocol design originate in the computer science community

and focus on Internet applications and do not necessarily use wireless networks. We do

not consider those approaches that utilize wired networks in the overview table. However,

they still present valid concepts for MC solutions, thus we will also discuss the ones with

focus on reliability increase and/ or latency reduction in this section. We note that many

older publications refer to multi-path communications over multiple interfaces as "multi-

homing", e.g., in [163].
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Many MC approaches on TRA layer focus on enhancing the throughput. Prominent

examples are concurrent multipath transfer (CMT)-stream control transmission protocol

(SCTP) [120], MP- TCP [63] and MP-QUIC [127]. The survey in [164] provides an overview of

MP protocols on different layers for internet applications, i.e., multiple hop communica-

tions, with focus on enhancing the throughput. Common issues with these protocols are

that heterogeneity of the different communication paths in throughput or delay can lead

to packets arriving out of order at the receiver and thus how to handle packet reordering

most efficiently or how to avoid it is an important question. A problem that occurs in this

context is head-of-line blocking, where a faster sub-flow has to wait until packets from a

slower sub-flow arrive to ensure in-order delivery [123]. Also, if the receive buffer is not

sufficiently large to wait for the delivery of the slower sub-flow packets, other packets that

were already successfully received might be dropped and thus have to be re-transmitted.

Another issue is that if multiple paths share the same bottleneck so that simultaneous

failures happen, the gain of MC in these scenarios is reduced.

In the following we will discuss the main concepts that were proposed to reduce latency

and increase reliability with MC on TRA layer. First approaches that use LB as scheduling

category are discussed, followed by approaches that describe PD scheduling approaches.

An overview of experimental evaluation of these approaches over wireless networks is pre-

sented and central aspects are summarized.

Load Balancing Approaches

An early publication in this context is [134] where weighted round-robin scheduling is per-

formed for SCTP on multiple paths based on bandwidth estimations, buffer load and the

measured round trip time (RTT) of each path. A similar concept that has been proposed

in the context of MP-TCP is the lowest RTT scheduler, where the data is sent on the sub-

flow with the lowest RTT first until it has filled its congestion window [123]. A selective

retransmission scheme for multi-path scenarios is proposed in [135] for real-time appli-

cations such as voice or video transmission. The sending node only retransmits a packet

if the estimation of the time that the retransmitted packet would arrive at the receiver is

earlier than the packets deadline. In [163] on the other hand a selective acknowledgement

is proposed at the receiver side to allow the receiving node to discard out-of order packets

when their deadline is expired for real-time applications to avoid head-of-line blocking

while waiting for packets that are already expired. Two adaptations to existing MP-TCP

schedulers with the aim to reduce transfer times of web application traffic are proposed

in [125]: the first variant aims to estimate and minimize receive-buffer blocking, while the

second variant tries to predict and minimize the transfer time for each segment. Simi-

larly, in [133] a machine learning based LB MC scheduler for MP-QUIC is proposed which

tries to select the best path for transmission based on RTT, throughput and loss rate of

the paths.

Another idea of the approaches that use LB as scheduling strategy is to schedule packets
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such that they arrive in the right order at the receiving node. In [165] an approach that is

very specific to video streaming traffic is proposed, where the last packets of a block are

first sent on the path with the highest RTT. An extension of this strategy for wireless net-

works is proposed in [124]. The idea is to mitigate the effect of delay bursts, which are typi-

cal for wireless networks. Therefore, specific packets are opportunistically re-transmitted

on the path with the lowest RTT. The authors of [132] propose an adaptive scheduler for

MP-TCP that takes into account information about loss and delay of the utilized links and

aims to reduce the reordering delay. In [166] and [167] the decision is based on RTT and

congestion of each path and a scheduler similar to the lowest RTT scheduler of MP-TCP is

proposed for CMT-SCTP. In [121] and [122] applications are mapped to network interfaces

based on the applications’ QoS requirements and the networks’ capabilities. Bundling

of multiple networks with CMT-SCTP, i.e., MC operation, is allowed if the application’s

requirements cannot be fulfilled by one network interface. Shi et al. propose to prioritize

time-critical streams in MP-QUIC to reduce download times of web pages [128], while the

delay of objects, e.g., of web pages, is considered for MP-TCP scheduling in [129] in order

to reduce object download times.

Packet Duplication Approaches

Another main scheduling category that is often used on TRA layer is PD. In [136] and [168]

it is proposed to statically duplicate the data onto two or more sub-flows using different

communication paths to reduce latency and increase reliability. On the other hand for

sending data with this much redundancy a much higher overall traffic load is created.

Because of that multiple approaches that dynamically adapt the grade of redundancy have

been proposed.

The main idea in [138] is to predict the performance of each path and then use cross-

path packet level encoding with the coding rate, i.e., the redundancy grade, depending on

the maximum tolerable PER. The authors propose to use the information provided by the

acknowledgements to predict the capacity of each path with the help of a Kalman filters.

Re-transmissions on TRA layer are disabled since they supposedly would add too much

latency to deliver packets within the given deadline. We note that this approach sends

packets in "discrete batches" [138] which share a common deadline, as suitable for video

traffic for example, but this might not be sufficient for other applications with different

traffic structures. In [142] the authors propose a dynamic PD scheduler for MP-QUIC in

a scenario with large messages,e.g., in web applications. The path with the highest rate

is used for the majority of segments and PD is only enabled for segments at the end of a

message.

Another dynamic PD scheduler tries to predict the RTT of each path with a confidence

interval which is calculated by taking into account "past relative prediction errors" [139]

and the elapsed time since the last RTT measurement. The scheduler usually sends data

over the path with the lowest predicted RTT. Only if the confidence level is too low the
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scheduler makes use of PD and transmits the data over multiple links. In [143] the authors

propose to use PD in MP-QUIC only for latency critical traffic, while the shortest RTT

scheduler is used for background applications.

An MP- TCP scheduler that focuses on striking a balance between reducing the mean

and the tail latency is proposed in [140]. The authors state that the lowest- RTT scheduler

reduces the mean latency but fails to reduce the tail latency, while a redundant schedul-

ing approach that duplicates packets to all sub-flows, e.g., in [136], has less outliers, so

reduces the tail latency but provides a worse mean latency. Therefore, Walker et al. pro-

pose opportunistic scheduling schemes where only certain packets are duplicated and

sent over multiple links. More specifically in the redundant scheduling approach each

sub-flow maintains a pointer to the most recently sent segment in the output queue. The

authors propose to use a multi-headed output queue where each sub-flow maintains mul-

tiple pointers. If one sub-flow falls to far behind the other sub-flow, the segments sent on

the slower sub-flow would be useless since even if re-transmissions were needed the seg-

ments would have already been received via the faster sub-flow. Therefore, if one sub-flow

falls behind the other sub-flow by more than a specified amount of segments, it increases

the pointer by the necessary steps so that it is less far behind than the specified amount.

This work is extended in [141] where the authors propose a dynamic PD MP-TCP scheduler

that has three operation modes: a mode tackling the low latency regions which uses LB

and only activates PD in case the sending queue is empty, a mode for the middle latency

regions which uses PD with sending gap control as proposed in [140] and a mode for the

tail latency which uses static PD. The operation mode is chosen based on the application

latency deadline and the mean latency of the sub-flows.

Overview of Experimental Evaluation over Wireless Networks

Most of these approaches have been evaluated with wireless networks. In [137] prominent

MP protocols, i.e., MP- TCP and CMT- SCTP, are evaluated with regard to their latency

performance for video, gaming and web-traffic. For CMT- SCTP a round-robin scheduler

is used, while for MP- TCP the shortest- RTT scheduler is chosen. The experiments with

the NorNet Edge testbed with connections over public IEEE 802.11 and 3G networks reveal

that the concerned protocols only bring latency improvements when used on homoge-

neous paths. For heterogeneous paths both protocols suffer from head-of-line blocking.

The static PD approach with two sub-flows [136] has been experimentally evaluated in

a residential scenario with simultaneous Wi-Fi and LTE connection. The experiments

reveal that the approach reaches mostly the same RTT as Wi-Fi, but Wi-Fi has some out-

breaks with high latency that the MC approach does not have as it then makes use of the

LTE sub-flow.

For the dynamic PD approach in [138] an experimental evaluation is presented with

simultaneous connection of IEEE 802.11n in an office environment and a commercial LTE

network. The results show the trade-off between throughput and reliability, i.e., providing
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a higher reliability leads to a decreased achievable throughput. In the evaluated scenario

the approach is able to provide higher reliability for a given latency deadline of 100 ms

than single path TCP. The emulation of the dynamic PD approach in [139] and MP- TCP on

the measurement traces of scenarios with moving vehicles and real-world moving vehicle

measurements reveal that the approach can reduce the median latency compared to the

default MP- TCP scheduler. The protocol for duplication of latency critical traffic in [143] is

evaluated over public LTE network traces collected in a highway trial in Denmark and the

proposed protocol shows similar latency and reliability performance to static PD, while

improving the throughput achieved by background applications.

Central Aspects

In conclusion, while many approaches on TRA layer focus on enhancing throughput,

other approaches also aim at reducing the latency and increasing reliability. Approaches

with LB as main scheduling strategy focus on using the path with the lowest RTT or aim

at scheduling packets such that they arrive in-order at the receiving node. For approaches

that use PD as main scheduling strategy static schedulers that simply duplicate the data

and send it over multiple sub-flows each using a different communication path have been

proposed. But also more sophisticated approaches have been presented which, e.g., try

to predict the performance of the different paths and then enable or disable PD based

on this prediction or enable PD only for prioritized traffic. For reducing the latency and

enhancing reliability dynamic approaches that adapt to the conditions of the utilized com-

munication paths seem to provide a better performance in the evaluated scenarios.

3.3.4. Application Layer Approaches

A variety of approaches that are located on the APP layer have been proposed. In [145]

Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) is used in combination with MC to increase the

reliability. An extra layer between APP and TRA layer is introduced where the NC happens.

Generations of K packets are encoded together and N >= K packets are sent for each

generation. An increased generation size K increases reliability, but also the latency is

increased. The approach in [119] also makes use of RLNC over multiple paths but uses a

sliding window approach instead of a fixed block size. Belschner et al. propose a hybrid

approach which uses NC only if multiple packets arrive at the same time and else apply

static PD [154]. In [146] and [147] rate-less codes are proposed to be used for MC to increase

reliability while decreasing the resource usage compared to static PD approaches.

In [144] a multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed for multi-RAT re-

source allocation. A stochastic game is proposed with the UEs and the network operator

as agents each with different objectives. The focus is on enhancing systems resource uti-

lization and per user throughput while the QoS requirements are fulfilled.

In [150] static PD and two versions of packet splitting are compared against each other.

In k-out-of-n packet splitting equally-sized fragments with k/n of the information of the
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source message are sent over each path, so that if k of the n fragments are successfully

received at the destination node the source message can be successfully decoded at the

receiver. The weighted approach is more complex as it does not distribute equally-sized

fragments equally among all paths, but takes into account the characteristics of each path

and formulates an optimization problem for how to distribute the fragments to the differ-

ent paths and which size each fragment should have. The optimization problem is solved

for a specific objective, which can be defined as, e.g., maximizing the "reliability for a given

latency constraint" [149].

Several APP layer approaches were evaluated over wireless networks. For the RLNC

approach in [145] a simulative evaluation with ns-3 for simultaneous mmWave and LTE

connection with real video traces was performed. The results reveal that MC with NC

can help to reduce the loss ratio in video traffic scenarios with an acceptable increase

in latency. The sliding window RLNC approach [119] is evaluated with traffic from a web-

camera and basic simulations with two paths where the latency and packet loss rate of one

path are set to 10 ms and 20% to resemble Wi-Fi and to 20 ms and 10% to resemble LTE.

The simulation results reveal that MC outperforms single-connectivity in terms of latency

and that the sliding-window approach outperforms the block code. The hybrid approach

using NC and PD in [154] is evaluated over artificial traces resembling 5G and LTE links

with bursty traffic. The evaluation shows that the hybrid approach can outperform the

pure PD and pure NC approaches in the chosen scenarios and that the pure NC approach

is affected by link correlation less severely than the pure PD approach.

In [150] PD, k-out-of-n splitting and an optimized weighted approach are compared ana-

lytically and experimentally. Latency-reliability curves that assume Gaussian distribution

for the latency distribution are derived from measurements performed in the SUNSEED

project [169]. The optimization problem for the weighted approach is solved analytically

with the statistical parameters from the measurements for two paths and with a brute-

force search for more than two paths. The analytical results reveal that in certain scenarios

the weighted approach provides lower latency and higher reliability than the k-out-of-n

packet splitting or PD [150]. For the experimental evaluation packet traces with small pay-

load and low packet rate were recorded over commercial LTE and HSPA networks and over

a public Wi-Fi network. The emulation of PD and k-out-of-n splitting on these traces re-

veals that PD performs better than 2-out-of-3 splitting and LB in this scenario with low

payload size and low packet rate.

In conclusion, most approaches on APP layer use some kind of packet level coding

to spread information over multiple packets and improve the reliability. In presence of

non-saturated and especially for cyclic traffic packet level coding can lead to an increase

in latency. MC approaches on APP layer are easy to implement, but also only a limited

number of input parameters are available to adapt scheduling approaches.
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3.4. Open Research Questions
This section highlights the remaining open issues not addressed in related work and dis-

cusses the research questions with regard to using MC for improving latency and relia-

bility performance of wireless communication systems that this thesis focuses on.

3.4.1. Comparison of MC Approaches on Different Layers
The paths utilized for MC can be separated and combined on different OSI layers as dis-

cussed in Section 3.1.3. A systematic difference exists between approaches on PHY layer

where the paths are combined on signal or symbol level and approaches on higher layers

where paths are combined on packet level. The PHY layer approaches have more infor-

mation available, while the higher layer approaches have no access to packets that have

already been discarded at the PHY layer. On the other hand the implementation of MC

approaches on higher layers does not require any hardware changes and provides a higher

degree of freedom for dynamic scheme adaptation. Most approaches in the literature fo-

cus on the evaluation of MC approaches on the same layer and only few works exist that

compare MC schemes implemented on different OSI layers, e.g., [76], [170] and [171]. None

of these works provides a thorough system-level comparison of MC approaches on differ-

ent layers with focus on latency and reliability metrics. A system-level simulation study

comparing MC approaches on PHY and higher layers exemplary for an 802.11 system and

a more detailed discussion of related work is provided in Chapter 4.

3.4.2. Influence of Different Impact Factors on MC Scheduling Schemes
Three basic MC scheduling scheme categories have been identified in presence of cyclic

traffic patterns as discussed in Section 3.1.4. The performance of these MC scheduling

schemes may vary depending on path properties, i.e., the relation of the paths among each

other which are discussed in Section 3.1.5, and on the radio and network environment. In

terms of path properties the influence of link homo- or heterogeneity on multi-path TRA

layer protocols with LB scheduling is evaluated in [123], [125], and [137], but to the best of

our knowledge no studies exist which evaluate the influence of link homo- and hetero-

geneity on different MC scheduling schemes. Many works assume uncorrelated links for

their evaluation of MC schemes, e.g., in [53] uncorrelated fading is assumed, but wireless

links may very well be correlated, e.g., due to correlation of the physical channels or due

to common source of interference that affect multiple links. Thus the influence of link

correlation on the MC scheduling schemes is also a relevant open question. As well as the

path properties also the influence of radio and network environment on the latency and

reliability performance of the MC scheduling schemes needs to be thoroughly investi-

gated. Many studies only assume a single scenario with certain radio and load conditions

and in the works which utilize public networks for their evaluation mostly no informa-

tion about radio and load conditions is specified, e.g., in [150]. In the related work so far
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no comprehensive study can be found that evaluates the influence of these impact factors

on the different MC scheduling schemes. In Chapter 5 an experimental study is presented

which evaluates the influence of the different path and radio and network properties on

the different MC scheduling schemes in presence of cyclic traffic and more detailed dis-

cussion of related work on the subject.

3.4.3. Adaptive MC Scheduling Scheme with Focus on Latency and
Reliability

Instead of statically applying a single MC scheduling scheme, MC can also be activated

and deactivated or different MC scheduling schemes can be used dynamically. The adap-

tive MC scheduling approaches in the literature mostly use only a single MC scheduling

scheme, either for adaptation of LB scheduling to current network conditions, e.g., in[97],

[118], and [138], or for activation and deactivation of PD to reduce the resource consump-

tion, e.g., in [112] and [140]. It thus remains an open question how to most efficiently

switch between different scheduling schemes to improve the latency and reliability per-

formance of wireless communication systems in scenarios with varying radio, network

and path conditions. In this work an adaptive scheduling scheme for 802.11be systems

and a novel cascaded MC scheduling scheme which can be used in presence of multiple

links are proposed and evaluated in Chapter 6.



4. Comparison of
Multi-Connectivity
Schemes on Different
OSI Layers

The paths which are utilized for MC can be separated on transmitter side and combined

at receiver side at different OSI layers as discussed in Section 3.1.3. While on PHY the

different approaches are combined at signal or symbol level, higher layer approaches, i.e.,

MC approaches on MAC layer and above, combine paths at packet level. MC approaches on

MAC, NW, TRA and APP layer have different input and adaptable parameters available, but

the concepts utilized on these layers are similar. Therefore, in this chapter we summarize

these approaches as higher layer approaches and compare one higher layer approach, i.e.,

MP-UDP on TRA layer, to different PHY layer MC approaches. The PHY MC approaches

aim at increasing the SINR at the receiver, e.g., with CoMP [75], or improving the bit error

rate (BER) for a certain SINR by combining multiple paths. As discussed in Section 3.3.1

three combining schemes on PHY may be utilized for improving the BER: In SC and MRC

the links are combined at symbol level [53]. In SC only the link with the strongest SINR

is used, while in MRC the links are weighted based on their SINR and a weighted average

over all links is employed. In JD on the other hand, each link is decoded individually and

information is exchanged among the links during the soft decoding procedure. Higher

layer approaches such as MP-TCP on Transport layer or Dual Connectivity at PDCP layer

can be grouped into different categories based on the scheduling techniques that they use.

Different basic scheduling categories can be used for combining multiple paths on packet

level as discussed in Section 3.1.4.

Higher layer approaches cannot access packets that are already discarded at the PHY due

to bit errors, while approaches on PHY layer have all information available as they com-

bine paths on signal or symbol level. On the other hand, higher layer approaches provide

more degrees of freedom for dynamic scheme adaptation. Evaluations in the literature

mostly compare approaches on the same OSI layer and it remains an open question how

approaches on different OSI layers perform in specific scenarios with regard to their la-

tency and reliability performance. In this chapter simulations are performed comparing

PHY MC approaches, namely SC, MRC and JD, with higher layer MC approaches, namely

MP-UDP with PD. MP-UDP was chosen to avoid unnecessary overhead and interactions
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with congestion control protocols that, e.g., MP-TCP would have. The latency and re-

liability performance of the different approaches is compared in a scenario suitable for

industrial applications. From this evaluation conclusions are drawn on how MC should

be used to improve latency and reliability performance in future wireless communica-

tion systems such as IEEE 802.11be where "multi-link operation" is discussed as one of the

main features [43].

The central results presented in this chapter have already been published in [15]. The

rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.1 related work is discussed and

distinguished from the contributions of this work. Section 4.2 describes the simulation

model and parameters, while simulation results comparing MC schemes on PHY and

higher layers are presented in Section 4.3. We conclude our findings and outline courses

of future work in Section 4.4.

4.1. Related Work
In the literature many publications can be found which compare the performance of dif-

ferent MC approaches on the same OSI layer as discussed in Section 3.3. In contrast to that

only few studies exist that compare approaches on different OSI layers: In [76] the perfor-

mance of CoMP is compared with MC on PDCP layer using LB with proportional fair

scheduling. The focus of the study is on throughput performance in ultra-dense scenar-

ios. The authors find that for low user density MC on PDCP layer outperforms the CoMP

approach, while for higher user density CoMP achieves higher throughput than MC on

PDCP layer. The performance of MIMO, i.e., PHY layer MC with LB, and MP-TCP with

LB on TRA layer is compared in an experimental evaluation over two LTE connections in

a rural area driving scenario in [171]. Both are found to improve the throughput compared

to the single link variants, while MIMO is shown to also reduce the number of connec-

tion loss events and improves the RTT compared to single input single output (SISO). In

[170] a comparison of a single frequency network (SFN), JT and higher layer MC with PD

is performed. The schemes are emulated on channel measurements performed in an in-

dustrial plant. Intra-frequency MC with spatial macro-diversity is evaluated. The authors

assume time-synchronization for both PHY MC schemes and also perfect channel knowl-

edge for JT, while for the higher layer approach the links are not time-synchronized which

potentially leads to interference among the links. Consequentially, PHY MC schemes are

shown to outperform higher layer MC in terms of SINR. The authors only consider reli-

ability and do not evaluate the latency performance. Also, the schemes are compared by

using PHY metrics, i.e., the SINR, and no system level comparison is carried out. To the

best of our knowledge our work is the first that compares MC approaches on different

OSI layers with regard to their latency and reliability performance on system level.
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Feature Simulation Parameter

RAT 802.11ac

Frequency band 5 GHz

Channel width 20 MHz

Path loss model Log-distance

Path loss exponent 1.84

Reference path loss at 1m 45.9 dB

PHY error model outage probability [87]

Small scale fading model Rayleigh

EMI none, 20 dB, 30 dB

Number of stations 1,2,4,6,8

Area 100m x 30m x 10m

Payload size 100 B, 1400 B

Inter-packet-gap 1 ms, 10 ms

Table 4.1.: Overview of simulation parameters.

4.2. Simulation Model
The system level simulator ns-3 was utilized for the evaluation of PHY and higher layer MC

approaches. IEEE 802.11ac was chosen as RAT using the YansWifiPhy implementation and

operating in the 5GHz band. The IdealWifiManager rate adaptation algorithm which adapts

the MCS based on the SINR that was reported in the last received ACK was chosen for the

main part of the analysis as it showed comparable performance to measurements with

802.11ac devices in [172]. The channel measurement results for an industrial production

line presented in [26] are taken as basis for the LogDistancePropagationLossModel applied

in the simulations. In accordance with the channel measurement results pure Rayleigh

fading was assumed.

The ns-3 simulator relies on PHY layer abstraction to model the PHY layer performance.

The ns-3 native NistErrorRateModel PHY error model is based on analytical upper bounds

for the BER in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel for SCo [173]. In this

work it was replaced with the analytical outage probability bounds derived in [87] which

are available not only for SCo, but also for the PHY MC methods SC, MRC and JD. The

analytical model was validated with link level simulations for Wi-Fi in [53] and relies on the

assumptions of parallel block fading channels, uncorrelated fading channels for PHY MC

and relatively short encoded sequences. The BER for specific SNR curves for the different

PHY error models are displayed in Figure 4.1 exemplary for QPSK modulation with code

rate 0.5. The error rate for a chunk of 20 bit increases with decreasing SNR for all error

models. The NistErrorRateModel does not include fast fading effects, while modelling of

Rayleigh fading is included in the analytical error models in [87]. This explains why the
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Figure 4.2.: Example locations for randomly dis-

tributed AP and stations.

error rate for the NIST error model has a greater slope than the curves obtained with the

analytical model. For the PHY error model applied throughout this work, SCo has the

highest error rate, while the PHY MC schemes improve the error rate. The SC PHY MC

scheme has a higher error rate than the MRC and the JD PHY MC schemes.

Electro magnetic interference (EMI) emitted by machinery can have negative influ-

ence on wireless communication systems in industrial environments as discussed in Sec-

tion 2.1.2. Therefore, three different simulation environments were defined: a scenario

with no EMI, a scenario with EMI of 20 dB and a scenario with 30 dB EMI on each node.

Table 4.1 presents an overview of the simulation parameters. A single AP serves one up

to eight stations. Both AP and stations are randomly distributed within an area of 100m

x 30m x 10m according to the "motion control" use case as defined by 3GPP for indus-

trial automation [18]. An example distribution of AP and clients is displayed in Figure 4.2.

The MC schemes make use of two 20MHz channels both operated by the same AP. As

higher layer MC scheme MP-UDP with PD was implemented on the TRA layer. For the

PHY MC schemes and for MP-UDP PD was chosen as scheduling scheme because this

chapter focuses on comparing MC concepts on different layers. The influence of differ-

ent MC scheduling schemes on the MC performance in different scenarios is evaluated in

Chapter 5. For the PHY MC schemes the combining of multiple paths was implemented

in the PHY error model according to the analytic derivations in [87]. Since currently no

inter-frequency PHY MC schemes are implemented in 802.11, it is unclear how the chan-

nel access procedure is performed for such schemes. However, for channel aggregation a

specific channel access procedure exists in the 802.11 standard. Here the standard carrier

sensing threshold (CS-TH) of -82 dBm is applied for the primary channel, while a higher

CS-TH of -72 dBm can be used for the secondary channel in case of 20 MHz channels [34].
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Figure 4.3.: Empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of latency comparing single links

performance, i.e., 802.11ac Link 1 and Link 2, and different MC schemes for IPG of 1 ms

and payload size of 100 Byte in UL for scenarios with no EMI.

This scheme was chosen for the PHY MC schemes in the following evaluation.

In accordance with industrial use cases, a constant bitrate traffic model with cyclic traffic

was applied. Payload sizes of 100 Byte and 1400 Byte and inter-packet-gaps (IPGs) of 1 ms

and 10 ms were evaluated. The main results presented in this work use a payload size

of 100 Byte and an IPG of 1 ms which refers to the mobile robotics use case as defined

by 3GPP [17] and are performed in Uplink (UL). A combined latency and reliability metric

where lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity was applied as evaluation metric for

the simulations as introduced in Section 2.1.1. For each scenario 20 simulation runs with

100.000 packets per sender were performed to ensure statistical validity of results.

4.3. Simulation Results
In this section the simulation results comparing single link performance, PHY layer MC

schemes and MP-UDP with PD are discussed. Figure 4.3 presents the empirical cumula-

tive distribution function (ECDF) of the combined latency and reliability metric for the

scenario with no EMI for varying number of users. The mean SINR in this scenario is

43 dB. MP-UDP shows the lowest latency with highest reliability for all number of users,

while the PHY MC schemes only show slightly improved performance compared to the

single links, i.e., Link 1 and Link 2. The PHY MC schemes improve the BER for a certain

SINR and thus only have limited gain due to the high SINR which only results in few bit

errors. MP-UDP on the other hand is able to reduce queuing and access latency as it can

choose the link with the lowest latency for each packet. The gain of MP-UDP compared to

the single links grows with increasing number of users, as the access and queuing latency
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grows with increasing number of users.

In the scenario with 20 dB EMI the mean SINR is 23 dB, the results are displayed in

Fig. 4.4a, 4.4c and 4.4e. Different performance can be observed for different number of

users, i.e., different network load regions. For a single user the PHY MC schemes achieve

slightly lower latency than MP-UDP and a significant improvement can be achieved for all

MC schemes compared to SCo. For higher load situations MP-UDP achieves the lowest la-

tency for the majority of packets, while PHY MC performs better in the higher percentiles.

The latency where the MP-UDP and PHY MC curves intersect increases for growing num-

ber of users, cf. Figure 4.4c and 4.4e. This means that the advantage of PHY MC in the

lower latency regime decreases. In order to understand this behaviour additional metrics

were analyzed: The PHY MC schemes suffer much fewer packet losses than MP-UDP and

the SCo links. This can be explained by the improved BER for the same SINR which the

PHY MC schemes provide. The mean MCS is lower for the PHY MC schemes than for

MP-UDP and the single links, cf. Fig. 4.5a. This can also be explained by the higher packet

reception ratio (PRR) for the same SINR for the PHY MC schemes compared to the SCo

links. Due to the higher PRR also packets with lower SINR are received more often which

leads to the rate adaptation scheme choosing a lower MCS for the next packet. Also, the

combined access and queuing latency was analyzed, i.e., the latency between creating the

packet at the APP layer of the transmitter and actually sending this packet at the PHY layer

of the transmitter. For medium load MP-UDP was showing lower access and queuing la-

tency than PHY MC which was performing better than the single links. For high load on

the other hand the access latency for the PHY MC schemes was even higher than that of

the single links, cf. Fig. 4.5b. The reason for this is the lower MCS in case of the PHY

MC schemes, which leads to an increase in access and queuing latency. This also explains

why for 8 users the latency of the PHY MC schemes is slightly higher than the latency

of the single links for about 50% of packets, cf. Fig. 4.4e. This effect grows stronger with

increasing number of users.

To validate these findings, results for the scenario with 20dB EMI were additionally

also obtained with applying the Minstrel rate adaptation algorithm which is, e.g., imple-

mented in the Linux kernel. The IdealWifiManager rate adaptation algorithm bases its

decision on the SNR of the last received ACK. The Minstrel rate adaptation algorithm on

the other hand adapts the MCS based on packet losses as discussed in Section 2.2.1. Fig-

ure 4.6 shows the results obtained with applying the Minstrel rate adaptation algorithm

in a scenario with 20dB EMI. The observable trends are similar to the results with the

IdealRateAlgortihm. For medium load, i.e., 4 users, MP-UDP outperforms the PHY MC

schemes in the lower latency and lower reliability regime, while the PHY MC schemes

reduce the number of packet losses and provides higher reliability for higher latency re-

gions. In the high load scenario with 8 users on the other hand MP-UDP achieves the best

performance. In contrast to the results with the IdealRateAlgortihm the PHY MC schemes

are not performing worse than the single links when the Minstrel rate adaptation algo-

rithm is applied. As the Minstrel algorithm bases the decision which MCS to apply on
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Figure 4.4.: ECDF of latency comparing single links performance, i.e., 802.11ac Link 1 and Link 2,

and different MC schemes, i.e., MP-UDP, SC, MRC and JD, for IPG of 1 ms and payload

size of 100 Byte in UL for scenarios with 20 dB EMI and with 30 dB EMI. The ECDF

presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a latency of

infinity.
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Figure 4.5.: ECDF for MCS and access and queuing latency for 8 users in the 20 dB EMI scenario

for IPG of 1 ms and payload size of 100 Byte in UL. A MCS index of 4, e.g., reflects

16-QAM modulation with a code rate of 3/4.
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Figure 4.6.: Empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of latency comparing single links

performance and different MC schemes for IPG of 1 ms and payload size of 100 Byte

in UL with the Minstrel rate adaptation algorithm for a scenario with 20dB EMI.
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the packet loss rate and the PHY MC schemes are able to reduce the number of packet

losses the schemes apply higher MCS than the single links. In the scenario with 4 users

and 20dB EMI the JD PHY MC schemes applies a mean MCS of 7, while the single link

applies a mean MCS of 6.7.

Similar effects as observed for the scenario with 20 dB EMI can also be observed for the

30 dB EMI scenario where the mean SINR is about 14 dB, cf. Fig. 4.4b, 4.4d and 4.4f. The

gain of PHY MC in relation to MP-UDP in the higher percentiles grows compared to the

20 dB EMI scenario. For the simulations performed for a payload size of 1400 Byte and

1 ms IPG and those for a payload size of 100 Byte and an IPG of 10 ms the same trends

can be observed as for the results shown here for 1 ms and 100 Byte, but the number of

users needed to reach low, medium and high load regions are different. These additional

results can be found in Appendix A.1.

4.4. Summary
In this chapter system level simulations were presented which compare the latency and

reliability performance of MC schemes on PHY layer, i.e., SC, MRC and JD, with higher

layer MC schemes, i.e., MP-UDP with PD. The schemes were compared in scenarios with

varying network load, i.e., different number of users and varying SINR, i.e., scenarios with

different EMI. Depending on SINR regime and network load either the considered PHY

MC schemes or MP-UDP achieved lower latency with higher reliability. The PHY layer MC

schemes provided a higher packet reception ratio and thus fewer packet losses compared

to using single links. The gain of the considered PHY MC schemes increases with decreas-

ing SINR. MP-UDP with PD was able to reduce access and queuing latency by selecting the

packet copy with the lowest latency and also reduced the number of packet losses com-

pared to the single links. The gain of MP-UDP with PD increases with increasing network

load. Therefore, in scenarios with high SINR MP-UDP was able to outperform the PHY

MC schemes and increased reliability by up to 15% compared to the single links. In sce-

narios with medium or low SINR and low network load the PHY MC schemes achieved

low latency with higher reliability. In scenarios with medium load on the other hand

MP-UDP provided lower latency for the majority of packets, while the PHY MC schemes

achieved low latency also in the high reliability region and improved reliability by up to

40% compared to the single links.

These insights can be used for activation and deactivation of MC schemes in future

standards, e.g., 802.11be or 6G. A dynamic MC scheduler could allow to switch between

PHY and higher layer MC schemes based on SINR and load situation. This could also be

included into the dynamic scheduler proposed in Section 6.2.2 as an additional degree of

freedom. In future work, the different MC schemes could also be evaluated for other radio

access technologies, e.g., 802.11ax or 5G, and other higher layer MC schemes could be also

taken into account for the comparative evaluation.





5. Evaluation of Different
Impact Factors on
Latency and Reliability
Performance of MC
Scheduling Schemes

In order to distribute packets onto multiple paths different MC scheduling schemes

can be utilized. In the presence of cyclic traffic three basic MC scheduling schemes have

been identified, i.e., PD, PS and LB, as discussed in Section 3.1.4. In this context the ques-

tion arises which of these scheduling schemes achieves the best latency and reliability

performance in which scenario. To answer this question the influence of different impact

factors on the performance of the different scheduling schemes has been evaluated in a

controlled testbed with 802.11ac Wi-Fi and small cell LTE networks. The impact factors

can be differentiated into path properties, i.e., the relation of the paths to each other, and

the radio and network environment.

As path properties link homo- and heterogeneity, and link correlation are investigated.

In this work we express link heterogeneity by the relation of mean and variance of latency

among the different links as described in Section 3.1.5. Link correlation describes how

latency and packet loss among the different links are related in time. Correlation can, e.g.,

be described by Pearson’s correlation coefficient for linear dependencies. Reasons for cor-

related links in terms of latency and loss could be a correlation of the physical channels

that the links use or common sources of interference that affect multiple links. In terms

of radio and network properties the influence of operating in different SNR regimes is

evaluated. Also, measurements with multiple users were conducted to evaluate the ef-

fect of network load, capacity limit and access scheme on the different MC scheduling

schemes. The network load is defined as the amount of data sent into the network and

network capacity limit is defined here as the maximum achievable throughput in optimal

conditions, i.e., single user operating in high SNR regime.

In the literature many works can be found that evaluate variants of a single scheduling

scheme, e.g., in [136]. In contrast to that this chapter presents a comprehensive measu-

rement-based evaluation analyzing the influence of various impact factors on the latency
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and reliability performance of different MC scheduling schemes, i.e., PD, LB and PS, in

presence of cyclic traffic. The understanding which MC scheduling scheme performs

best in which scenario is crucial to develop adaptive MC schedulers that adapt the MC

scheduling scheme to the present network environment.

The MC scheduling schemes are applied on APP layer and are thus technology-neutral.

The insights gained from this evaluation can be applied to technology-specific MC schemes

like Multi-Radio Dual-Connectivity on PDCP layer [61] in 3GPP Release 15 which apart

from LB scheduling also includes PD as an option or into the "multi-link operation" con-

cepts which are currently discussed as one of the main features in the IEEE 802.11 task

group for 802.11be [174]. Most proposals discussed in the task group propose to use LB to

improve latency performance, e.g., [72], but also PD is under discussion for latency reduc-

tion and reliability improvement [73].

Main parts of the findings that are presented in this chapter have already been published

in [11], [12] and [13]. This is extended by additional simulations that evaluate the influence

of channel correlation and that compare the performance of the MC schemes with channel

aggregation mechanisms.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: In Section 5.1 our work is distinguished

from related work and contributions of this work are highlighted. Section 5.2 describes

the testbed and the measurement scenarios, while Section 5.3 provides theoretical back-

ground on the latency in the utilized RATs and presents baseline measurement results

for the single RATs, i.e., 802.11ac and LTE. In Section 5.4 the results for the emulation

of the different MC scheduling schemes are analyzed for different scenarios divided into

subsections evaluating the influence of the different impact factors. Section 5.5 presents

results for simulations that were performed to evaluate additional aspects. A summary of

the main findings is presented and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6.

5.1. Related Work

In this section we provide an overview of related work on latency measurements in LTE

and Wi-Fi networks and on evaluations of MC schemes with regard to the different impact

factors. While many works exist that evaluate a certain aspect of a single MC scheduling

scheme, a comprehensive measurement-based study that evaluates the impact of various

link and network factors on three different MC scheduling schemes, i.e., PD, PS and LB, is

presented in this chapter. Also, in contrast to many related works that apply MC on TRA

layer, the scheduling schemes are applied on APP layer over UDP connections such that

solely the scheduling schemes without interaction with, e.g., congestion control mech-

anisms are evaluated. In the following related work on experimental evaluation of the

single links and on evaluations of MC scheduling schemes is discussed in more detail

separately for each impact factor.
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Related work on experimental latency and reliability evaluation of 802.11 Wi-Fi and LTE net-
works Experimental evaluation of public LTE network latency was carried out in [175],

[176], [177] and [178]. However, due to the nature of a public network no information about

load conditions at the time of the measurement could be provided and except for [176] also

no information about the experienced radio conditions were given. In [179] on the other

hand the one-way delay is evaluated in a private LTE network. The focus of [179] is on

the influence of the discontinuous reception (DRX) cycle and the UL scheduling scheme

on the transmission latency in strong radio conditions. In contrast to our work the pay-

load size and application data rate were not specified and the measurements were only

conducted in one scenario with strong radio conditions and a single user.

Latency in Wi-Fi networks was experimentally evaluated on APP layer in [180] and [181]

for 802.11g, and in [182] for 802.11ac. In [183] a layer-by-layer delay analysis was carried out

for 802.11ac. Access and transmission delay which accrue when the packet is passed to Wi-

Fi driver were summarized to the channel transmission delay by the authors. This delay

constituted the major delay component in the measurements [183], while all higher layer

delays were much smaller.

In contrast to existing work on LTE and Wi-Fi latency performance measurements, in

our work measurements were conducted in a scenario without interference or traffic of

non-controlled entities and measurements for different IPGs and payload sizes, with vary-

ing radio conditions and for different number of active clients were carried out. Therefore,

the interference and radio conditions could be explicitly controlled in our measurements.

Related work on influence of the radio conditions PD over two Wi-Fi channels in an en-

vironment with uncontrolled interfering Wi-Fi networks was shown to reduce high la-

tency caused by interference from other networks in [183] for virtual reality applications

with high data rates. No information on the radio conditions experienced at the receiv-

ing nodes are provided. In [150] an analytical evaluation of a weighted PS approach was

carried out. Also, PD was compared to PS in an experimental scenario with three links: a

public LTE network, a public HSPA network and a campus Wi-Fi network. Only one IPG

of 100 ms and one payload size of 128 Byte were evaluated and the radio conditions were

not specified. The authors state the suitability of the weighted PS approach for low latency

applications, but do not verify these findings in an experimental evaluation. In contrast to

that the influence of varying radio conditions on the latency and reliability performance

of PD, LB and PS MC scheduling schemes is analysed in this chapter and also different

payload sizes and IPGs are applied.

Related work on influence of link homo- and heterogeneity The impact of link heterogene-

ity on LB scheduling schemes on TRA layer is evaluated in [123], [125] and [137]. In [123] it

is analyzed that when using MP-TCP with LB scheduling schemes like round-robin or

shortest RTT first over heterogeneous links problems like head-of-line blocking occur

due to the in-order-delivery of TCP. In [137] MP-TCP with shortest RTT first schedul-
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ing and CMT-SCTP with round-robin scheduling are evaluated over public Wi-Fi and 3G

networks. The authors state that latency improvements can only be achieved over homo-

geneous paths as with heterogeneous paths head-of-line blocking occurs. In [125] receive

buffer blocking is identified as a cause for performance degradation when using MP-TCP

over heterogeneous paths and the authors propose adaptations to the existing LB MP-

TCP schedulers to alleviate buffer blocking. To the best of our knowledge no studies exist

which evaluate the impact of link homo- or heterogeneity on different MC scheduling

schemes.

Related work on influence of link correlation The authors of [184] identify that the MP-TCP

redundant scheduler suffers from shared bottlenecks of the different sub-flows. There-

fore, they propose the "RED" scheduler that determines the Spearman’s correlation coef-

ficient of the RTT measurements and then prioritizes uncorrelated paths. The focus is

different to this study as only PD is considered as scheduling scheme and as the authors

want to mitigate the effects of shared bottlenecks in the wired multi-hop backbone net-

work, while our focus is on the single-hop wireless link. Other works exist that focus on

identifying shared bottlenecks in communication networks, e.g., [185] or [186]. In [154] PD

and network coding on PDCP layer of a 5G system are compared with simulations. The

simulations reveal that network coding suffers from queuing delays when bursty traffic

is applied. The authors also consider the impact of packet loss correlation and state that

network coding can cope better with correlated packet losses than PD.

A combined latency and reliability metric is introduced in [150]. The authors provide an

analytic model based on Markov chains for correlated failures of interfaces, e.g., by fail-

ure of a commonly used base station, and consider PD and a weighted PS approach as

MC scheduling schemes. Scheduling schemes are evaluated by fitting of measurements

in public cellular networks to Gaussian distributions and in the analytic evaluation it be-

comes evident that PD suffers from correlated failures, while weighted PS is only min-

imally affected. Compared to our work the authors do not consider correlation of link

latency, but only focus on correlated failures of communication equipment. The authors

of [104] evaluate different architectures for DC with PD in 5G by utilizing an analytical

model that considers correlated failures in the radio access network, e.g., due to correla-

tion of shadowing. In contrast to this work it is assumed that the latency deadline is always

met and only the communication reliability is evaluated. The impact of correlated fading

channels on PHY layer MC with PD is evaluated analytically in [89] and [92]. The impact of

latency and loss correlation among the utilized paths on different MC scheduling schemes

has not been evaluated to the best of our knowledge.

Related work on influence of network load In [183] PD over two Wi-Fi channels with un-

controlled interfering Wi-Fi networks was evaluated for virtual reality applications with

high data rates. PD showed to reduce high latencies caused by the interference from alien

Wi-Fi networks. Nielsen et al. [150] evaluate PD and PS over a public LTE, a public HSPA
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Figure 5.1.: Testbed Architecture.

and a campus Wi-Fi network with unknown traffic load. In [106] simulations with 5G DC

with PD are carried out for low and high traffic load scenarios. A machine learning based

approach for enabling and disabling PD based on reference signal received power (RSRP)

values of the different BS shows lower outage probability compared to a static PD ap-

proach in high load scenarios. In low load scenarios the static PD approach shows higher

reliability [106]. More recently, in [113] a simulative evaluation of DC in a 5G network with

PD and LB with RR MC scheduling for cyclic traffic in an industrial scenario has been

published. The authors evaluate the two MC scheduling schemes in terms of the survival

time of the communication service in scenarios with varying network load. The evalua-

tions show that LB can improve the communication availability for a certain survival time

in scenario with high network load, while for low network load PD achieves better perfor-

mance. These results are in coherence with the findings of this work and in contrast to

this work only one RAT and only homogeneous uncorrelated links are considered.

In contrast to the existing work on MC scheduling schemes, our work presents an eval-

uation of different MC scheduling schemes in a controlled wireless testbed with varying

number of users. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work that evaluates the effect

of network load, capacity limit and access scheme on latency and reliability performance

of different MC scheduling schemes.

5.2. Testbed Description
To experimentally evaluate latency performance of Wi-Fi and LTE networks, the testbed

architecture illustrated in Figure 5.1 was used. The Wi-Fi AP is IEEE 802.11ac certified

and the LTE radio is 3GPP release 14 compliant. The LTE network uses 2x20 MHz for

FDD operation and the Wi-Fi network is configured to utilize a channel bandwidth of

20 MHz. Since we are only measuring one direction at a time, basically the same band-

width is used by the two technologies. Both, the LTE and Wi-Fi system, are operating in
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Feature Wi-Fi LTE

Frequency Band 5210-5230 MHz FDD: 2500-2520 MHz

and 2620-2640 MHz

MAC Layer Retransmissions enabled HARQ enabled

Transmit Power 17 dBm 20 dBm

Rate Adaptation enabled enabled

Standard IEEE 802.11ac 3GPP Rel. 14

Network Interface Card Intel 8260NGW Sierra Wireless AirPrime EM7565

(Rel. 11 compliant with

subset of 12 and 13)

MIMO 2x2 DL: 2x2 UL: 1x2

Table 5.1.: Wi-Fi and LTE specific parameters.

exclusive spectrum; the LTE system is placed in a licensed frequency band and the Wi-

Fi system operates in a 20 MHz channel in the 5 GHz band for which we ensured that

it was not used by other Wi-Fi networks. All other specifications are displayed in Table

5.1. Both technologies use 2x2 MIMO, but while in Wi-Fi the technology is available in

both directions, MIMO is only supported in DL by the LTE modem. AP and LTE EPC

are connected to the server via Ethernet over an Ethernet switch. This backbone network

adds about 0.25 ms delay. On the client side fitlet2 mini-PCs [187] equipped with Wi-Fi

network interface card (NIC) and LTE modem as specified in Table 5.1 were used. The

server and fitlet are time-synchronized with precision time protocol (PTP) over a separate

Ethernet connection in order to enable one-way latency measurements. The quality of the

time synchronization was checked every second and the measurement was repeated if the

time drift exceeded 0.1 ms during the measurement. We note that for measurements with

larger number of users a PTP hardware timestamping capable switch or time synchro-

nization via the global positioning system would be desirable. As traffic generator and

measurement tool a modified version of RUDE & CRUDE [188] was used, where we added

the functionality of saving the trace of every packet with additional information of pas-

sive parameters, e.g., received signal strength indicator (RSSI). RUDE generates constant

bit rate (CBR) UDP traffic with adjustable fixed payload size and IPG. RUDE was chosen

as traffic generator as it was found to provide high accuracy in generating traffic with a

certain IPG and as it achieved good performance for moderate bit rates as evaluated in

[189]. Additionally, a second fitlet with its Wi-Fi interface in monitor mode was placed

close to the client fitlets and used as a sniffer to analyze the transmitted Wi-Fi packets and

to ensure that no interfering Wi-Fi traffic is transmitted on the channel during the time

of our measurements. The measurements are performed in an office environment.

In this chapter two different network configurations were utilized in order to test dif-

ferent hardware and scheduling configurations. In configuration A the Ubiquity UAP-AC-
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SHD AP was utilized to deploy the 802.11ac network and in the LTE BS dynamic scheduling

was employed. This configuration is applied in Section 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. For configuration B

the Cisco Catalyst C9120AXI-E AP was deployed as Wi-Fi AP and for the LTE network per-

sistent UL scheduling was configured, with a prescheduling period of 1 ms and 2000 Byte

prescheduling size. This configuration is applied for the results presented in Section 5.4.3.

In order to not only evaluate the performance of the single links, but analyze the per-

formance of the different MC scheduling schemes, measured traces were recorded in the

testbed and fed into an emulator. The emulator uses measured traces for two links with

reduced payload size for PS and with reduced IPG for LB, while for emulating PD two

links with the actual payload size and IPG are fed into the emulator.

Applications that need reliable low latency communications often define their require-

ments in terms of a latency deadline that needs to be reached with at least a certain prob-

ability. Therefore, all results presented in this chapter are evaluated in terms of a com-

bined latency and reliability metric, where lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity.

For each scenario 100.000 packets were measured. A payload size of 1400 Byte and an IPG

of 1 ms were applied as motivated in Section 2.1.1. This results in a per-user throughput of

11.2 Mbps. The specific measurement scenario is discussed in each section for the analysis

of the different impact factors separately.

5.3. Analysis of Single Link Latency and Reliability
This section provides an overview of delay components in Wi-Fi and LTE networks. Mea-

surement results for latency and reliability performance of a single 802.11ac Wi-Fi link and

a single LTE link are evaluated for testbed configuration A and testbed configuration B.

The analysis of the single link performance facilitates the understanding of the evaluation

of the MC scheduling schemes that is presented in the following sections.

5.3.1. Theoretical Latency Analysis

The background on the functionality of Wi-Fi and LTE networks is explained in more

detail in Section 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. The latency in both RATs mainly consists of two

components: access and transmission latency.

Latency in Wi-Fi Networks

Wi-Fi uses a distributed random access scheme to determine which device is allowed to

send. The 802.11 medium access basic mode is the DCF which makes use of the CSMA/CA

mechanism. Basically, a node first has to sense the channel idle for DIFS before sending

a frame. If the channel is busy, the node needs to pick a random number between 0 and

the CW and now needs to sense the channel idle for this random number of time slots.

For the case of just one user and the basic DCF, the access delay for 802.11ac calculates to
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MCS MCS Transmission Transmission
Index Rate [Mbps] Delay [ms]

Min Rate 0 BPSK (1/2) 14.4 0.880

Max Rate 8 256-QAM (3/4) 173.3 0.065

Table 5.2.: Transmission delay for a Wi-Fi packet of 1400 Byte for highest and lowest possible trans-

mission rate in 802.11ac for a 20 MHz channel with two spatial streams and short GI.

MCS and transmission rate adapted from [34].

[34]: DIFS + n · tslot with n ∈ [0, CW], DIFS = 34µs, tslot = 9µs and CWmin = 15. This

results in a maximum access delay of 0.169 ms in case of just one client and the applied

CWmin. For multiple users calculating the access delay becomes much more complex and

various works exist on how to model 802.11 MAC delay, e.g., [190]. Additionally, queuing

and processing delays can accrue in real hardware.

The transmission delay strongly depends on the payload size, i.e., the amount of data

that needs to be transmitted, and the applied MCS which is usually adapted to the ra-

dio conditions experienced by the receiver. The transmission delay for a Wi-Fi packet of

1400 Byte is shown exemplary for the lowest and the highest possible transmission rate in

802.11ac in Table 5.2.

Latency in LTE Networks

In LTE the access is centrally managed by the schedulers in the eNB. In DL the DL-

scheduler decides which resource block is used for the transmission. The UL latency

strongly depends on the chosen scheduling scheme for the UL scheduler [49]. In this

work dynamic UL scheduling and dynamic scheduling with prescheduling are applied.

The average delay components in LTE release 13 and 14 with TTI of 1 ms are presented in

Table 5.3 for dynamic UL scheduling. By using prescheduling the eNB sends an UL grant

to the UE before the UE has sent a scheduling request (SR) [49]. This way the access delay

is potentially reduced, but resources might also remain unused if the UE has no data to

transmit at the scheduled time instance. The transmission delay in LTE also depends on

payload size and chosen MCS, similarly to WiFi.

5.3.2. Measurement Results for Single Links

In this section measurement results are presented to evaluate the single 802.11ac link and

the single LTE link latency and reliability performance in different scenarios. For network

configuration A results are presented for a scenario with a single user in strong and weak

radio conditions, while for configuration B the single link performance is evaluated in a

scenario with strong radio conditions for different numbers of active users.
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Cause of delay UL DL

SR 1 ms -

Processing of SR 3 ms -

UL grant 1 ms -

Decoding grant 2 ms -

Encoding data 1 ms 1 ms

Average waiting time 0.5 ms 0.5 ms

Transmission delay depends on MCS and payload size
Decoding 2 ms 2 ms

Total Latency >10.5 ms >3.5 ms

Table 5.3.: Overview of average delay components in LTE release 13 and 14 with TTI of 1 ms for

dynamic scheduling for a single user. Adapted from [49].

Configuration A

Configuration A consists of the Ubiquity AP and in the LTE BS dynamic scheduling is

applied. The measurement scenario for the results with configuration A consisted of a

single user in LOS to the base station. We conducted multiple measurements in the same

location, but with different attenuators attached to the antenna to emulate different prop-

agation scenarios. Table 5.4 provides an overview of the different scenarios and the passive

parameters measured in the specific scenarios. The measurements for configuration A for

single links of 802.11ac and LTE were performed for a single user in a scenario with strong

radio conditions and in a scenario with weak radio conditions. The ECDF of the combined

latency and reliability performance is presented for a scenario with strong radio condi-

tions in Figure 5.2a. The median Wi-Fi latency is lower than the LTE latency in both UL

and DL. In DL the LTE latency is more stable, which results in a lower 99.99% latency of

7 ms compared to 12.5 ms for WiFi. In UL the median Wi-Fi latency matches the theoretical

value of about 0.25 ms for 256-QAM and one user as discussed in Section 5.3.1 if we subtract

the backbone network latency. For Wi-Fi in UL latency outliers of more than 20 ms are

observed. An investigation of reasons for these outliers is provided in Appendix A.2. The

median DL latency of Wi-Fi of about 1.5 ms is much higher than the theoretical latency.

This can be explained by queuing and scheduling mechanisms in the AP, which add extra

delay, and by the applied power safe mechanism in the client, which adds about 0.25 ms

in DL. Also, the additional RTS/CTS handshake that is applied by the considered AP in

DL theoretically adds 0.3 ms latency. For LTE both UL and DL latency are higher than the

theoretical values. For DL the median latency is only about 1 ms higher than the theoret-

ical value, which can be explained by additional queuing delays. The difference for UL

is larger with 6 ms compared to the theoretical value of the dynamic scheduling scheme.

Queuing delays and processing delays could be a cause.
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Figure 5.2.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing single Wi-Fi and LTE link perfor-

mance for a single user with network configuration A in scenarios with strong and

weak radio conditions. The ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as

lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity.

RAT WiFi LTE

Parameter RSSI RSSI RSRP RSRQ SNR

Strong Scenario -45 dBm -44 dBm -70 dBm -6.4 dB >30 dB
3

Weak Scenario -85 dBm -85 dBm -113 dBm -7.0 dB 11 dB

Table 5.4.: Overview of measurement scenarios and the measured passive parameters for that sce-

nario.

Figure 5.2b displays the measurement results for the scenario with weak radio condi-

tions. In comparison to the strong radio conditions scenario higher median latency can

be observed for both Wi-Fi and LTE. Due to the lower signal strength and the resulting

lower SNR, the rate adaptation mechanism lowers the applied MCS which results in a

larger transmission time. The MCS, number of spatial streams (NSS) and data rate for Wi-

Fi observed by the sniffing node and the resulting calculated mean transmission time for

1400 Byte payload are displayed in Table 5.5. For Wi-Fi the increase in latency compared

to the strong radio conditions scenario is much higher for DL than for UL. The reasons

are the higher increase in transmission time, cf. Table 5.5, due to different rate adaptation

algorithms in Wi-Fi AP and Wi-Fi NIC on the client side, and the DL scheduling in the

AP. For LTE the UL latency is about the same compared to the strong radio conditions

scenario, a reason for this can be the limited maximum MCS of 64-QAM in UL and the

3
We note that the LTE modem displays a maximum SNR of 30 dB, even though the actual theoretical SNR

might be higher. This explains why for the SNR metric the difference between strong and weak radio

conditions scenario is less than 40 dB.
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Scenario MCS Corresponding NSS Data Rate Transmission Time
Index MCS [Mbps] for 1400 Byte [ms]

Strong UL 7.99 256-QAM (3/4) 1.99 171.9 0.065

Strong DL 8.00 256-QAM(3/4) 2.00 173.0 0.065

Weak UL 2.01 QPSK (3/4) 1.99 42.6 0.260

Weak DL 3.00 16-QAM (1/2) 1.01 28.2 0.400

Table 5.5.: Mean MCS, number of spatial streams (NSS), data rate and calculated transmission time

for 1400 Byte payload for Wi-Fi in strong and weak radio conditions scenario. The values

were extracted from pcap files recorded by the sniffer node.

[Mbps] Wi-Fi LTE

UL 95 60

DL 120 160

Table 5.6.: Maximum throughput obtained by Iperf measurements with single user in line-of-sight

to BS and AP.

fact that no MIMO scheme is applied in LTE UL. In DL slightly increased latency for the

majority of packets can be observed and about 20% of packets experience a higher increase

in latency. The reason for this are most likely rate adaptation and DL scheduling.

Configuration B

In this section measurement results for 802.11ac and LTE local networks for network con-

figuration B are discussed. The throughput capacity limit of the two technologies in UL

and DL were evaluated with Iperf measurements with a single user in high SNR regime,

as displayed in Table 5.6. The LTE throughput in UL of 60 Mbps is much lower compared

to 160 Mbps in DL. This is because the modem only supports MIMO operation in DL and

also in UL the maximum usable modulation is 64-QAM, while in DL up to 256-QAM is

possible. In Wi-Fi MIMO is supported in both directions, which results in more similar

throughput in UL and DL.

The latency and reliability performance of a single LTE and of a single 802.11ac link for

different number of users is displayed in Figure 5.3. In comparison with configuration A

for 802.11ac in UL the larger latency outliers are eliminated for the scenario with a single

user in configuration B, while for LTE the UL latency is drastically reduced from a median

of 17 ms to about 6 ms due to the applied prescheduling mechanism, cf. Figure 5.2. For LTE

in DL the 90% latency, i.e., the latency deadline that can be met by at least 90% of packets,

increases only slightly with more users, but the 99.99% latency increases significantly. In
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Figure 5.3.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing single Wi-Fi and LTE link perfor-

mance for different number of users for network configuration B. The ECDF presents

a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity.

LTE UL the 99.9% latency stays fairly constant for up to three users, but for five users

even the 90% latency increases significantly. This is because for five users the capacity

limit of 60 Mbps is nearly reached and the prescheduling mechanism cannot reserve a

prescheduling block for every user every 1ms. For 802.11ac the higher number of users

also has a stronger effect in UL than in DL. In DL the scheduling is done in the AP, while

in UL the stations need to compete for the channel access using the CSMA/CA scheme

which results in a higher latency with increasing number of users. An increasing number

of latency outliers can be observed in both UL and DL for increasing number of users. In

general, 802.11ac provides lower latency with higher reliability in scenarios with single or

few users, while for five users LTE latency proved to be slightly more stable in both UL

and DL.

5.4. Emulation of MC Scheduling Schemes

The influence of different impact factors on the latency and reliability performance of

the different MC scheduling schemes is evaluated with emulations on traces, which were

recorded in the testbed described in Section 5.2. The different impact factors are dis-

cussed in separate sections: The influence of the radio conditions on the performance of

the different MC scheduling schemes is discussed in Section 5.4.1, the influence of link

correlation and link homo- and heterogeneity is evaluated in Section 5.4.2 and the influ-

ence of network load, access scheme and network capacity is evaluated in Section 5.4.3.
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5.4.1. Influence of Radio Conditions

Measurements in scenarios with strong and weak radio conditions are conducted in the

testbed with network configuration A. To model the weak radio conditions attenuators

were attached to the antenna as described in Section 5.3. The different MC scheduling

schemes are emulated on the measured traces.

Strong Radio Conditions Scenario

Firstly, measurement results are presented for the strong radio conditions scenario. The

main results are presented for a payload size of 1400 Byte and an IPG of 1 ms. Differences

and similarities to the results for other IPGs and payload sizes are discussed, but the re-

sults for these scenarios are not explicitly presented as the significant trends are similar

to the main results.

Figure 5.4a and 5.4b show the latency ECDF for LTE, Wi-Fi and the different MC schedul-

ing schemes in logarithmic scale for UL and DL, respectively.

The PD scheduling scheme stabilizes the latency by reducing outliers. In DL, whenever

Wi-Fi has an outlier, the PD scheme uses the packet sent over the LTE link. For UL this

effect is not as strong, as the UL LTE latency is much larger than the Wi-Fi latency. But

for DL PD can reduce the 99.99% latency by more than 50% compared to Wi-Fi and by

14% compared to LTE. This shows that for the PD scheme links with more similar mean

latency would be beneficial. We note that PD creates a much higher load on the network

compared to the other scheduling schemes. In scenarios with a smaller payload size of

100 Byte or with a higher IPG of 10 ms less outliers were observed, which reduces the gain

of PD in these scenarios.

The PS scheduling scheme shows only a slightly reduced latency compared to the single

LTE link. The PS scheduling scheme reduces the size of the payload transmitted over

each link to reduce the transmission latency. However, the receiver needs to wait for both

fragments until it can reassemble the packet. Figure 5.5a shows the effect of the payload

size on latency exemplary for UL. Lower payload sizes have reduced latency for both Wi-

Fi and LTE. However, the difference between the different RATs in this single user and

strong radio conditions scenario is much larger than the latency reduction by lowering the

payload size. As the receiver has to wait for the packet fragment sent over LTE, the latency

of the PS scheme is much higher than the Wi-Fi latency. For the PS scheduling scheme

more similar latency distribution of the utilized links would be beneficial. Basically, the

same effects are observed for the scenarios with higher IPG and smaller payload sizes, but

the latency reduction is in general smaller for smaller payload sizes.

For the LB scheduling scheme half of the packets are sent over the LTE link and half of

the packets are sent over the Wi-Fi link. Therefore, the IPG on each link is doubled. The

latency distribution in Figure 5.4b shows that half of the packets have a slightly higher

latency than the Wi-Fi packets and the other half has a slightly lower latency than the

LTE packets. Figure 5.5b displays the latency ECDF for different IPGs for a fixed payload
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Figure 5.4.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing different MC scheduling schemes

and single Wi-Fi and LTE link performance. The ECDF presents a combined latency-

reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity.
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Figure 5.5.: Latency-reliability ECDF comparing different payload sizes and different IPGs in UL

in good radio conditions.

size of 1400 Byte in UL. There is no consistent trend that increasing the IPG reduces the

latency for the evaluated scenario. An explanation for this is the low load on the network

in this single-user scenario with strong radio conditions. This and the high difference

in the median latency are reasons that LB cannot reduce the overall latency. In scenarios

with a higher IPG of 10 ms, increasing the IPG by applying LB can even deteriorate the

latency performance of the system. A reason for this behaviour can be the applied power

safe mechanisms.

In this single-user scenario with strong radio conditions, PD is the best option for re-

ducing the tail latency, even though it creates significantly higher network load compared

to the other scheduling schemes.

Comparison to Weak Radio Conditions Scenario

Figure 5.4c and 5.4d display the latency ECDF for the weak radio conditions scenario for

UL and DL, respectively.

Figure 5.4c and 5.4d display the latency ECDF for the emulated MC scheduling schemes

in the weak radio conditions scenario. In UL there is no major difference compared to

the strong radio conditions scenario, cf. Figure 5.4a, other than a higher Wi-Fi latency in

the upper percentiles and higher median latency for WiFi. As discussed in Section 5.3,

the latency difference is larger for DL. The gain of PD is higher and is significant for

99.9% already compared to 99.99% in the strong radio conditions scenario. This is due

to the increased Wi-Fi latency and thus the smaller difference between the LTE and Wi-Fi

latency. For LB also a higher gain can be observed, as increasing the IPG from 1 ms to

2 ms lowers the latency significantly in this weak radio conditions scenario for both LTE

and WiFi. This is due to the increased transmission latency in DL which can result in

additional queuing delays for small IPGs. The PS scheduling scheme also shows better
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Figure 5.6.: Latency-reliability ECDF with logarithmic scale comparing measured traces with fit-

ted statistical distributions for Wi-Fi and LTE. Lost packets are assigned a latency of

infinity.

performance in the weak radio conditions scenario. This is due to the larger effect of the

payload size on the transmission latency because of the lower applied MCS.

In the weak radio conditions scenario LB can lower the latency for 50 percent of the

packets, while PD can reduce the tail latency.

Central Aspects

The evaluation of the MC scheduling schemes over LTE and Wi-Fi revealed that PD helps

to stabilize the latency by reducing outliers. A latency reduction of more than 50% for the

99.99% latency could be observed for PD compared to Wi-Fi and of about 14% compared

to LTE. The LB scheduling scheme increases the IPG and thus reduces the latency for a

large number of packets in the weak radio conditions scenario. The PS scheduling scheme

was not suitable to reduce latency over heterogeneous links with a large difference in

median latency. The experimental evaluation suggested that more homogeneous links

with similar median latency would be beneficial for all three scheduling schemes which

is evaluated in more depth in the following section.

5.4.2. Influence of Link Correlation and Link Homo- and Heterogeneity

In order to be able to emulate different correlation factors among the utilized links, the

measured traces for network configuration A were fitted to statistical distributions and

then multi-dimensional distributions with a certain correlation factor were generated.

The MC scheduling schemes were then emulated on "artificial traces" generated from

these multi-dimensional distributions.
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Fitting Measured Traces to Statistical Distributions and Generation of Multi-Dimensional
Distributions

As a first step the measured traces were fitted to different statistical distributions. The

quality of the fit was evaluated by the chi-square metric. Even though other distributions

as, e.g., the beta distributions provided a better fit to the measured traces in most scenar-

ios, the Gaussian distribution was chosen as it provided a good trade-off between quality

of fit and mathematical tractability. The latency distributions of the measured traces and

the fitted semi-artificial traces are compared in Figure 5.6. It becomes evident that the

distributions fit well for the majority of packets, only the latency outliers are not covered

in the artificial distribution. Latencies lower than the lowest measured latency in the real

traces were set to this minimum latency in the artificial traces since these would not be re-

alistic. In order to generate multivariate random samples from the Gaussian distribution

the Python Scipy library was used [191] . In a first step the parameters for the Gaussian

distribution, i.e., mean and standard deviation, that achieve the best fit to the measured

traces for each path, i.e., Wi-Fi and LTE, are identified. Next these parameters are used

to create a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which fits all paths and implies a certain

time correlation among the N different paths. A 1× N dimensional matrix with the mean

of each path µ and the N × N covariance matrix C need to be specified. An example for

N = 2 with correlation factor ρ for the probability density function of the multivariate

normal distribution follows:

f (x) =
1√

((2 · π)2 det C
exp [−1

2
(x − µ)⊺C−1(x − µ)] (5.1)

C =

[
σx

2 σxy

σyx σy
2

]
(5.2)

σxy = σyx = ρ · σx · σy (5.3)

In the example the distribution X refers to the latency on the first path with mean µx

and variance σx, while the distribution Y refers to the second path with mean µy and

variance σy. Figure 5.7 displays the scatter plots of the resulting multivariate distributions

for an example with two LTE links in UL for a scenario with strong RSSI of -45 dBm. The

x-axis represents the latency on link 1, while the y axis marks the latency on link 2 at the

same time instance. For uncorrelated links the latency values are not correlated and take

on different values, while for a correlation factor of 1 and the special case of homogeneous

links the same latency values are set for link 1 and link 2.

Results for Emulation of MC

The results for the emulation of MC over different links with varying correlation factors

are displayed in Figure 5.8 for a scenario with strong radio conditions. Figure 5.8a and 5.8b

show the results for heterogeneous links, i.e., one Wi-Fi and one LTE link, with correlation
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(a) Correlation=0 (b) Correlation=1

Figure 5.7.: Scatter plots displaying the latency relation in time on the different links to illustrate

effect of link correlation on multivariate latency distributions. This example plots show

the latency on link 1 in relation to the latency on link 2 at the same time instance for

two LTE links in UL in a scenario with RSSI of -45 dBm.

factor of 0 and 1, respectively. In both figures the curve for PD superimposes the Wi-Fi

curve. The heterogeneity is not beneficial for all three scheduling schemes: For PD only

the faster link is utilized, in this case the Wi-Fi link, while the LTE latency is much higher

and thus this second link brings no advantage. For PS the reduction in transmission

latency that is achieved by sending a smaller payload on each link is much smaller than

the difference between the different paths. For LB the load is reduced as only every second

packet is sent over each path which results in doubling the IPG and leads to a reduced

latency. In this scenario the latency reduction is smaller than the path difference. The

impact of the link correlation is negligible in the scenario with heterogeneous links.

With homogeneous links, i.e., two LTE links cf. Figure 5.8c and 5.8d or two Wi-Fi links

cf. Figure 5.8e and 5.8f, a strong impact of the correlation factor on the performance of the

MC scheduling schemes can be observed. In Figure 5.8d the curve of PD superimposes

both LTE curves and in Figure 5.8f the PD curve superimposes both Wi-Fi curves. For

completely uncorrelated links, i.e., a correlation factor of 0, PD is able to reduce the me-

dian latency significantly and also improve the 99.99% latency by reducing outliers. The

reason for this is that with uncorrelated links the PD scheme can make use of the second

link in case the first link has a higher latency or suffers from packet loss. PS on the other

hand even deteriorates the mean latency in case of completely uncorrelated links. The

reason for this is that the PS scheduling scheme has to wait for both fragments of the pay-

load and in case of uncorrelated links the higher latencies of each link occur at different

time instants. Nevertheless, the PS scheduling scheme is still able to reduce the 99.99%

latency as less outliers occur for smaller payload sizes. For completely correlated links,

i.e., a correlation factor of 1, PD has no gain compared to single connectivity solutions as

if one link suffers from high latency the PD scheduling scheme cannot make use of the
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Figure 5.8.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing emulation of different MC schedul-

ing schemes over homo- and heterogeneous links with different correlation factors on

semi-artificial traces for UL in scenario with RSSI of -45 dBm.
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Figure 5.9.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing emulation of different MC schedul-

ing schemes over homogeneous links for negatively correlated links on semi-artificial

traces for UL in scenario with RSSI of -45 dBm.

second link since it also shows an increased latency due to the high correlation. For PS on

the other hand the high correlation is beneficial as it anyways needs to wait for fragments

sent on both links. In the scenario with completely correlated links PS can reduce both

the mean and the 99.99% latency. For the LB scheme with round-robin scheduling that

was implemented in this work the link correlation has no impact as in-order delivery was

not ensured. Nevertheless, the LB scheduling scheme performs better over homogeneous

links and can reduce mean and tail latency. Additional results for other correlation factors

between 0 and 1 are displayed in Appendix A.3.

So far the influence of uncorrelated or positively correlated links has been evaluated.

The communication links may also be negatively correlated which means that if the la-

tency grows on one link it decreases on the other link. Reasons for this behaviour might be

interfering nodes that perform channel hopping or negatively correlated physical chan-

nels. A way to artificially create negatively correlated links could be to use smart meta-

surfaces to construct physical propagation environments with certain characteristics. This

is also under discussion for 6G networks [192]. Figure 5.9 displays the results for the ex-

treme case of a correlation factor of -1. Since it has already been established that homo-

geneous links are beneficial, here only the scenarios for homogeneous Wi-Fi links, cf.

Figure 5.9b, and homogeneous LTE links, cf. Figure 5.9b, are displayed. For both scenar-

ios the negative link correlation is very beneficial for PD, while the PS latency grows even

more compared to the results for uncorrelated links. For PD the fact that the latency if

the latency on one link grows the latency on the second link decreases is advantageous

as it can use the packet with the lowest latency. PS on the other hand needs to wait for

both fragments and as such always has the maximum latency of the two links. Additional

results for correlation factors between -1 and 0 are presented in Appendix A.3.

For the prior analysis, measurements in the scenario with strong radio conditions and
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Figure 5.10.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing emulation of different MC

scheduling schemes over two homogeneous Wi-Fi links with different correlation fac-

tors for UL comparing strong and weak radio conditions scenario.

an RSSI of -45 dBm were used as basis to create the artificial traces. Figure 5.10 presents

a comparison of the results obtained for the scenario with strong radio conditions and

for the scenario weak radio conditions and an RSSI of -85 dBm. The evaluation of the im-

pact of radio conditions on the MC scheduling schemes presented in Section 5.4.1, which

was carried out for heterogeneous links, is complemented here by additional analysis for

a scenario with homogeneous links. It can be observed that for both uncorrelated and

correlated links in the scenario with weak radio conditions the gain of using PS and LB

increases compared to the scenario with strong radio conditions. In the scenario with

uncorrelated links, PD provides the lowest median latency, while both LB and PS are able

to provide a lower 99.99% latency. For correlated links PS is able to provide the lowest

median latency, while both PS and LB can provide lower 99.99% latency than PD and the

single links.
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Central Aspects

The emulations of different MC scheduling schemes on the "artificial traces" revealed that

homogeneous links are beneficial for all three scheduling schemes and that in case the

links are too heterogeneous, i.e., their latency distributions are too different, there is no

gain in using MC. A strong impact of the correlation of latency and packet loss among

the utilized links on the different MC scheduling schemes became evident: In case of

negatively correlated or uncorrelated links, PD revealed to be the best option reducing

median and tail latency and increasing reliability. Higher positive correlation factors are

disadvantageous for PD and advantageous for PS and for highly correlated links PS is

able to reduce both median and tail latency. The evaluated LB scheme with round-robin

scheduling is not affected by the link correlation. The gain of PS and LB applied over

homogeneous links increases for scenarios with weak radio conditions.

5.4.3. Influence of Network Load

The measurement scenarios for the results presented in this section consisted of up to

five nodes all in line-of-sight to the BS and AP with network configuration B. The nodes

operate in an RSSI range from -50 dBm to -40 dBm and the LTE modems report an SNR

of >30 dB, so all nodes operate in high SNR regime. Emulations were performed for a sce-

nario with heterogeneous links, i.e., LTE-WiFi, and homogeneous links, i.e., Wi-Fi-Wi-Fi

and LTE-LTE. For homogeneous links two scenarios were differentiated: Homogeneous

correlated links, where the same measured traces were used for both links in the emula-

tor and thus a correlation factor of 1 was achieved, and homogeneous uncorrelated links,

where traces measured in the same setup but in two separate measurements were used in

the emulator to create a scenario with low link correlation, i.e., a correlation factor below

0.1 was achieved.

The three MC scheduling schemes are compared in different scenarios with different

number of users in order to evaluate the effect of network load, capacity and access scheme

on the different MC scheduling schemes. As already identified in Section 5.4.2 homoge-

neous links are beneficial for all MC scheduling schemes as links that are too heteroge-

neous in terms of their latency and reliability distributions reduce the gain of all three

MC scheduling schemes significantly. This is why the results for MC over heterogeneous

links will not be discussed here. Instead the focus lies on two scenarios: Correlated homo-

geneous links and uncorrelated homogeneous links. The correlation among the utilized

links has a strong impact on the performance of the different MC scheduling schemes as

identified in Section 5.4.2, therefore this differentiation is needed.

The results for the emulation of the different MC scheduling schemes in the correlated

scenario with homogeneous links are displayed in Figure 5.11 exemplary for 802.11ac in

DL. As the observed trends in the correlated scenario are similar for all cases, i.e., also

for 802.11ac UL, LTE DL and LTE UL, only 802.11ac DL results are presented here as an

example, while additional results for the emulation of the MC schemes over correlated
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Figure 5.11.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing single 802.11ac links performance

and different MC scheduling schemes over homogeneous correlated links in DL. The

ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a

latency of infinity.

links are presented in Appendix A.4. The curves of PD superimpose the curves of both

Wi-Fi links. Because of the high correlation factor, PD achieves no gain as whenever the

latency on one link increases the latency on the second link also increases. In the single

user scenario only PS reaches latency reduction compared to the single Wi-Fi links, as PS

reduces the transmission latency on each link and thus the overall latency. We note that

this gain would be higher if the receiver would be operating in a lower SNR regime and

thus transmitting with a lower rate as discussed in Section 5.4.1. In the multiple user case

on the other hand LB outperforms PS. The data rate on each link is the same for LB and

PS. In case of PS the payload size per link is reduced, but the number of packets and thus

channel accesses per link stays the same. For LB on the other hand the number of packets

per link is reduced, which in case of multiple users in the network has a positive effect on

access and queuing latency.

The results obtained in the scenario with uncorrelated homogeneous links are dis-

played in Figure 5.12 for two uncorrelated LTE links for a single user. In this single user

scenario with uncorrelated links PD outperforms all other scheduling schemes. The rea-

son for this is the low load in the network and also the high SNR regime that the node

is operating in which result in reduced effect of LB and PS, respectively. As the trend is

the same for 802.11ac, the results for the single user scenario are not displayed here. In

Figure 5.13 the results for the uncorrelated scenario with five users are presented. In LTE

DL PD shows the highest reliability also in the five user scenario. The reason for this

is that in LTE DL the network load is far from the capacity limit for the five user case

and the DL scheduling in the BS seems to scale up well with increasing number of users.

Therefore, LB is not very beneficial. For PS the uncorrelated links are disadvantageous

as it needs to wait for the fragments from both links. Therefore, it even performs worse
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Figure 5.12.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing single LTE links performance and

different MC scheduling schemes over homogeneous uncorrelated links for one user.

The ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned

a latency of infinity.

than the single links in the five user scenario. In LTE UL on the other hand PD is the

best option in the single user scenario, but in the multiple user scenario with five users

LB performs better in terms of mean and up to the 99% latency. PD outperforms LB only

in the high reliability regime. In UL the LTE capacity for a single user in the high SNR

regime is about 60 Mbps. With five users this capacity limit is nearly reached such that the

prescheduling mechanism cannot assign resources to every user every 1ms, which results

in higher latency. With LB this access and queuing latency can be reduced. For 802.11ac in

DL the effect is similar as for LTE in UL, LB can outperform PD up to 99% reliability. For

802.11ac in DL the scheduling is performed by the AP and since there are no other Wi-Fi

networks present in the channel the measurements were conducted in, the AP does not

need to compete for the channel with anyone else. The difference to LTE in DL is that the

LTE DL scheduler can assign resources on a time slot basis, while the Wi-Fi AP transmits

one frame to one user at a time. This explains why 802.11ac DL is not scaling up as well as

LTE with increasing number of users in terms of latency performance. In 802.11ac UL the

clients need to compete for the channel with the CSMA/CA access scheme. Even though

the capacity limit for a single user of about 120 Mbps is not reached with five users, the

latency increases drastically for this distributed channel access scheme. This is why the

LB scheduling scheme is able to outperform PD for all reliability regimes. All in all, LB

provides lower latency and higher reliability when the network load is close to the capacity

limit. We note that the capacity limit in the single user case is not representative for the

multiple user case, where the ability of the access scheme to deal with increasing number

of users strongly influences the capacity limit.

The evaluation of the MC scheduling schemes supports that the network load has a

strong impact on performance of the scheduling schemes. In cases of low load, PS showed
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Figure 5.13.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing single links performance and dif-

ferent MC scheduling schemes over homogeneous uncorrelated links for five users.

The ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned

a latency of infinity.

the slightly better performance in scenarios with high link correlation, while PD offered

lowest latency and highest reliability in scenarios with low link correlation. In cases where

the network load is close to the capacity limit on the other hand, LB offers the lowest

latency and highest reliability for both low and high link correlation. The network capacity

in scenarios with multiple users strongly depends on the capability of the access scheme

to deal with increasing number of users.

5.5. Additional Evaluation in Simulations
In order to be able to evaluate additional aspects ns-3 simulations for an 802.11ac network

in the 5 GHz band in an industrial scenario were performed. The scenario consisted of a
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single AP serving one up to ten stations. The log-distance path loss model with Rayleigh

fading was applied with parameters chosen according to the channel measurements per-

formed in [26] and three scenarios were modelled: two LOS scenarios and one non-LOS

scenario. The MC scheduling approaches were implemented at the MAC layer. A more

detailed description of the implementation of the MC schemes and the simulation sce-

nario is presented in Section 6.2.3. In Section 5.5.1 the performance of the MC scheduling

schemes is compared to the channel aggregation mechanism with the same bandwidth

usage. Section 5.5.2 evaluates the influence of correlated fading channels on the perfor-

mance of the different MC scheduling schemes.

5.5.1. Comparison of MC Scheduling Schemes with Channel
Aggregation

The utilization of multiple channels for the MC scheduling scheme brings about a larger

requirement of spectrum. In 802.11ac this additional spectrum could also be used to

perform channel aggregation and transmit over a larger bandwidth as described in Sec-

tion 2.2. Therefore, in this section the performance of the MC scheduling schemes using

two 20 MHz channels is compared with single link performance with 20 MHz bandwidth

and with a single link using channel aggregation and thus operating over 40 MHz band-

width.

Figure 5.14 displays the ECDF for the latency and reliability distributions of the single

links operating over different bandwidths and of the different MC scheduling schemes

in a scenario with uncorrelated links and with the LOS-2 path loss model resulting in a

mean SINR of 38 dB. The observed trends for the different MC scheduling scheme are

the same as the emulation results presented in the previous sections: for a single user PD

offers the lowest 99.99% latency, while PS is able to slighly reduce the median latency. The

advantage of PS is larger in the simulative evaluation as the links are more homogeneous

and there are less latency outliers compared to the measurement-based evaluation. The

single link with channel aggregation operating over 40 MHz bandwidth is able to reduce

the latency of about 80% of packets, but has a higher 99.99% latency than all MC schedul-

ing schemes and even compared to the single link operating over 20 MHz bandwidth.

The MC scheduling schemes and also the single link with 20 MHz apply a mean MCS of

7.99, while the single link with channel aggregation is able to apply a higher mean MCS

of 8.98. This is because for 40 MHz channel width also MCS 9 is permitted for use by

the 802.11ac standard, while for 20 MHz channel the highest allowed MCS is MCS 8. This

brings about a higher data rate and thus a lower transmission latency, but also a higher

number of retransmissions which leads to an increased 99.99% latency.

For the scenario with higher network load and 6 active clients, the LB scheduling scheme

offers the highest reliability, while PS and PD only have a small gain in reliability com-

pared to the single link with 20 MHz bandwidth. The single link with channel aggregation

outperforms single link, PS and PD, but reaches a significantly lower reliability than the
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Figure 5.14.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing the different MC scheduling

schemes with channel aggregation.

LB scheduling scheme. The single link with 40 MHz increases the link capacity com-

pared to the single link operating over 20 MHz, while the LB scheduling scheme reduces

the number of channel accesses per link. Therefore, the LB scheduling scheme is able to

achieve a larger reduction of the access and queuing latency and of the number of packet

losses compared to the single link with channel aggregation. The same trend was also

observable for other number of clients, i.e., different network load, and also for the results

obtained with the LOS-1 and the NLOS path loss models.

In the simulative evaluation of the different MC scheduling schemes the same trends

as in the measurement-based evaluation are observable. The evaluation showed that the

MC scheduling schemes were able to outperform a single link with channel aggregation,

which is overall using the same bandwidth in terms of communication latency and reli-

ability. As well as the improved performance the MC scheduling schemes are also more

flexible as they can use non-coherent spectrum and also channels in different frequency

bands for their operation. This is not possible with the channel aggregation mechanism

defined in IEEE 802.11ac
1
.

5.5.2. Influence of Correlation of Physical Channels

While in Section 5.4.2 correlation of the latency and loss metrics on APP layer was consid-

ered, the influence of the correlated fading in the physical channels is evaluated in this

section. The channel fading correlation was implemented in the YansWifiChannel class

by using the same propagation loss values for packets sent at the same time instance on

different channels.

Figure 5.15 shows the performance of the different MC scheduling schemes for uncor-

1
In 802.11ac channel aggregation is allowed for contiguous spectrum of up to 160 MHz and in a special case

two 80 MHz channels may be aggregated even if a frequency gap separates them [34].
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Figure 5.15.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing the different MC scheduling

schemes for payload size of 1400 B and IPG of 1 ms in a scenario with uncorrelated

and in a scenario with correlated fading physical channels for the LOS-2 path loss

model.

related and correlated links. For uncorrelated links the PS scheduling scheme provides

the lowest latency for about 94% of the packets, while PD offers a lower 99.99% latency.

For correlated physical channels, the performance of PD degrades due to the correlated

fading, which leads to correlated occurrences of retransmissions on both links. The PS

scheduling scheme again provides lower latency for about 94% of packets, but cannot im-

prove the latency for higher reliability, the 99.99% latency is slightly lower for the PD

scheduling scheme. The LB scheduling scheme is not able to achieve significant gains

compared to the single link in both scenarios. The correlation in the channel fading and

thus in the SNR values at the receiver does not lead to fully correlated packet losses, as

even for the same SNR value and the same MCS a random element exists to decide if the

chunk of bits is lost or not. This random element aims to model the shot noise and is

implemented in the PHY layer abstraction methods of ns-3.

Figure 5.16 displays the results for the same scenario, but for a payload size of 50.000 B

and an IPG of 100 ms. This represents the video remote control use case as discussed

in Section 2.1.1. For the case of uncorrelated fading channels both PS and LB scheduling

scheme can reduce the median latency by more than 2.5 ms compared to single link and

PD scheduling scheme, they provide the lowest latency for up to 87% of packets. The PD

scheduling scheme on the other hand is able to provide the lowest 99% latency. The LB

scheduling scheme was implemented on MAC layer and since 802.11ac has a maximum

transmission unit of 2304 B [34], the messages with a size of 50.000 B at APP layer are frag-

mented into multiple packets with size of 2244 B at the MAC layer. Since the LB scheduling

scheme is applied on these packets, it thus results in a similar operation as the PS schedul-

ing scheme and does not mainly increase the IPG between messages, but splits the packets

belonging to the same message onto the two links. This is why the performance of the
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Figure 5.16.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing the different MC scheduling

schemes for payload size of 50.000 B and IPG of 100 ms in a scenario with uncor-

related and in a scenario with correlated fading physical channels for the LOS-2 path

loss model.

LB scheme is similar to that of the PS scheme in this case. If the LB scheduling scheme

was applied on APP layer here and would thus not split the messages, but increase the

IPG the performance is expected to be worse in this scenario. For correlated fading chan-

nels the PD scheduling scheme provides no significant gain compared to the single link,

while the performance of PS and LB scheduling scheme are improved compared to the

scenario operating over uncorrelated fading channels. PS and LB scheduling scheme pro-

vide 2.5 ms lower latency compared to the PD scheduling scheme and the single link for

about 93% of packets and provide higher reliability for higher latency values. In this sce-

nario a mean MCS of about 8 is chosen, i.e., 256-QAM with code rate 3/4, which results in a

rate of 78 Mbps. For lower MCSs and thus lower rates, or larger message sizes the latency

reduction of the PS scheduling scheme compared to PD scheduling scheme and single

link is increased.

The evaluation of the effect of correlated fading channels showed similar results as the

evaluation of the correlation of the combined latency and reliability metric. Correlated

fading decreased the gain of the PD scheduling scheme significantly, while the perfor-

mance of the PS scheduling scheme improved. The correlation between physical chan-

nels depends on the spatial surroundings and also on the frequency separation among

the utilized links. Links using adjacent frequency channels are, e.g., more likely to be

highly correlated than channels in different frequency bands. Measurements could eval-

uate how strong the random element in hardware implementations of the PHY layer is

and how certain correlation values of physical channels translates into correlation in bit

and packet errors. The potential of the PS scheduling scheme to improve the latency and

reliability performance increases with decreasing transmission rate and with increasing

message size.
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Evaluated Effect Low Value Beneficial High Value Beneficial

Link Homogeneity - for PS, LB and PD

Link Correlation for PD for PS

SNR Regime for PS and LB for PD

Network Load for PD and PS for LB

Table 5.7.: Summary of evaluated effects and their impact on the different MC scheduling schemes.

5.6. Summary
In this chapter the impact of varying link and network conditions on the different MC

scheduling schemes has been evaluated. A short summary of the outcome of these evalua-

tions is presented in Table 5.7. Link homogeneity was proven to be beneficial for all three

scheduling schemes. The correlation of link latency and reliability among the utilized

communication links proved to have a strong impact on MC scheduling scheme perfor-

mance. Scenarios with low link correlation were beneficial for PD, while it had a negative

impact on PS, where the receiving node has to wait for all fragments sent on the different

links. In scenarios with highly correlated links on the other hand, the gain of PD is dras-

tically reduced, while the high correlation factor is beneficial for PS. The link correlation

had no impact on the implemented LB scheme. LB was implemented in terms of a simple

round-robin scheme without reordering here. Schemes which include reordering mech-

anisms, such as scheduling schemes included in MP-TCP, will presumably experience

negative effects in case of highly uncorrelated links. When the receiving node is oper-

ating in a low SNR regime over homogeneous links, our evaluation showed that PS and

LB offer better performance than PD. The impact of the network load proved to strongly

influence the latency and reliability performance of MC schemes: in the low network load

scenarios PD and PS offered the best performance in case of low and high link correlation,

respectively, while LB outperformed all other scheduling schemes in high load scenarios.

The MC scheduling schemes achieved lower latency and higher reliability compared to

a single link with channel aggregation operating over the same bandwidth. In the com-

parison with a channel aggregation scheme using the same bandwidth, the MC schemes

proved to outperform the aggregation scheme in terms of achievable communication la-

tency and reliability in all evaluated scenarios. As well as that, the MC scheduling schemes

offer higher flexibility compared to the channel aggregation mechanism as they can also

be applied for non-coherent spectrum and channels in different frequency bands.

The insights about impact of link correlation, link homo- and heterogeneity, radio

conditions and network load and capacity on the performance different MC scheduling

schemes can be used to choose the appropriate MC scheduling scheme for a certain static

network setting or to develop adaptive MC schedulers. The scheduler should select the

links to be used for MC operation and/or adapt the scheduling scheme based on the cur-
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rent or predicted radio and network conditions. These adaptation mechanisms could be

valuable for MC implementations in future 6G or 802.11be networks to enhance latency

and reliability performance. Adaptive MC scheduling schemes that focus on improving

the latency and reliability performance of wireless communication systems are proposed

in Chapter 6.





6. Adaptive
Multi-Connectivity
Scheduling for Reliable
Low-Latency
Communication

The evaluation presented in the previous chapter highlighted that different MC schedul-

ing schemes achieve the best latency and reliability performance in different scenarios, i.e.,

for different link correlation, network load and radio conditions. Deployment scenarios

for wireless networks are mostly not static, as the network load and the radio propaga-

tion environment can change dynamically, e.g., due to moving objects. This motivates the

development of adaptive MC schedulers, which dynamically select the most suitable MC

scheduling scheme for the present conditions.

MC can be applied on different layers of the communication stack, as discussed in Sec-

tion 3.1.3. For adaptive scheduling schemes different input and different adaptable pa-

rameters are available on the different layers. These are examined and implications for

possible architectures are discussed in Section 6.1.

For the upcoming 802.11be amendment "multi-link operation" is discussed as one of

the main features. Even though related work exists that evaluates multi-link operation

for 802.11be most of these works focus on evaluating the achievable throughput enhance-

ments. In contrast to that we propose an adaptive MC scheduling scheme suitable for

802.11be which focuses on improving latency and reliability performance in Section 6.2.

The scheme is compared against static MC approaches via ns-3 system-level simulations.

Main parts of this analysis are based on prior work in [16].

In order to achieve very high reliability with low latency it is imaginable to utilize more

than two links for MC. We propose a cascaded MC scheduling scheme for these massive

MC scenarios in Section 6.3. The aim of the scheme is to combine the advantages of differ-

ent MC scheduling schemes by applying them on top of each other in a casacded fashion.

An analytic model is developed to evaluate the cascaded MC scheme and to compare its

performance to the existing basic MC scheduling schemes. The basic analytical model has

been published in [12]. Extensions to the analytical model and the proposal and evaluation
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Figure 6.1.: Basic principle for adaptive MC scheduler.

Layer Input Parameter

PHY Passive Parameters (RSSI, SNR, ...), MIMO (no. of spatial streams), MCS

MAC queue length, channel access parameters (scheduling parameters, CSMA

parameters), no. of users, available resources, latency and loss statistics

NW no. of hops to destination

TRA RTT, queue length, CW, lost packets (per subflow)

APP requirements (lat., rel., rate, ...), traffic profile,

trajectory (for moving vehicles/robots),

statistics of measured KPIs (e.g. end-to-end latency)

Table 6.1.: Example for input parameters for adaptive MC scheduler on different layers of the com-

munication stack.

of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme have been published in [14].

6.1. Architecture Options for Adaptive MC Schedulers
An adaptive MC scheduling algorithm in the basic form bases its decision on certain in-

put parameters and can then configure which MC scheduling scheme is applied, which

paths should be utilized for applying MC and also additional network parameters could

be configured. This basic concept is illustrated in Figure 6.1. As discussed in Section 3.1.3

MC can be applied on different layers. For developing an adaptive MC scheduler differ-

ent input and different configurable parameters are available on different layers of the

communication stack. Examples for these parameters on different layers are presented in

Table 6.1 and 6.2 for input and configurable parameters, respectively.

If the adaptive MC scheme is applied on APP, TRA or NW layer it is technology-neutral,

as the same scheme can be applied on these layers independent of the underlying RATs

that are utilized for applying MC. Adaptive MC schedulers on MAC and PHY need to be

technology-specific and the architecture as well as the required signalling need to be stan-

dardized by the respective standardization body for the RAT. On the other hand, adaptive

MC schedulers on lower layers have input and configurable parameters that directly define

and influence the RAT performance available and thus might be able to react to changes

in the network and in the environment more quickly. Cross-layer approaches for adap-

tive MC schedulers can be advantageous as they can make use of input and configuring
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Layer Configurable Parameter

PHY MIMO (no. of spatial streams), MCS (rate adaptation), transmission power

MAC channel access parameters (e.g. priority), retransmissions on/off

NW routing configuration

TRA queuing policy, congestion control, retransmissions on/off

APP requirements (e.g. lat, rel., rate), traffic profile,

trajectory (for moving vehicles/robots)

Table 6.2.: Example for additionally configurable parameters for adaptive MC scheduler on differ-

ent layers of the communication stack.

parameters on different layers.

In this work, two adaptive MC schedulers are proposed: a technology-specific adaptive

MC scheduler for 802.11be on MAC layer and a technology-neutral cascaded MC schedul-

ing scheme which is applied and evaluated on APP layer.

6.2. Adaptive MC Scheduler for 802.11be
The results presented in Chapter 5 showed that depending on the scenario, defined by

network load, SNR or link correlation, different MC scheduling schemes provide the best

latency and reliability performance. Based on these findings, we introduce an adaptive

MC scheduling scheme for 802.11 systems in this section that dynamically adapts the MC

scheduling scheme to the prevalent scenario. Our proposal considers current work re-

garding multi-link operation in the 802.11be task group. The performance of the adaptive

MC scheme is evaluated in ns-3 simulations and compared to the performance of the

static MC scheduling schemes in multiple scenarios suitable for industrial applications.

The rest of this section is organized as follows: In Subsection 6.2.1 relevant related work

is summarized and the contributions of this work are highlighted. Subsection 6.2.2 in-

troduces the adaptive MC scheduling algorithm and architecture, while Subsection 6.2.3

describes the utilized simulation model. In Subsection 6.2.4 the simulation results com-

paring adaptive and static MC scheduling schemes in industrial scenarios are discussed.

Subsection 6.2.5 summarizes the main findings of this section and outlines open ques-

tions for future courses of work.

6.2.1. Related Work
In the literature many works can be found that evaluate the gain of a static MC schedul-

ing scheme on a certain layer as discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. The dynamic

activation and deactivation of PD is proposed in multiple works: Activation of PD for

a Dual-Connectivity 5G system based on channel quality is discussed in [106] and [107],
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while the authors of [112] propose to activate PD when the SNR difference between the

serving base stations becomes larger than a threshold. On TRA layer, the activation of PD

in case of high uncertainty of RTT measurements is discussed in [139], while in [143] the

activation of PD only for latency critical traffic is evaluated. In [140] Walker et al. propose

to deactivate PD when the difference in the packet number currently transmitted on the

different subflows becomes larger than a threshold. Dynamic LB schedulers for multi-

RAT MC systems are proposed in [97] and [118]. Diez et al. [97] use queue states and link

capacity as input parameters for their scheduler, while in [118] a score for each RAT is com-

puted based on SNR, bandwidth and delay. In contrast to the existing works on adaptive

MC scheduling which propose to activate or deactivate PD or to adapt the LB scheduling

based on certain parameters, in this work we introduce a scheme to dynamically switch

between different MC scheduling schemes.

Multi-link operation is discussed as one of the main features in the upcoming 802.11be

standard [43]. Many proposals within the task group regarding multi-link scheduling fo-

cus on LB techniques to reduce the channel access delay, e.g., [72]. In [73] a conditional

PD scheme is proposed where if the packet is not received within a certain time inter-

val it is resent on multiple links. Existing research works on 802.11be mostly focus on

throughput analysis of the multi-link operation with LB: In [99] an analytic throughput

analysis is carried out where the DCFs are represented by a Markov model, while in [98]

a throughput analysis for DL asynchronous multi-link transmissions is carried out with

ns-3 simulations. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work that evaluates the

dynamic adaptation of MC scheduling schemes for 802.11 with focus on latency and reli-

ability metrics.

6.2.2. Adaptive MC Scheduling Scheme

The proposed adaptive MC scheme is applied on the higher MAC layer. This is in co-

herence with discussions in the 802.11be task group to have a unified upper MAC layer

combining both links and individual lower MAC layers for each link [43]. In this work,

independent operation of the lower MAC layers is assumed where each link performs

channel access and rate adaptation independently of the other links. This corresponds to

simultaneous transmit and receive capability of stations and the asynchronous multi-link

operation discussed in the 802.11be task group [43]. The implementation of the adap-

tive MC scheme within the ns-3 simulator is illustrated in Figure 6.2 for two links. The

MC schemes are applied on the higher MAC layer and all layers below the higher MAC

layer are separate for each link. The decision which MC scheme is applied is made in the

Wifi-manager class which also manages the rate adaptation algorithm. The Wifi-manager
receives input parameters from several lower layer classes: the information of the SINR

of the last successfully received packet is retrieved from the PHY layer. The current CW

and queue length are collected from the lower MAC layer. In the 802.11 DCF the CW is

doubled when a packet is lost, i.e., when the acknowledgement is not received before the
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Figure 6.2.: Architecture of dynamic MC scheduler implementation on higher MAC layer in ns-3.

timer expires, and reset to its minimum value upon a successful packet transmission. A

reason for a lost packet could either be an SINR that is not sufficiently high to support the

chosen MCS or a packet collision with another transmitting station. The queue length is

an indicator for the network load.

The information which MC scheme is applied for the current packet, its sequence num-

ber and for PS also the fragment number are added to the packet header such that the re-

ceiving node can process the packet accordingly. Two variants of the distributed adaptive

scheduling algorithm are evaluated. The decision which MC scheme to apply in a certain

situation is taken by each station individually for both variants. The logic of the algo-

rithm decisions for certain MC scheduling schemes is based on the measurement results

presented in Chapter 5.

The first variant only relies on the discussed parameters which are available at the sta-

tion itself and the algorithm operation is illustrated in Figure 6.3 exemplary for two links.

The decision which MC scheduling scheme should be applied is made every packetTH
packets. For the parameters ql1, ql2, cw1 and cw2 the sum over queue length and CW is

calculated over all packets sent on the specific link within the period, while for sinr1 and

sinr2 the mean is calculated over all packets within the period. If either the sum of the

queue length of each link or the sum of the CW of each link excel the specified thresh-

olds, LB is applied. The sum is applied to take into account the situation on both links.

If on the other hand these thresholds are not outreached, the SINR on both links is eval-

uated. For high SINR values PD is applied, for low SINR values the link correlation is

checked: for low link correlation PD is applied, while for high link correlation values

PS is applied. The first algorithm variant relies solely on the local parameters available

at the station itself. In the second algorithm variant global information about the net-

work is additionally taken into account. This includes information about the effective
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load currently experienced by the network and the mean SINR of the nodes present in

the network. These parameters could be gathered by the AP and then shared with the

stations, e.g., by adding them to the beacon messages that are periodically broadcasted by

the AP. The effectiveLoad is calculated heuristically throughout this section and describes

the load currently present in the network in relation to the current capacity of the network:

L = effectiveLoad,

s = application data rate,

n = number of active stations,

t = mean number of retransmissions,

r = mean transmission rate,

L =
1.1 · s · n2 · (1 + t)

r
. (6.1)

The current network capacity is dependent on the transmission rates applied by the

stations and on the number of stations in the network which impacts the efficiency of the

access mechanism. The calculation is specific for the considered scenario and motivated

by empirical observations. The definition of a generalized model to describe the effec-

tive load in the network, e.g., by using the theory of effective capacity, is out of scope for

this work as the focus of this work is on evaluating the gain of adaptive MC scheduling

schemes.

The pseudo code for the algorithm variant also taking into account the global network

parameters is displayed in Figure 6.4. The effectiveLoad strongly influences the decision

which MC scheduling scheme is applied: For low network load the algorithm operates

similar to the first variant with the difference that the CW is not used in this variant. If

the sum of the queue lengths outnumber a certain threshold, LB is applied, while for small

queue length PD or PS are applied depending on the link correlation. In case of high net-

work load, i.e., if the effectiveLoad outreaches th2, LB is applied. For medium network load

on the other hand, the SINR of the station itself is compared to the mean SINR present

in the network. If the station is operating with a weaker SINR than the mean SINR by a

margin of 3 dB, it applies PD, else LB is applied. The chosen parameters applied for the

adaptive MC scheduling schemes are presented in Table 6.3. Both variants are based on

the findings which were presented in Chapter 5.

packetTH SINR-TH QL-TH CW-TH corrTH th1 th2 margin

100 20 dB 10 33 0.1 0.25 1.75 3 dB

Table 6.3.: Overview of algorithm parameters.
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Figure 6.3.: Flow chart of adaptive MC scheduling algorithm in the local variant, which relies only

on information available at the station itself.
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Figure 6.4.: Flow chart of adaptive MC scheduling algorithm in the global variant.

6.2.3. Simulation Model

The system-level simulator ns-3 was used to evaluate the adaptive MC scheduling ap-

proach and different static MC scheduling approaches. An overview of the simulation

parameters is presented in Table 6.4. 802.11ac was used as RAT operating in the 5GHz

band with two 20MHz channels. The log-distance path loss model with Rayleigh fading

was applied with parameters corresponding to the industrial channel measurements in

[26]. Three scenarios were considered: two based on LOS mesurements and one based on

non-LOS measurements with parameters specified in Table 6.5. A single AP serves one

up to ten stations. The stations are randomly distributed over an area of 100m x 30m x

10m according to the "motion control" use case as defined by 3GPP for industrial automa-
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Feature
Simulation Pa-
rameter

RAT 802.11ac

Frequency band 5 GHz

Channel width 20 MHz

Path loss model Log-distance

Small scale fading model Rayleigh

Number of stations 1,2,4,6,8

Area 100m x 30m x 10m

Payload size 100 B, 1400 B

Inter-packet-gap 1 ms, 10 ms

Table 6.4.: Overview of simulation parameters.

Parameter LOS-1 LOS-2 NLOS

Path loss exponent 1.84 1.3 2.63

Reference path loss (at 1m) 45.9 57.78 57.78

Table 6.5.: Overview of propagation loss model parameters based on industrial channel measure-

ments [26].

tion [18], while the AP is placed in the middle of the area on the ceiling. In accordance

with industrial use cases a cyclic traffic model was applied. Payload sizes of 100 Byte and

1400 Byte and IPGs of 1 ms and 10 ms were evaluated and simulations were performed

in UL. A payload size of 100 Byte and an IPG of 1 ms was applied for the main results

discussed in this section which corresponds to the mobile robotics use case as defined

by 3GPP [17]. As discussed in Section 2.1.2 a combined latency and reliability metric is

used for the evaluation where lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity. In order to

ensure statistical validity of results 10 simulation runs with 100.000 packets per sender

were performed for each scenario.

6.2.4. Simulation Results

The static and adaptive MC scheduling schemes were compared in scenarios with varying

number of users and for different path loss models. Figure 6.5 presents the results for the

LOS-2 path loss model which results in a mean SINR of 38 dB. For a single user, cf. Fig-

ure 6.5a, the static PD scheduling scheme achieves the lowest latency with the highest reli-

ability. The curves for the global variant of the adaptive MC algorithm and the PD scheme

are overlapping and also the curves for single link, LB and the PS scheduling scheme are
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partly overlapping. The local variant of the adaptive MC scheme chooses the PD schedul-

ing scheme for 91.3% of packets and the LB scheduling scheme for 8.7% in case of a single

user. Therefore, it shows improved performance compared to the static LB scheme, but

worse performance than the static PD scheme in this low load scenario. The reason for

the local variant to choose LB is mainly that the CW threshold is outreached. The adaptive

MC scheme with global network information on the other hand chooses PD as schedul-

ing scheme due to the low relative network load and thus outperforms the local variant.

The trends for two users are similar, again PD and the global variant of the adaptive MC

scheduling scheme achieve the best performance and can improve the 99.99% latency by

more than 2 ms compared to the single link. The LB scheduling scheme only has small

gain compared to the single link and the local variant of the adaptive scheduling scheme

chooses the LB scheduling scheme for 62% of packets and has similar performance to the

LB scheduling scheme. The PS scheduling scheme is slightly less reliable than the single

link in this scenario. In this section no link correlation, e.g., due to correlated channel

fading or due to common interferers, is considered. The evaluation in Chapter 5 already

analyzed that low link correlation is not beneficial for the performance of the PS schedul-

ing scheme as the receiving node has to wait for both fragments sent over the different

links.

The other extreme of high network load is displayed in Figure 6.5f with 10 active users.

In this scenario the LB scheduling scheme provides the highest reliability with about 75%

delivered packets, while the PD scheduling scheme can only provide small gain compared

to the single link performance. The global variant of the adaptive scheduling scheme

chooses LB due to the high network load and also the local variant chooses LB for 99.8%

of the packets and thus reaches similar performance. In the extreme points of low or high

network load static PD and static LB are able to provide the highest reliability, respec-

tively. Figure 6.5d and 6.5e present the results for medium load for 6 users and 8 users. In

this medium load region the adaptive MC scheduling schemes are able to outperform the

static scheduling schemes. For 6 users the global variant of the adaptive MC scheme pro-

vides the highest reliability, while the local variant performs worse than the LB scheduling

scheme. A more thorough analysis shows that in the local variant stations which experi-

ence good conditions, i.e., stations with higher SINR and stations who gain channel access

more quickly, tend to choose PD, while stations which experience longer queuing delays

and higher CWs due to packet loss adapt their scheduling scheme to LB. This leads to

the stations in more advantageous positions gaining a little better performance, while for

the weaker stations the reliability decreases due to the higher network load because of the

PD scheme applied by other stations. For the global variant on the other hand, only sta-

tions in situations with SINRs significantly lower than the mean SINR in the network are

choosing PD, while all other stations apply the LB scheduling scheme. This leads to an

improved overall network performance. For the local variant LB is applied for 97%, while

for the global variant LB is applied for 99.3% of the packets. For 4 users the LB scheduling

scheme and the global variant which chooses LB for all packets provide the best perfor-
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Figure 6.5.: ECDF of latency comparing single link performance with static and dynamic MC

scheduling schemes for an IPG of 1 ms and payload size of 100 Byte in UL for path

loss model LOS-2 and varying number of stations. The ECDF presents a combined

latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity.
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mance and can achieve a latency of about 5 ms with 99.99%, while the local variant chooses

LB only for 89.5% of packets and only reaches a reliability of about 99%. Overall, the global

variant provided the lowest latency with highest reliability in all considered scenarios by

adapting the MC scheme to the current situation, while the local variant of the adaptive

MC scheduler was only partly able to reach this goal.

Similar trends are observable for the scenarios with different IPGs and payload sizes and

different path loss models. For low and high network load static PD and static LB show

the best performance, respectively, and the global MC scheme is able to adapt to it, while

for medium load the adaptive MC schemes are able to outperform the static MC schemes

with accurate parameter choice. The local variant can be adjusted to be more likely to

choose PD by increasing queue length and CW thresholds or towards LB by decreasing

queue length and CW thresholds. A smaller threshold for the number of packets that are

taken into account for the MC decision can lead to faster adaptation of the MC scheme to

changing environments, but a larger threshold on the other hand provides more reliable

statistics. With further advances in machine learning methods for prediction in wireless

networks, the algorithm input parameters, such as SINR or load, could be predicted to

improve the performance in highly dynamic scenarios.

6.2.5. Conclusion

In this section an adaptive MC scheduling scheme for 802.11 systems was proposed and its

performance has been compared to single link and static MC scheduling scheme perfor-

mance via system-level simulations with cyclic traffic patterns. The adaptive MC schedul-

ing scheme variants are able to change the MC scheduling scheme according to the current

network environment and thus improve latency and reliability compared to the static MC

scheduling schemes especially in dynamic scenarios with varying load conditions. For

low network load static PD is able to provide the lowest latency with the highest reliabil-

ity, while for very high network load static LB achieves the highest reliability. The variant

of the MC scheduling scheme with global network information can adapt its applied MC

scheme accordingly, while the local variant only partly reaches the goal. For medium load

the adaptive MC scheme is able to outperform the static MC schemes by applying a mix-

ture of PD and LB and improves the reliability by more than 30% compared to the single

link and up to 99.99% reliability for a latency requirement of 10 ms compared to 99.6%

reliability provided by pure LB. The evaluation highlights the potential of adaptive MC

scheduling schemes especially for networks operating in the medium load region.

Adaptive MC scheduling could thus be included in the upcoming 802.11be multi-link

operation concepts to enable applications that demand low-latency with high reliability.

In future work the adaptive MC scheduling algorithm could also take into account rate

adaptation by tuning rate adaptation and MC scheduling decision simultaneously. Also,

the retransmission mechanism could be performed over both links instead of each link

performing its own retransmissions. With regard to the upcoming 802.11be amendment,
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it would also be relevant to evaluate the adaptive scheduling mechanism over the OFDMA

based channel access mechanism that was introduced in 802.11ax.

6.3. Cascaded Scheduling Scheme for Massive MC
Three different basic MC scheduling schemes have been identified in the presence of

cyclic traffic. In the previous section a dynamic MC scheduling scheme with the aim to

select the most advantageous of these basic MC scheduling scheme for the prevalent sce-

nario was proposed and analyzed in scenarios with two links. For industrial applications

that require low latency with high reliability also the usage of more than two links for MC

could be justifiable.

In this section we thus propose a cascaded MC scheduling scheme for usage over mul-

tiple links where instead of using one scheduling scheme at a time, multiple schemes are

cascaded and used simultaneously. The idea is to combine the advantages of the different

schemes in the presence of multiple links. An example for the cascaded MC schedul-

ing over eight physical links is displayed in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7. Figure 6.6 shows

a schematic diagram which illustrates the logic of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme.

For the order of stages shown in this example the PS scheme is applied on the physical

links, the LB scheme is applied on the resulting logical PS links and the PD scheme is

applied on the resulting logical LB links. In the example, each stage, i.e., each basic MC

scheduling scheme, is applied over two input links, resulting in the configuration of two

PS links, two LB links and two PD links. The total number of required physical links can

be obtained by multiplying the number of input links per stage. To clarify the operation

of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme the resulting traffic on each of the physical links

for four packets and for the order and configuration in the example is displayed in Fig-

ure 6.7. The PS scheme is applied on the physical links 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, and, 7 and

8. The payload size is halved and a fragment is sent on each of the mentioned links. The

LB scheme distributes the packets over 2 links in our example and is applied here on the

link pairs resulting from the PS scheme. Packet 1 is for example split into two fragments

and sent over link 1 and 2, while packet 2 is sent over link 3 and 4. The PD scheme is

applied on the resulting logical LB links, which means that it replicates the traffic of link

1-4 onto link 5-8. In the resulting cascaded scheme the payload size is halved, the IPG is

doubled and a duplication factor of 2 is achieved.

Other orders in which the PS, LB and PD stages are applied are also possible. In this

work, a round-robin scheme is applied for LB and homogeneous physical links are con-

sidered. With these assumptions only two mathematically different orders remain. Only

homogeneous links are considered, as the evaluation in Chapter 5 demonstrates that ho-

mogeneous links are advantageous for the operation of all evaluated basic MC scheduling

schemes compared to heterogeneous links.

An analytic model describing the basic MC scheduling schemes and also for the pro-

posed cascaded MC scheduling scheme is developed. The analytic model requires the
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Figure 6.6.: Schematic diagram illustrating the logic of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme. In

this example, the PS scheme is applied on the physical links, the LB scheme is applied

on top of the resulting logical PS links and the PD scheme is applied on top of the

resulting logical LB links. Each stage is applied over two links, such that the configu-

ration here is 2 PS input links, 2 LB input links and 2 PD input links.

probability that the single link can reach a certain latency requirement as an input pa-

rameter. Throughout this section, the single links are represented by ns-3 simulations

modelling 802.11ac links in an industrial scenario. The gain of the cascaded MC scheme

over the conventional MC scheduling schemes is then evaluated in different scenarios,

i.e., with varying number of users and varying signal strength. Also, different optimiza-

tion goals to find the optimal configuration for the cascaded MC scheme are applied.

The rest of this section is organized as follows: Our findings are distinguished from re-

lated work and contributions of this work are highlighted in Section 6.3.1. Section 6.3.2 in-

troduces the analytic model for the MC scheduling schemes and describes the simulation

model utilized for representing the single links. The results of the analytic evaluation of

the basic MC scheduling schemes and the cascaded MC scheduling scheme are presented

in Section 6.3.3. Our findings are concluded and courses of future work are outlined in

Section 6.3.4.

6.3.1. Related Work
Many works on MC systems exist that focus on the evaluation of a single basic MC schedul-

ing scheme. In [109] and [136] static PD schemes are evaluated, while in [137] static LB

schemes are evaluated. Dynamic activation and deactivation of PD in MP-TCP is evalu-

ated in [138]. In [139] PD in MP-TCP is activated and deactivated based on the confidence of

the predicted RTT otherwise minimum RTT scheduling is used. To the best of our knowl-

edge this is the first work that proposes to cascade multiple MC scheduling schemes in

presence of multiple links in order to combine their advantages.

Analytic models for MC schemes have, e.g., been proposed in [104] and [150]. In [150]
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Figure 6.7.: Example for the proposed cascaded Multi-Connectivity scheduling scheme for the or-

der PS-LB-PD and with a configuration of 2 PS input links, 2 LB input links and 2 PD

input links. The PS scheme is applied on the physical links, the LB scheme is applied

on top of the resulting logical PS links and the PD scheme is applied on top of the

resulting logical LB links. Four original packets are fed into the cascaded MC scheme

and the resulting packets sent on the physical links are displayed here. The PS scheme

splits the original payload into two fragments reducing the payload size, it is applied

on link 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8. The LB scheme distributes the packets over

multiple links and thereby doubles the IPG. Finally, the PD scheduling scheme repli-

cates the packets of link 1-4 onto link 5-8.
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Figure 6.8.: Schematic diagram illustrating the interaction between analytic MC model and ns-3

simulations.

the authors develop an analytic model for PD and a weighted PS scheme. An optimization

problem is solved to find the optimal allocation for the weighted PS scheme. Additionally,

a model based on Markov chains is proposed, which also considers correlated failures of

equipment, e.g., hardware failures of a common base station. In contrast to this work,

no correlation of communication latency and communication reliability is considered.

The authors of [104] describe an analytic model for dual connectivity with PD considering

correlated link failures and compare different architectures for dual connectivity in 5G

networks. In this work, a model for PD, PS and LB and also for the cascaded MC scheme

is derived for scenarios with uncorrelated and correlated links and for two as well as for

multiple MC links.

6.3.2. Analytic Model

In this section, the analytic models for the basic MC scheduling schemes and the cascaded

MC scheme are derived. These models require the probability that a certain deadline can

be reached with the single link as input. Throughout this work, a combined latency and

reliability metric where lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity is utilized. For single

link representation analytic models, simulation or measurement results may be used. In

this work ns-3 simulations are used to model the single link performance in scenarios

with varying network load and varying signal strength. The interaction between analytic

model and simulations is illustrated in Figure 6.8.

MC Model

An analytic model for the different MC scheduling schemes can be used to compare their

performance in different scenarios, i.e., for different distributions of latency and reliability

on the single links. The model can also be utilized to optimize the configuration of the

cascaded MC scheme for specific objectives. The evaluation in Section 5.4.2 highlighted

the strong impact of link correlation on the different MC scheduling schemes, which is

why the link correlation is considered in our analytic model.

The following parameters are used within the model:
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S : = application defined payload size,

G : = application defined IPG,

D : = application required deadline,

M : = set of PD input links,

O : = set of PS input links,

L : = set of LB input links,

N : = set of all available physical links,

M : = number of PD links,

O : = number of PS links,

L : = number of LB links,

N : = overall number of physical links,

P : = probability per packet,

L1/2/m/o/l : = latency (including losses) of single link 1/2/m/o/l,

LPD : = latency (including losses) of pure PD scheme,

LPS : = latency (including losses) of pure PS scheme,

LLB : = latency (including losses) of pure LB scheme,

LcasMC : = latency (incl. losses) of cascaded MC scheme.

The overall number of physical links utilized for the cascaded MC scheduling scheme

is calculated by multiplying the number of input links at each processing stage:

N = M · O · L, where N, O, L ∈ N. (6.2)

General model for MC operation over two links The operation of the MC scheduling

schemes strongly depends on the single link performance. The single link performance

can be described by the probability distribution of the combined latency and reliability

metric where lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity. For a certain latency deadline

the event if this deadline is met or not can be defined as a binary variable. This variable

can be defined as a Bernoulli variable under the assumption that the outcome for sub-

sequent packets is independent of each other. The event that the deadline is met on the

first communication link can be defined as Bernoulli variable X1 and for the second link

as Bernoulli variable X2:

X1 =

1 for L1(S, G) ≤ D

0 else

(6.3)
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X2 =

1 for L2(S, G) ≤ D

0 else

(6.4)

E[X1] = 0 · P(X1 = 0) + 1 · P(X1 = 1) = P(X1 = 1) = P(L1(S, G) ≤ D). (6.5)

E[X2] = 0 · P(X2 = 0) + 1 · P(X2 = 1) = P(X2 = 1) = P(L2(S, G) ≤ D). (6.6)

The standard deviation of Bernoulli variables is defined as:

σX = 2
√

E[X](1 − E[X]). (6.7)

The Pearson correlation among the two variables, i.e., the two communication links,

can be defined as:

ρX1X2 =
E[X1X2]− E[X1]E[X2]

σX1 σX2

. (6.8)

Four joint probabilities can be defined for the two correlated Bernoulli variables repre-

sented by the two utilized links:

P00 := P(X1 = 0, X2 = 0). (6.9)

P01 := P(X1 = 0, X2 = 1). (6.10)

P10 := P(X1 = 1, X2 = 0). (6.11)

P11 := P(X1 = 1, X2 = 1) = E[X1X2]. (6.12)

The following relations apply for these probabilities:

P00 + P01 + P10 + P11 = 1. (6.13)

P10 + P11 = P(X1 = 1) = P(L1(S, G) ≤ D). (6.14)

P01 + P11 = P(X2 = 1) = P(L2(S, G) ≤ D). (6.15)

The basic MC scheduling categories and the influence of the single link latency and

reliability on their performance are discussed in Section 3.1.4 in more detail. For the PD
scheduling scheme the deadline is only missed if the deadline is missed on both utilized
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links. This means that the probability that the deadline is met with the PD scheme can be

calculated as follows:

P(LPD(S, G) ≤ D) = 1 − P00

= P(L1(S, G) ≤ D) + P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)

−ρX1X2
2
√

P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L1(S, G) ≤ D))

2
√

P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L2(S, G) ≤ D))

−P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)P(L2(S, G) ≤ D).

(6.16)

A more detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A.5. For homogeneous links, i.e.,

links that have the same latency and reliability distribution, so if P(L1(S, G) ≤ D) =

P(L2(S, G) ≤ D) = P(L(S, G) ≤ D), the equation simplifies to:

P(LPD(S, G) ≤ D) = 2P(L(S, G) ≤ D)

−ρX1X2(P(L(S, G) ≤ D)− P(L(S, G) ≤ D)2)

+P(L(S, G) ≤ D)2.

(6.17)

For the PS scheduling scheme on the other hand both fragments which have a halved

fragment size than the original message and which are sent on the different links have to

arrive before the deadline for the packet to be successfully received.

P(LPS(S, G) ≤ D) = P11

=ρX1X2
2

√
P(L1(

S
2

, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L1(
S
2

, G) ≤ D))

2

√
P(L2(

S
2

, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L2(
S
2

, G) ≤ D))

+P(L1(
S
2

, G) ≤ D)P(L2(
S
2

, G)).

(6.18)

For homogeneous links the equation simplifies to:

P(LPS(S, G) ≤ D) =ρX1X2(P(L(
S
2

, G) ≤ D)− P(L(
S
2

, G) ≤ D)2)

+P(L(
S
2

, G) ≤ D)2.
(6.19)

For the LB scheduling scheme with round-robin scheduling and the considered cyclic

traffic the IPG between two consecutive packets is doubled and the scheme is not affected

by the link correlation:

P(LLB(S, G) ≤ D) = 0.5 · P(L1(S, G · 2) ≤ D) + 0.5 · P(L2(S, G · 2) ≤ D). (6.20)

For more than two links many more probabilities among the different links are defined,

e.g., for 4 links, 16 probabilities exist: P0000, P1000, ..., P1111. In this case there are too few
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equations to determine these probability variables uniquely. Therefore, it is not possible

to compute P0000 and P1111, which are required to determine the probabilities that the

deadline can be met with the PD and PS scheduling schemes. This is why in the following

we present a naive model for the extreme cases of completely uncorrelated links, i.e., a

correlation factor of 0, and completely correlated links, i.e., a correlation factor of 1, in

presence of multiple links that are utilized for applying MC.

Naive model for multiple uncorrelated links In case of completely uncorrelated links the

latency and reliability distributions of the single links are independent and can be con-

sidered separately. For the PD scheduling scheme the latency deadline can be met if the

latency on one of the links is below the deadline. This means that in order for the deadline

to be missed the latency on all links needs to be larger than the deadline:

P(LPD(S, G) ≤ D) = 1 −
M

∏
m=1

P(Lm(S, G) > D)

=1 −
M

∏
m=1

[1 − P(Lm(S, G) ≤ D)].

(6.21)

For the PS scheduling scheme on the other hand the receiver needs to wait for all frag-

ments each sent on a different link. Compared to the application defined payload size, for

PS the payload size sent on each link is reduced. The deadline target can only be met if

the latency on each link is lower than the deadline:

P(LPS(S, G) ≤ D) =
O

∏
o=1

P(Lo(
S
O

, G) ≤ D). (6.22)

For the LB scheduling scheme a round-robin scheme is considered where the pack-

ets are sent alternating on the different links. The probability that the deadline can be

reached is then only dependent on the specific link where the packet is sent and the IPG

is increased compared to the application defined IPG. The overall probability that the

latency deadline can be reached for a packet is the sum of the probability that it can be

reached on a certain link multiplied by the probability that the packet is sent over this

particular link.

P(LLB(S, G) ≤ D) =
L

∑
l=1

1
L

P(Ll(S, G · L) ≤ D). (6.23)

For the cascaded MC scheme the three schemes are combined. This means that the

output of each stage is the input of the next stage. The functions describing each basic

MC scheduling scheme can then be inserted into one another to compute the probability

that a certain deadline can be met with the cascaded MC scheduling scheme.
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P(LcasMC(S, G) ≤ D) = f f irstStage( fsecondStage( fthirdStage(P(L(S, G) ≤ D)))). (6.24)

For the order in the example, cf. Figure 6.7, which will be referred to as order A, this

results in the following probability that the deadline can be met:

P(LcasMC−orderA(S, G) ≤ D) = fPD( fLB( fPS(P(L(S, G) ≤ D)))

=1 −
M

∏
m=1

{1 − [
L

∑
l=1

1
L

O

∏
o=1

P(Lm,l,o(
S
O

, G · L) ≤ D)]}.
(6.25)

For homogeneous links, i.e., for the same latency and reliability distribution on all uti-

lized single links, the equation simplifies to:

P(LcasMC−orderA(S, G) ≤ D) = 1 − [1 − P(L(
S
O

, G · L) ≤ D)O]M. (6.26)

For homogeneous links and with the applied LB scheme, only two mathematically dif-

ferent orders exist. The first one, the order in the example, i.e., order A, is described in

equation 6.26 where PS is applied first and PD is applied in a later stage. In the second

one, named order B, PD is applied first and then PS is applied in a later stage. This results

in the following equation:

P(LcasMC−orderB(S, G) ≤ D) = fPS( fLB( fPD(P(L(S, G) ≤ D))))

= [1 − [1 − P(L(
S
O

, G · L) ≤ D)]M]O.
(6.27)

Naive model for multiple fully correlated links The links that are utilized for MC can be

correlated in time, e.g., due to a correlation in the physical channels or due to common

sources of interference. In this model only the case of fully correlated links, i.e., a correla-

tion factor of 1, is considered. This means that every time the latency on one link grows, it

also grows on the other links by the same degree. As already evaluated in Section 5.4.2 the

gain of using PD decreases with increasing correlation factor. For completely correlated

links, there is no gain in using PD as in case of higher latency or packet loss on one link

the other links also experience it at the same time. For heterogeneous links the latency of

the PD scheduling scheme would than be determined by the link with the most beneficial

latency reliability distribution, i.e., the link that can achieve a latency below the deadline

with highest probability.

P(LPD−corr(S, G) ≤ D) = max
m∈M

[P(Lm(S, G) ≤ D)]. (6.28)

For the PS scheduling scheme the high correlation is beneficial since the receiving node

has to wait for all fragments sent on the different links. This means that the resulting PS
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latency of each packet is the maximum of the latency per single link. If the single link

latency maxima occur at the same time, it is beneficial for the PS latency. In case of fully

correlated and heterogeneous links, the PS latency simplifies to the highest single link

latency. This means the probability of the PS scheme is determined by the link with the

lowest probability that the latency deadline can be reached for the reduced payload size:

P(LPS−corr(S, G) ≤ D) = min
o∈O

[P(Lo(
S
O

, G) ≤ D)]. (6.29)

The considered round-robin LB scheduling scheme is not affected by the link corre-

lation such that equation 6.23 still holds for correlated links. Other LB schemes such as

minimum RTT scheduling which can, e.g., be found in MP-TCP, can very well be affected

by the link correlation, but are not considered here.

The cascaded MC scheme for fully correlated heterogeneous links can achieve the fol-

lowing probability for the order in the example:

P(LcasMC−corr(S, G) ≤ D) = fPD−corr( fLB( fPS−corr(P(L(S, G) ≤ D)))

= max
m∈M

L

∑
l=1

1
L

min
o∈O

[P(Lm,l,o(
S
O

, G · L) ≤ D)].
(6.30)

For homogeneous links, the PD scheme has no effect as all links have the same latency

and reliability distribution. The equations for PS and LB also simplify because of this.

Equation 6.30 then simplifies to:

P(LcasMC−corr(S, G) ≤ D) = fLB( fPS−corr(P(L(S, G) ≤ D)))

= P(L(
S
O

, G · L) ≤ D).
(6.31)

Single Link Description

Different options are available to model the latency and reliability distribution for a sin-

gle communication link, which is needed as input for the MC model described in the

previous section: real world measurements, simulations or analytic descriptions of the

single link behavior are possible options. In the next paragraph available network cal-

culus models and their shortcomings are discussed. Then, the simulation model that is

used to model IEEE 802.11ac links in an industrial scenario with the network simulator

ns-3 is described. This simulation model is utilized throughout this section to model the

single link performance.

Available network calculus models for 802.11 Using an analytic model to represent the sin-

gle link and thus having a fully analytic model would provide flexibility to conveniently

generate results for different scenarios and also to evaluate the impact of different model

parameters on the MC schemes. Network calculus can be used to compute backlog and
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Feature
Simulation Pa-
rameter

Radio access technology 802.11ac

Frequency band 5 GHz

Channel width 20 MHz

Path loss model Log-distance

Path loss exponent 1.84

Reference path loss at 1m 45.9 dB

Small scale fading model Rayleigh

Electro magnetic interference none, 15 dB, 30 dB

Number of stations 1,2,4,6,8

Area 100m x 30m x 10m

Table 6.6.: Overview of simulation parameters.

delay bounds for communication networks [193]. Deterministic network calculus provides

absolute bounds, while with stochastic network calculus also bounds that are violated with

a certain probability can be computed. The latter is more applicable for wireless networks

where it is hard to provide absolute bounds due to the stochastic nature of the wireless

channel. For IEEE 802.11 networks network calculus models are presented in [194] and

[195]. Both models utilize the stochastic network calculus version that relies on max-plus

algebra. In [194] only the stochastic service curve for the 802.11 distributed coordination

function is provided, while no delay or backlog bounds are derived. In [195] delay bounds

are derived for Poisson and CBR arrival curves. The CBR arrival curve models the cyclic

traffic patterns that are applied throughout this work. The derived delay bound for CBR

traffic is independent of the IPG which contrasts with real-world measurement results,

e.g., with the results presented in Chapter 5 that show a strong impact of the IPG on

the 802.11 latency and reliability performance. The way the delay bounds are derived in

[195] results in deterministic arrivals such as CBR traffic having no influence on the delay

bound. Due to this lack of accurate network calculus models for the specific scenario that

is supposed to be modelled here, simulations are used to model the single link perfor-

mance throughout this section.

Simulation model The simulation model that is used to model the single link perfor-

mance throughout this work is described in the following. The YansWifi model in the

network simulator ns-3 was utilized to simulate IEEE 802.11ac links. The simulation pa-

rameters are summarized in Table 6.6. The links were operating in the 5GHz band with

channel width of 20 MHz. The IdealRateAdaptation algorithm was chosen as measure-

ments with 802.11ac devices in [172] showed that it resembles real device behavior closer

than other models. A single AP and up to eight stations were randomly distributed within
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Figure 6.9.: Latency and reliability performance of the single link represented by simulations for

a payload size of 1500 B and an IPG of 1 ms for varying number of users.

an area of 100m x 30m x 10m. This reflects the "motion control" use case as defined by

3GPP for industrial automation [18]. The LogDistancePropagationLossModel with exponent

1.84 and reference path loss of 45.9 dB at 1 m was applied in accordance with the channel

measurement results presented in [26] and Rayleigh fading was assumed as small scale

fading model. The negative influence of electro magnetic interference (EMI) emitted by

machinery in industrial environments, is, e.g., evaluated in [31]. In this section three dif-

ferent scenarios are considered: a scenario with no EMI, a scenario with EMI of 15 dB and

a scenario with 30 dB EMI on each node. A cyclic traffic model was applied and different

IPGs and payload sizes were simulated as required by the MC models. For each scenario 10

simulation runs with 100.000 packets per run were simulated in order to ensure statistical

validity of the results. Exemplary results of these simulations are displayed in Figure 6.9

for a payload size of 1500 B and an IPG of 1 ms and for varying number of users. Example

results illustrating the impact of different payload sizes and different IPGs are shown in

Appendix A.6.

Optimization of Cascaded MC Scheduling

The cascaded MC scheme consists of a flexible number of LB, PD and PS input links

and can be configured with different objectives. If the distribution of latency and loss of

the single links is available, an optimization problem can be solved in order to obtain the

optimal order of processing stages and the optimal configuration, i.e., the optimal number

of LB, PD and PS input links, for the cascaded MC scheme. The optimization problem to

find the optimal configuration and order for the cascaded MC scheme is solved in a brute

force manner and three different optimization targets are considered:
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Configuration Achievable Reliability

Single link 0.544

PD: 1 LB: 1 PS: 4 0.296

PD: 1 LB: 2 PS: 2 0.99988

PD: 1 LB: 4 PS: 1 0.99998

PD: 2 LB: 1 PS: 2 0.885

PD: 2 LB: 2 PS: 1 0.99999996
PD: 4 LB: 1 PS: 1 0.957

Table 6.7.: Example for optimization of the configuration of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme

in scenario with 4 users, no link correlation and no EMI for 4 available links and for a

latency deadline of 10 ms with the optimization goal to maximize the reliability.

1. Maximize the reliability for a given number of links and a certain deadline

2. Minimize the latency for a given number of links and reliability requirement

3. Minimize the number of links to reach certain deadline and reliability requirement

An example for this brute force optimization approach is presented in Table 6.7 for

a scenario with 4 users, no link correlation and no EMI. In the example the goal is to

maximize the reliability for a given latency deadline of 10 ms for 4 available links and order

A. The achievable reliability is calculated for all possible link configurations that result in

using 4 links. The configuration with the highest reliability is than selected which is in

this case the configuration with 2 PD input links and 2 LB input links.

6.3.3. Results

In the following the analytical model is utilized for evaluating the gain of the different ba-

sic MC scheduling schemes and the cascaded MC scheduling scheme. Firstly, the general

MC model is utilized to evaluate the gain of PS, PD and LB over two links with varying

correlation factor. The gain of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme is then evaluated

and compared against the basic MC scheduling schemes in various scenarios with multi-

ple links by utilizing the naive models for uncorrelated and completely correlated links.

Lastly, the impact of the order of the processing stages of the cascaded MC scheduling

scheme is evaluated and the effect of the rate adaptation algorithm parameters on the

performance of the different MC scheduling schemes is evaluated.

Evaluation of Basic MC Scheduling Schemes in Scenario with Two Links

In a scenario where two links are utilized for applying MC, the analytical model based

on Bernoulli variables, i.e., equations 6.17, 6.19 and 6.20 may be utilized to represent the
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PD, PS and LB scheduling scheme in a scenario with homogeneous links with a certain

link correlation. Figure 6.10 displays the achievable reliability for a latency deadline of

1 ms and varying link correlation factors for different scenarios. The gain of using PD

decreases with increasing correlation factor, while the gain of using PS increases with in-

creasing correlation factor. This is in coherence with the analysis of the impact of link

correlation on the different MC scheduling schemes presented in Section 5.4.2. The LB

scheduling scheme and the single link performance are not affected by the link correla-

tion. The intersection point of PD and PS scheduling scheme moves to lower correlation

values for increasing load and for decreasing SINR values, which means that the correla-

tion value where it is more advantageous to use PS instead of PD scheduling decreases. In

Appendix A.6 additional results for a scenario with 30dB EMI and a mean SINR of 12 dB

and results for a larger latency deadline of 20 ms are shown. The same trends are ob-

servable. For a larger latency deadline the LB scheduling scheme is more beneficial in

scenarios with higher load.

The results show that for a strict latency deadline of 1 ms and partly also for larger

latency deadlines high reliability requirements of 99.9999% as, e.g., demanded by mo-

bile robotic applications, cannot be fulfilled in all considered scenarios by applying MC

over two communications links. Therefore, in the following applying MC over multiple

communication links will be considered and the basic MC scheduling schemes that were

evaluated in this paragraph are compared to the newly proposed cascaded MC scheduling

scheme in various scenarios.

Evaluation of MC Scheduling Schemes in Massive MC Scenarios

As identified in Chapter 5, different basic MC scheduling schemes show the best perfor-

mance depending on the evaluated scenario defined by network load and link correlation.

In this section, the aim is to evaluate the gain of the cascaded MC scheme in compari-

son with the basic MC scheduling schemes in different scenarios. For the cascaded MC

scheme different optimization targets are possible to configure the scheme as described

in Section 6.3.2. Firstly, results for maximizing the reliability for a given deadline and

a fixed number of links are discussed. The configuration of the number of input links

per stage is optimized, while the order is fixed to order A. The utilized single links are

homogeneous and represented by simulations as described in Section 6.3.2.

Figure 6.11a displays the achievable reliability for different deadlines and different num-

ber of usable links in a scenario with a mean SINR of 42 dB, 4 users and uncorrelated links,

i.e., a correlation factor of 0. As evaluated in Section 5.4.2 low link correlation decreases

the gain of the pure PS scheme. In this scenario PS performs even worse than the single

links. The pure PD scheme performs better than the pure LB scheme for a latency dead-

line of 2ms or less, while the LB scheme provides higher reliability for latency deadlines

larger than 2ms for 4 and 8 links. For 16 available links the PD scheme outperforms the LB

scheme. The cascaded MC scheme only chooses the same configuration as the PD scheme
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Figure 6.10.: Achievable reliability for a latency deadline of 1 ms for the different basic MC schedul-

ing schemes applied over 2 links. Obtained with the analytical model based on

Bernoulli variables and the single link reliability defined by simulations.
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Figure 6.11.: Comparison of reliability for different deadlines for PD, LB, PS and cascaded MC op-

timized for maximum reliability in a scenario with uncorrelated links.
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for deadlines of 2 ms or less. For higher deadlines it chooses a mixture of PD and LB, e.g., 2

LB and 2 PD links for 4 links, providing significant reliability gains compared to the pure

MC scheduling schemes. The configuration of the cascaded MC scheme for the different

numbers of links and for the different latency deadlines are displayed below the plot. In a

scenario with a single user, which is displayed in Appendix A.6, the cascaded MC scheme

mostly chooses the same configuration as the pure PD scheme. Both schemes provide

reliability of more than 0.9999999999 (10 nines) and outperform single link, the pure PS

and the pure LB scheme significantly. An overview of the configurations that the cascaded

MC scheme chooses in different scenarios is provided in Table 6.8. Additional results for

the scenarios which are not explicitly displayed here are presented in Appendix A.6.

Figure 6.11b presents the evaluation of the different MC schemes in a scenario with

a mean SINR of about 28dB and 4 users for uncorrelated links. The probability that the

single link can reach the latency requirements is only about 20% for a latency requirement

of 19 ms and is therefore much lower compared to the scenario with the strong SINR,

where the probability is about 58%. The cascaded MC scheme provides significant gain

over the pure MC schemes by applying a mixture of PD and LB for 8 and 16 links, while

it mostly chooses the same configuration as the pure LB scheme for 4 links. The reason

for this is that in the scenario with medium SINR the positive effect of increasing the IPG

which is achieved by using LB is stronger than in the scenario with a strong SINR due to

the lower network capacity.

For the scenarios with completely correlated links, which are not explicitly displayed in

this section but can be found in Appendix A.6, the cascaded MC scheme applies a mixture

of PS and LB for the strong SINR scenario for low load as well as for medium and high

load. The gain of using the cascaded MC scheme compared to the pure PS and LB scheme

is smaller in comparison to the scenario with uncorrelated links. The reason for this is

that in the extreme case of a correlation factor of 1 the pure PD scheme offers no gain

compared to the single link, such that only PS and LB scheme can be utilized.

For the scenario with a mean SINR of 12dB, the results show mainly the same trends as

for the scenario with medium SINR. LB generally has a higher gain in the scenario with

weak SINR and for uncorrelated links the cascaded MC scheme uses a mixture of LB and

PD even in the scenario with a single user. In general, the chosen configurations for the

cascaded MC scheme, cf. Table 6.8, are consistent with the evaluation of pure MC scheme

performance in different scenarios provided in Chapter 5. The gain of using the pure LB

scheme, e.g., increases with increasing network load compared to the network capacity,

which results in the cascaded MC scheme configuring more LB links in situations with

higher relative network load, i.e., for a higher number of users.

The cascaded MC scheme can be optimized with different objectives. Figure 6.12 exem-

plary displays results for the cascaded MC scheme with the optimization target of reaching

minimal latency for a fixed number of available links and a given reliability requirement

exemplary in a scenario without EMI and with four users. For uncorrelated links the cas-

caded MC scheme can reduce the latency compared to the pure MC scheduling schemes
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Correlation Factor: 0

Low Load Medium or High Load
Strong SINR mostly pure PD mix PD & LB

Medium SINR mostly pure PD mix PD & LB

Weak SINR mostly mix PD & LB mostly mix PD & LB

Correlation Factor: 1

Low Load Medium or High Load
Strong SINR mostly mix LB & PS mostly mix LB & PS

Medium SINR mostly pure PS mostly pure LB

Weak SINR pure PS mostly pure LB

Table 6.8.: Overview of configurations chosen for the cascaded MC scheduling scheme with max-

imum reliability optimization objective for different scenarios.

with 4 links in the lower reliability region and with 8 links in the higher reliability region

by choosing a mixture of PD and LB, e.g., for 8 links 4 PD links and 2 LB links are applied.

For 16 links the cascaded MC scheme results in the same configuration as the pure PD

scheme.

In the scenario with fully correlated links the latency can be reduced with the cascaded

MC scheme for 4, 8 and 16 links by applying a combination of LB and PS. For 16 links the

applied configuration consists of 16 PS links for reliability requirements of 0.8 or lower,

for reliability requirements between 0.8 and 0.996 a configuration of 2 LB and 8 PS links

is applied, while for reliability requirements above 0.996 4 LB links and 4 PS links are

configured.

Effect of the Order of the Processing Stages

So far only the configuration, i.e., the number of input links per processing stage, was

considered in the optimization of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme and only order A of

the processing stages was applied. For homogeneous links and the LB scheme with round-

robin scheduling only two mathematically different orders remain in case of uncorrelated

links as discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.2: Order A where the PS scheduling scheme

is applied first and the PD scheduling scheme follows in a later processing stage and order

B where PD is applied first and the PS scheduling scheme follows in a later stage. For

correlated links and the described assumptions only one order remains which is why this

case is not evaluated here.

Figure 6.13 compares the two different orders in a scenario with uncorrelated links and

for 16 available links. In the scenario with 15 dB EMI and 4 users the two orders mainly

result in the same configuration of the input links per processing stage and achieve the
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Figure 6.12.: Comparison of combined latency and reliability metric for different deadlines for PD,

LB, PS and cascaded MC optimized for minimal latency in a scenario without EMI and

a mean SINR of 42dB.
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Figure 6.13.: Comparison of combined latency and reliability metric for different deadlines for PD,

LB, PS and cascaded MC with different orders optimized for maximum reliability in

a scenario with 16 uncorrelated links.
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same reliability. Only for the lowest evaluated deadline of 1 ms for order B a configuration

with 8 PD input links and 2 PS input links is chosen, while for order A a configuration

with 8 PD input links and 2 LB input links is chosen. Order B can improve the reliability

to about 93% compared to 79% that are achieved with order A. For the scenario with 30 dB

EMI and a single user order B is able to achieve a higher reliability than order A for dead-

lines of 5 ms and higher. Again for order B a configuration with 8 PD input links and 2

PS input links was chosen, while for order A the configuration with 8 PD links and 2 LB

links achieved the highest reliability. For order B the PD scheduling scheme is applied

first and is able to improve the reliability before the PS scheme is applied on top of the

logical PD links. For certain single link reliabilities this seems to be beneficial compared

to applying the PS scheme first and then applying PD on top of the logical PS links. These

differences among the orders only occur in few scenarios as they only apply when it makes

sense to utilize multiple input links for PS. In other scenarios where only 1 input link is

chosen for the PS stage the two orders are mathematically identical. For scenarios with

heterogeneous links or with correlation factors between 0 and 1 the influence of the order

could be more significant.

Effect of Rate Adaptation on MC Scheduling Schemes

In addition to optimizing the MC scheduling decision, the configuration of the rate adap-

tation scheme also has an impact on the performance of wireless communication systems.

In the underlying ns-3 simulations that describe the single link behaviour the IdealRateAl-
gorithm was utilized. The algorithm bases the decision which MCS is utilized for the next

packet on the SINR value at the receiving node reported by the last received acknowledge-

ment. For this decision threshold values for determining which SINR leads to which MCS

are computed based on a chosen target BER. For the results in the last section the default

value of 10−5
was chosen as target BER. A higher target BER value leads to higher chosen

MCSs for the same SINR, i.e., a higher transmission rate at the cost of a higher number

of bit errors. Other rate adaptation algorithms provide similar mechanisms to tune the

rate algorithm to choose lower or higher MCSs, e.g., the loss-based Auto Rate Fallback rate

adaptation algorithm can be tuned by the number of consecutively successful transmitted

packets that is needed to increase the rate [196].

Figure 6.14 presents the latency and reliability performance of the single links and the

different MC scheduling schemes under different target BERs applied in the rate adapta-

tion scheme for uncorrelated links in a scenario with 28 dB mean SINR. The single link

performance achieves higher reliability for the rate adaptation variant with higher target

BER, i.e., 10−2
, and thus resulting higher mean MCS. This can be explained by the lower

access and queuing latency due to the higher transmission rate. For the target BER of

10−2
the PD scheduling scheme outperforms all other pure scheduling schemes for 8 and

16 links, while for the target BER of 10−8
the LB scheme outperforms all other pure MC

schemes by far. This can be explained by the lower transmission rate that is applied for
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Figure 6.14.: Comparison of combined latency and reliability metric for different deadlines for PD,

LB, PS and cascaded MC optimized for maximum reliability in a scenario with mean

SINR of 28dB with 6 users for different target BERs in rate adaptation scheme for

uncorrelated links.
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Figure 6.15.: Comparison of combined latency and reliability metric for different deadlines for PD,

LB, PS and cascaded MC optimized for maximum reliability in a scenario with mean

SINR of 28dB with 6 users for different target BERs in rate adaptation scheme for

correlated links.
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the target BER of 10−8
and the resulting lower network capacity. Because of that the same

traffic profile and the same number of users result in a higher relative network load com-

pared to the network capacity, which causes LB to have a stronger effect. The pure PD

scheme is not very effective in this case because of the very low single link reliability. The

cascaded MC scheme achieves nearly the same performance for both target BERs choos-

ing the same configuration of a mixture of four PD and four LB links. The reason is that

for four LB links, i.e., an IPG of 4 ms, similar performance is achieved for both cases.

Figure 6.15 compares latency and reliability performance for the different target BERs

for correlated links, i.e., a correlation factor of 1. The single link behavior is the same

as in Figure 6.14. The PS scheme provides higher reliability for the scenario with target

BER of 10−2
, while the gain that the PS scheme achieves compared to the single link is

higher for the target BER of 10−8
. The cascaded MC scheme applies a configuration with

a mixture of PS and LB links for latency deadlines below 3 ms or 5 ms, while it uses the

same configuration as pure LB for higher latency deadlines. In both cases the cascaded

MC scheme achieves an improved performance for the target BER of 10−8
.

The applied rate adaptation scheme has a strong effect on the single link performance

in the evaluated scenarios and also the gain of the pure MC schemes is strongly influenced

by the applied target BER in the rate adaptation algorithm. Our evaluation showed, e.g.,

higher gain for the LB scheme in case of a lower target BER, while a higher target BER can

be beneficial for PD in certain scenarios. The impact of rate adaptation on the cascaded

MC scheme was much weaker than on the pure MC schemes as it combines multiple basic

MC scheduling schemes. Thus, advantages or disadvantages compared to a single MC

scheme counterbalance each other. The strong impact on the pure MC schemes motivates

to jointly optimize MC scheme and rate adaptation, especially in scenarios where only few

links are available and thus the cascaded MC scheme cannot be applied.

Discussion

The presented results have shown the potential gains that can be achieved when using

the cascaded MC scheduling scheme in the presence of multiple links, i.e., in massive

MC scenarios. The cascade of multiple MC scheduling schemes proved to be beneficial

especially in scenarios with medium network load. The requirements of the intended ap-

plication determine whether it is justifiable to utilize many links which requires devices

to have multiple network interface cards and also potentially raises energy consumption.

The cascaded MC scheme may also be used to reduce the number of required links to

reach latency and reliability requirements in certain scenarios. Utilizing the PD scheme

increases the overall networks resource usage, while PS and LB scheme do not create more

traffic but rather distribute the traffic over the available links. The presence of background

traffic, i.e., other applications running simultaneously with the latency and reliability crit-

ical applications, has not been investigated here and, thus, how the unused resources with

LB and PS schemes can be utilized by background applications without harming the la-
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tency critical applications is subject to future work.

In this section the statistics of links were fed into the analytic model to determine the

optimal configuration for the cascaded MC scheme. Similarly, in a practical implementa-

tion statistics could be retrieved from measured historical data and fed into the model in

static environments. In more dynamic environments where the scenario often changes the

link performance could be predicted and fed into the model. Also, input parameters such

as last reported SINR or network load could be used to configure the cascaded MC scheme

in a parameter threshold manner, cf. Table 6.8, similarly to the adaptive MC scheduling

scheme proposed in Section 6.2. The scheme could be adapted if specific requirements,

e.g., on latency, are not met anymore.

6.3.4. Summary

We proposed a cascaded MC scheduling scheme for scenarios with presence of multiple

communication links, i.e., massive MC scenarios. Equations describing latency and reli-

ability performance of PS, PD, and LB for scenario with correlated links are derived and

the impact of the evaluation factor on the basic MC scheduling schemes is evaluated. The

results are in coherence with the evaluation in Chapter 5. Also, equations for scenarios

with multiple links, i.e., massive MC scenarios, are derived for the basic MC scheduling

schemes and the cascaded MC scheme for the extreme cases of uncorrelated and com-

pletely correlated links. The MC scheduling schemes were evaluated with the single link

being represented by ns-3 simulations for IEEE 802.11ac in an industrial scenario for dif-

ferent SINR and different number of users, i.e., network loads. The cascaded MC scheme

can be configured to optimize certain objectives, e.g., maximize the reliability for a given

number of links and a specific latency deadline. The cascaded MC scheme chooses the

same configuration as the pure MC schemes in scenarios with very low network load, e.g.,

for completely uncorrelated links, a single user and high SINR the same configuration as

pure PD was chosen, or with very high relative network load, e.g., for uncorrelated links,

4 users and low SINR the same configuration as pure LB was chosen in a scenario with 8

links. In scenarios with medium network load the cascaded MC scheme could achieve a

significant gain over the pure MC schemes by choosing a configuration that mixed multi-

ple basic MC schemes. For a scenario with medium SINR, 4 users and uncorrelated links,

the cascaded MC scheme chose a mixture of PD and LB and could thus improve the relia-

bility by up to 75%, up to 55% and up to 35% compared to single link, pure LB and pure PD

scheme, respectively. The order of the processing stages showed to only have an effect on

the performance of the cascaded MC scheduling scheme in very few of the evaluated sce-

narios. The effect could be larger in scenarios with correlation factors between 0 and 1 and

in scenarios with heterogeneous links. The rate adaptation scheme configuration showed

to have a strong impact on the performance of the basic MC scheduling schemes. The

cascaded MC scheme performance on the other hand was only little affected by the ap-

plied target BER. These results motivate the joint optimization of MC scheduling scheme
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and rate adaptation algorithm, especially in scenarios with fewer available links where the

cascaded MC scheme cannot be applied.

As future course of research, the cascaded MC scheme should be evaluated in more re-

alistic scenarios by purely simulative or measurement-based evaluation. The evaluation

could include correlation values between 0 and 1 and, e.g., consider correlation of physical

channels or correlation due to common interferers on multiple links. In these scenarios

also a comparison of the cascaded MC scheme to packet coding approaches applying a

mixture of PS and PD over multiple links could be valuable. The practical implementa-

tion and dynamic configuration of the cascaded MC scheme could be assessed in these

simulative or measurement-based evaluations.

6.4. Discussion
This chapter presented two adaptive MC scheduling schemes: The adaptive MC sched-

uler for 802.11be and the cascaded MC scheduling scheme, which were applied on MAC

and APP layer, respectively. While the scheme on MAC layer used 802.11 specific param-

eters for its scheduling decision, measured performance metrics were used in the APP

layer scheme. The utilized concepts for MC scheduling are independent of the layer, the

cascaded MC scheduling scheme, could e.g. also be applied on MAC layer in a similar

parameter threshold fashion as the proposed scheme. Different types of triggers may be

used for the MC scheme adaptation, the input parameters could be checked periodically,

as done for the proposed 802.11be adaptive scheduler where the parameters are evaluated

every 100 packets, or the scheme adaptation could be triggered by certain events, e.g., if a

latency deadline is not met for multiple consecutive packets.

In the evaluation of the two adaptive MC scheduling schemes similar trends were ob-

servable: while for extreme scenarios, e.g. with very high network load or very low load

with high SINR, the adaptive MC schedulers reached the same performance as the pure

MC schemes, significant gains could be achieved in other scenarios with medium load or

lower SINRs. The additional configuration of communication parameters such as the rate

adaptation mechanism showed promising results in further improving the performance

of MC, but at the same time it also increases the algorithm complexity.



7. Conclusions
In this thesis, we explored the suitability of MC to improve the latency and reliability

performance of wireless communication systems. In this regard, three main research as-

pects have been addressed: (1) the comparison of MC approaches on different layers from

a system-level perspective, (2) the evaluation of the impact of different link and network

properties on basic MC scheduling schemes, and (3) concepts for adaptive MC schedulers

with focus on improving the latency and reliability performance. The focus is on higher

layer MC schemes in scenarios with wireless one-hop communications and in presence

of cyclic traffic patterns as suitable for industrial applications. Section 7.1 highlights the

contributions of this work and summarizes main findings, while Section 7.2 discusses

directions for future research works.

7.1. Contributions and Main Findings
System-level comparison of MC approaches on different layers MC schemes can be ap-

plied on different layers of the communication stack. A conceptual difference exists be-

tween MC schemes on PHY layer, which combine the links at symbol level, and higher

layer MC approaches applied on MAC layer or above, which combine the links at packet

level. In this thesis, we provide the first system-level comparison of MC schemes on dif-

ferent layers with respect to latency and reliability metrics. In this regard, an IEEE 802.11ac

network was modeled with the system-level simulator ns-3 in scenarios with varying num-

ber of users and varying SINR. The PHY MC schemes SC, MRC, and JD, which aim to

improve the BER for a certain SINR, have been implemented in the PHY model of ns-

3, while as higher layer MC scheme MP-UDP with PD scheduling was implemented on

TRA layer. In the evaluated scenario, the PHY MC schemes improved the BER and thus

suffered fewer packet losses than the single links. The gain of the PHY MC schemes in-

creases with decreasing SINR as lower SINR values result in a larger number of bit errors.

The higher layer MC scheme reduced the access and queuing latency and the number of

packet losses in the evaluated scenario compared to the single links. The gain of using the

higher layer MC scheme grows with increasing network load. In the evaluated scenario

with high SINR, MP-UDP provided the best latency and reliability performance. The PHY

MC schemes offered low communication latency with the highest reliability for scenarios

with medium or low SINR and low network load. In the scenario with medium SINR and

medium relative network load, the higher layer MC scheme achieved the lowest latency

for the majority of packets, while the PHY MC schemes provided fewer packet losses and

thus higher reliability for larger latency deadlines. The same trend is observable in the

scenario with low SINR and higher relative network load, but in this scenario the gain of
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the PHY MC schemes is higher compared to the scenario with medium SINR.

These main trends observed in the evaluated scenarios are transferable to other scenar-

ios and to different RATs. In scenarios where MIMO and thus multiple spatial streams

are utilized, the resulting higher network capacity would increase the number of users re-

quired to reach a higher relative network load. When using RATs with centralized channel

access schemes, such as 5G or 802.11ax, a more efficient channel access procedure could

reduce access and queuing latency and therefore reduce the gain of the higher layer MC

scheme compared to the PHY MC schemes. In scenarios with more conservative rate

adaptation schemes, which choose a more robust MCS for a certain SINR and thus result

in fewer bit errors, the gain of the PHY MC schemes would be reduced. In general, the

observed trends can be used to decide which MC scheme should be applied to improve

the latency and reliability performance of the wireless network based on the prevalent

scenario. In cases where a low SINR is the main cause for performance degradation, PHY

MC schemes should be applied. In scenarios where dynamically changing network load

causes high latency or low reliability, higher layer MC schemes may be utilized. Also, both

schemes could be applied simultaneously and use different sources of diversity. For ex-

ample, spatial diversity could be used by the PHY MC scheme and frequency diversity by

the higher layer MC scheme.

Evaluation of the impact of link and network properties on basic MC scheduling schemes
Three basic MC scheduling schemes have been identified which may be utilized in pres-

ence of cyclic traffic, i.e., PD, PS, and LB. This thesis presents the first comprehensive study

evaluating the impact of the relation of the utilized single links, i.e., link homo- or het-

erogeneity and link correlation, and the impact of network properties, such as the SINR

and the network load, network capacity, and channel access scheme, on the different MC

scheduling schemes. The study is based on network measurements in a testbed with an

802.11ac and a local LTE small cell network. Homogeneous links, i.e., links with similar la-

tency and reliability distribution, are advantageous for all three scheduling schemes. The

link correlation, i.e., how communication latency and packet loss on the different links

are related in time, showed to have a strong impact on the performance of the PD and PS

scheduling scheme. The performance of the PD scheduling scheme improves with de-

creasing correlation factor, while the performance of the PS scheduling scheme improves

with increasing correlation factor. For the PS scheduling scheme, the receiving node has

to wait for all fragments of the packet sent on the different links until it can reassemble the

full message, which means that the latency is the maximum latency of all utilized links.

Therefore, a high link correlation is beneficial for PS. For the PD scheduling scheme on

the other hand, the first arriving copy of the packet determines the communication la-

tency. Therefore, it is beneficial if latency maxima on the different links occur at different

time instances. The considered LB scheme with round-robin scheduling is not affected by

the link correlation. The evaluation of the different MC scheduling schemes in scenarios

with varying radio conditions over homogeneous links showed that for nodes operating
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with a low SINR, PS and LB achieved the lowest latency and highest reliability, while for

nodes operating with higher SINR, the PD scheduling scheme was beneficial. The impact

of network load, network capacity, and channel access scheme was evaluated by perform-

ing measurements with varying number of users and varying network capacity for 802.11ac

and LTE networks. PD and PS reached the lowest latency with the highest reliability for

low network load, for uncorrelated and fully correlated links, respectively. In cases where

the network load is close to the network capacity limit, the LB scheme outperformed all

other schemes independent of the link correlation. Our evaluations support that the net-

work capacity in multi-user scenarios strongly depends on the channel access scheme.

The study shows that the performance of the MC scheduling schemes is strongly im-

pacted by the link and network properties. In different scenarios, different schemes achieve

the lowest latency with the highest probability. This motivates the development of adap-

tive MC schedulers, which dynamically choose the most suitable MC scheme for the cur-

rent scenario. The main trends observed in the measurement study can be used to make

these decisions. Moreover, it would be possible to use a single fixed MC scheduling

scheme when ensuring that scenarios in which the performance of the scheme degrades

are prevented. For example, one could use a fixed PD scheduling scheme and prevent

high load scenarios by applying admission control mechanisms for new users and create

low or even negative correlation values among the utilized physical channels by utilizing

meta-surfaces.

Concepts for adaptive MC schedulers Properties of wireless networks might change dy-

namically due to moving objects that alter channel characteristics or due to varying levels

of interference caused by other networks or emitted by machinery. Since the measurement

study has shown that different MC scheduling schemes provide the best performance in

different scenarios, we used these findings to develop adaptive MC scheduling schemes

that focus on improving the latency and reliability performance. Firstly, we propose a dis-

tributed adaptive MC scheduling scheme for 802.11be, which switches between the three

basic MC scheduling schemes based on input parameters describing the network load,

link correlation, and SINR. The scheme was implemented in ns-3 and evaluated in sce-

narios with varying network load and varying SINR. The adaptive MC scheme is overall

able to provide the best performance in the evaluated scenarios. In low and high load

scenarios, it uses the static PD and the static LB scheme, respectively. In medium load

regions, on the other hand, it uses a mixture of PD and LB and outperforms the static MC

scheduling schemes.

For applications with extreme requirements on latency and reliability, it is also imag-

inable to utilize more than two links for applying MC. In this context, we propose a novel

cascaded MC scheduling scheme which combines the advantages of the different basic MC

scheduling schemes by applying them on top of each other. This scheme is evaluated with

an analytical model for MC, which uses ns-3 simulations as input for single link latency

and reliability performance. The evaluation highlights that the cascaded MC scheduling
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scheme can significantly improve the performance compared to the basic MC scheduling

schemes and compared to the single links in many of the evaluated scenarios. In extreme

scenarios with very high load or SINR, the cascaded MC scheduling scheme configuration

results in the pure LB and the pure PD scheduling scheme, respectively. This becomes

less likely the more links are utilized by the cascaded MC scheduling scheme.

The two proposed adaptive MC scheduling schemes are applied on MAC and APP layer.

The scheme on MAC layer uses RAT-specific input parameters for its scheduling decision.

In contrast, the cascaded MC scheme, which is applied on APP layer, uses application re-

quirements and end-to-end latency and reliability measurements as input parameters.

For both adaptive schedulers, a basic MC scheduling scheme provided the best perfor-

mance and was thus chosen for extreme scenarios with, e.g., very high relative network

load. For moderate scenarios in terms of load or SINR, on the other hand, the adaptive

MC scheduling schemes were able to provide significant gain compared to static schedul-

ing approaches. The additional adaptation of communication network parameters, e.g., of

the rate adaptation algorithm, showed potential to further improve the performance of the

adaptive MC schemes. The evaluation of the adaptive MC schemes in this thesis focuses

on 802.11, but the main concepts and trends are transferable to other RATs. The adaptive

MC scheme proposed for 802.11be in Section 6.2 poses a practical example of how to build

an adaptive MC scheduler with input parameters at lower layers. The novel cascaded MC

scheme, on the other hand, is suitable for applications with extreme requirements that

cannot be met by applying MC over two links. It proved to achieve high reliability for

low latency values even for scenarios with low single link reliability. The cascaded MC

scheme comes at the additional cost of utilizing multiple links, which results in higher

energy consumption and bandwidth requirements. Therefore, it should only be applied

when application requirements justify it.

Summary In conclusion, we demonstrated that MC is a suitable method for improving

the latency and reliability performance of wireless communication systems and for real-

izing applications with strict requirements using wireless technologies. This thesis is the

first work that provides a comprehensive analysis of MC concepts on higher layers with

focus on cyclic traffic patterns. The evaluated concepts for MC are technology-agnostic.

The findings can thus be utilized in future standardization efforts to further improve MC

operation in 3GPP, for the development of multi-link concepts in the upcoming 802.11be

amendment, or to build MC controllers on higher layers.

7.2. Future Work
In the future, MC could play a vital role in realizing applications with strict latency and

reliability requirements, for example, in industrial settings. The main research questions

that have been posed in this thesis were answered. However, some open aspects regarding
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further evaluation and also regarding the inclusion of MC systems into factory settings

remain.

In this thesis, concepts for MC schemes have been evaluated focusing on industrial

applications with cyclic traffic patterns operating in local networks. The concepts could

be extended and also evaluated for other domains, e.g., vehicular applications, which are

applied in public networks and may use other traffic patterns. Furthermore, the adaptive

MC schemes could be optimized for application-specific metrics, e.g., the survival time.

For more recently released RATs such as 802.11ax or 5G more detailed evaluation of their

latency and reliability performance in different scenarios and in dependence of payload

size and IPG needs to be performed. This analysis could, together with the findings of

this thesis, provide insights about the performance of the MC schemes when applied on

these RATs.

Stochastic network calculus can be used to derive delay bounds for communication net-

works that are violated with a certain probability. More accurate models describing the

single link latency and reliability performance for different RATs, especially in presence of

cyclic traffic, could be useful, e.g., for the decision mechanisms in adaptive MC scheduling

schemes. The models could be fed with specific input parameters describing the current

network status to estimate the prevalent latency and reliability performance in depen-

dence on payload size and IPG. More accurate analytic models representing the effective

network capacity for scenarios with multiple users are needed to precisely characterize

the network load.

To integrate wireless communication systems into factory settings, these need to be in-

corporated with the existing communication infrastructure. One measure to do this is to

use TSN to bridge between different technologies. Adaptive MC scheduling schemes can

be implemented in lower layers of the communication stack and could therefore be in-

cluded in the communication standard of the specific RAT. Both 3GPP and IEEE are work-

ing towards supporting TSN in future releases of their standards. Thus, the cooperation

of MC scheduling and TSN controller in order to provide guarantees to users to fulfill cer-

tain performance metrics is a relevant research direction. The adaptive MC scheme may

also be implemented on TRA or APP layer and operate on different RATs. In this case, a

central controller could be developed for industrial applications which maintains a list of

all available RATs and performs the MC scheduling decision. This controller could then

also be integrated with TSN. In this thesis, the performance of the MC schemes has been

evaluated without presence of best-effort background traffic, but some studies exist which

focus on this aspect, e.g., [143]. Negative influence on the MC scheduling schemes could

be prevented by using prioritization and preemption methods. This should be evaluated

further for applying MC in factory settings, as best-effort applications can be expected to

be present in some of these deployments.

The usage of machine learning methods to predict the future performance of commu-

nication networks is currently a growing research topic [197, 198]. In case robust predic-

tion methods are available, these predictions could be used in adaptive MC scheduling
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schemes to choose the most appropriate MC scheme. The development of robust meth-

ods to predict the quality of service of wireless communication systems and the inclusion

of these predictions into adaptive MC schedulers are further research topics.
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Acronyms
A-MPDU aggregate MAC protocol data unit

A-MSDU aggregate MAC service data unit

ACK acknowledgement

AIFS arbitration inter-frame spacing

AP access point

APP application

ATSSS access traffic steering, switching, splitting

AWGN additive white Gaussian noise

BER bit error rate

BS base station

CA carrier aggregation

CBR constant bit rate

CMT concurrent multipath transfer

CoMP coordinated multi-point

CS-TH carrier sensing threshold

CSMA/CA carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance

CTS clear to send

CW contention window

DC dual connectivity

DCF distributed coordination function

DIFS DCF interframe space

DL downlink

DLL data link layer

DRX discontinuous reception
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EDCA enhanced distributed channel access

EMI electro-magnetic interference

eNB evolved Node B

EPC evolved packet core

FDD frequency division duplex

GW gateway

HARQ hybrid automatic repeat request

HSS home subscriber server

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IPG inter packet gap

ISM industrial, scientific and medical band

JD joint decoding

JT joint transmission

LB load balancing

LLC logical link control

LOS line-of-sight

LTE long term evolution

MAC medium access control

MC multi-connectivity

MCS modulation and coding scheme

MIMO multiple input multiple output

MME mobility management entity

MP multi-path

MRC maximum ratio combining

NC network coding

NIC network interface card

NLOS non-line-of-sight
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NR New Radio

NSS number of spatial streams

NW network

OFDM orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing

OFDMA orthogonal frequency division multiple access

OSI open systems interconnection

PD packet duplication

PDCP packet data convergence protocol

PDN packet data network

PDR packet delivery ratio

PHY physical

PS packet splitting

PTP precision time protocol

QoS quality of service

QUIC quick UDP internet connections

RAT radio access technology

RRC radio resource control

RSRP reference signal received power

RSSI received signal strength indicator

RTS request to send

RTT round trip time

SC selection combining

SCo single connectivity

SCTP stream control transmission protocol

SDAP service data application protocol

SFN single frequency network

SIFS short interframe space
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SINR signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

SISO single input single output

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

SR scheduling request

STAs stations

TCP transmission control protocol

TDD time division duplex

TRA transport

TSN time sensitive networking

TTI transmission time interval

UDP user datagram protocol

UE user equipment

UL uplink

UPF user plane function

URLLC ultra-reliable low-latency communications



A. Additional Results
A.1. Comparison of MC Schemes on Different Layers
Figure A.1 and A.2 display the results for a payload size of 1400 Byte and an IPG of 1ms

for the scenarios with no EMI and 20dB EMI, and 30dB EMI, respectively. The results

for a payload size of 1400B and an IPG of 10ms are displayed in Figure A.3 and A.4. The

observable trends are similar to the main results presented in Chapter 4 for an IPG of 1ms

and a payload size of 100 Byte. For the scenarios with no EMI the MP-UDP scheme is able

to outperform the PHY MC schemes and to significantly improve the achievable latency

for a certain reliability as compared to the single links. For the scenario with 20dB EMI and

30dB EMI the PHY MC schemes offered the highest reliability for low network load, while

for high load the MP-UDP scheme achieved the best performance. The number of users

required to reach the high network load scenario are less for a payload size of 1400 Byte

and an IPG of 1ms where high load is reached already with 4 users as compared to 8 users

for traffic with 100 Byte payload size and 1ms IPG. For medium network load MP-UDP

provides the lowest latency for the majority of packets, while the PHY MC schemes reduce

the number of packet losses and thus achieve the highest reliability for larger latency

deadlines.
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Figure A.1.: ECDF of latency comparing single links performance, i.e., 802.11ac Link 1 and 802.11ac

Link 2, and different MC schemes, i.e., MP-UDP, SC, MRC and JD, for IPG of 1 ms and

payload size of 1400 Byte in UL for scenarios with 20 dB EMI and with 30 dB EMI.

The ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned

a latency of infinity.
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Figure A.2.: ECDF of latency comparing single links performance, i.e., 802.11ac Link 1 and 802.11ac

Link 2, and different MC schemes, i.e., MP-UDP, SC, MRC and JD, for IPG of 1 ms and

payload size of 1400 Byte in UL for scenarios with 30 dB EMI. The ECDF presents a

combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity.
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Figure A.3.: ECDF of latency comparing single links performance, i.e., 802.11ac Link 1 and 802.11ac

Link 2, and different MC schemes, i.e., MP-UDP, SC, MRC and JD, for IPG of 10 ms
and payload size of 1400 Byte in UL for scenarios with no EMI and with 20 dB EMI.

The ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned

a latency of infinity.
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Figure A.4.: ECDF of latency comparing single links performance, i.e., 802.11ac Link 1 and 802.11ac

Link 2, and different MC schemes, i.e., MP-UDP, SC, MRC and JD, for IPG of 10 ms
and payload size of 1400 Byte in UL for scenarios with 30 dB EMI. The ECDF presents

a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a latency of infinity.
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A.2. Outlier Analysis for Wi-Fi Measurements in
Testbed with Configuration A

As discussed in Section 5.3 the 802.11ac measurements for configuration A with a single

user revealed latency outliers larger than 20 ms that can not be explained with the theoret-

ical latency for 802.11ac. Therefore, various test measurements and additional evaluations

were conducted in order to determine the cause for these latency outliers:

Interference from other WiFi networks:

During the measurements a separate 802.11ac NIC was run in monitor mode in or-

der to sniff all transmission within range of the other WiFi nodes to rule out that

transmissions from other WiFi networks were occurring on the utilized channel.

Interference from non-WiFi sources:

The measurements were repeated with HF-cables linking the antenna connectors

of AP and client device and both devices were placed in a HF shielded box. The

outliers still persisted in this setting which rules out non-Wifi interference sources

as a cause.

Operating system caused delay:

The Linux kernel latency tracing feature revealed maximum latency of about 2 ms,

which does not explain the latency outliers of more than 20 ms. Additionally, the

sniffer node was utilized in order to record MAC timestamps which are recorded

within the WiFi driver "on air rise" and APP Layer timestamps. The MAC timestamps

utilize the "WiFi time" which is provided by the AP, while the APP timestamps utilize

the system time of the sniffer node. Therefore, the timestamps could not be directly

compared, but the relative delay between packets was compared. A history of the

delta of timestamps for MAC and APP is compared in Figure A.5. The time instances

and the size of the latency outliers are very similar for MAC and APP timestamp

deltas which rules out the operating system as a cause for the larger latency outliers.

Delay inside of WiFi NIC and driver:

The utilized WiFi NIC uses the iwlwifi driver. In order to investigate if the latency

outliers originate in the WiFi NIC or in the driver measurements with different

NICs and also with different drivers, e.g., ath9k, were conducted. The measurements

revealed that the latency outliers are still present but follow a different distribution

than in the measurement with configuration A.

Delay inside of WiFi AP and driver:

To investigate if the cause of the latency outliers are NIC or driver on the AP side,

measurements with a different AP were carried out, i.e., network configuration B.

With this AP only smaller latency outliers were observed. Therefore, network con-

figuration B was chosen for the second part of the analysis presented in Chapter 5.
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In conclusion, the additional analysis that was presented in this section suggests that

the latency outliers observed for 802.11ac in UL for a single user with network configura-

tion A originate in NIC and driver of WiFi AP and client.
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(a) MAC Layer timestamps
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(b) APP Layer timestamps

Figure A.5.: History of the delta of timestamps of consecutive packets at MAC Layer and APP Layer.

The timestamps were recorded with a sniffer node in measurements with good radio

conditions and a single user for the testbed with configuration A.

A.3. Analysis of Impact of Link Correlation
Figure A.6 displays the results for additional correlation factors exemplary for a scenario

with two Wi-Fi links to support the analysis of the influence of link correlation on the

different MC scheduling schemes presented in Section 5.4.2. The main trends that also

became evident in the main results are supported: The gain of applying PD decreases

with growing correlation factor, while the gain of applying PS increases with growing

correlation factor.
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Figure A.6.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing emulation of different MC schedul-

ing schemes over homogeneous Wi-Fi links with different correlation factors on semi-

artificial traces for UL in scenario with RSSI of -45 dBm.
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A.4. Analysis of Impact of Network Load
In this section additional results for the emulation of the MC scheduling schemes over

correlated links are presented. Figure A.7 displays results for the emulation over two cor-

related 802.11ac links in UL. The trends are similar to the results for 802.11ac in DL: For

a single user PS provides the lowest median latency, while for 5 users LB outperforms the

other schemes. The gain of LB is higher for UL than for DL as in UL the clients have to

compete for the channel using the CSMA/CA scheme, while in DL the AP can schedule the

clients. Therefore, the reduction of the number of channel accesses that LB causes is more

advantageous in this scenario. Figure A.8 presents the emulation results over two corre-

lated LTE links for both DL and UL. In DL the reduced payload size that the PS scheduling

scheme brings about only results in a small latency improvement as the network capac-

ity in DL is about 160 Mbps. In UL on the other hand where the capacity is only about

60 Mbps a more significant latency reduction can be observed. In both directions the LB

scheme is able to provide the highest reliability by reducing the load per link.
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Figure A.7.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing single 802.11ac links performance

and different MC scheduling schemes over homogeneous correlated links in DL. The

ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned a la-

tency of infinity.
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Figure A.8.: ECDF of latency with logarithmic scale comparing single LTE links performance and

different MC scheduling schemes over homogeneous correlated links in DL and UL.

The ECDF presents a combined latency-reliability metric as lost packets are assigned

a latency of infinity.

A.5. Detailed Derivation of Analytic MC Model
In this section more detailed derivations for the general MC model that was presented

in Section 6.3.2 are provided. Firstly, the derivations of the probabilities P00 and P11 are

shown. Then the probabilities that a certain latency deadline can be met with different

basic MC schemes are derived with help of P00 and P11.

The derivation of P00 follows from Equations 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15:

P00 = 1 − P10 − P01 − P11

=1 − (P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)− P11)− (P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)− P11)− P11

= 1 − P(L1(S, G) ≤ D) + P11 − P(L2(S, G) ≤ D) + P11 − P11

= 1 − P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)− P(L2(S, G) ≤ D) + P11

(A.1)
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The derivation of P11 follows from Equations 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.12:

P11 = ρX1X2 σX1 σX2 + E[X1]E[X2]

=ρX1X2 σX1 σX2 + P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)

= ρX1X2
2
√

P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L1(S, G) ≤ D))

2
√

P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L2(S, G) ≤ D))

+P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)

(A.2)

The probability that the latency deadline is met with the PD scheduling scheme can be

calculated with the help of Equations A.1 and A.2.In the following a more detailed deriva-

tion of Equation 6.16 is presented:

P(LPD(S, G) ≤ D) = 1 − P00

=1 − [1 − P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)− P(L2(S, G) ≤ D) + P11]

= P(L1(S, G) ≤ D) + P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)− P11

= P(L1(S, G) ≤ D) + P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)

−ρX1X2
2
√

P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L1(S, G) ≤ D))

2
√

P(L2(S, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L2(S, G) ≤ D))

−P(L1(S, G) ≤ D)P(L2(S, G) ≤ D).

(A.3)

The probability that a certain latency deadline can be met with the PS scheduling scheme

was presented in Equation 6.18. It can be derived with equation A.2.

P(LPS(S, G) ≤ D) = P11

=ρX1X2
2

√
P(L1(

S
2

, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L1(
S
2

, G) ≤ D))

2

√
P(L2(

S
2

, G) ≤ D)(1 − P(L2(
S
2

, G) ≤ D))

+P(L1(
S
2

, G) ≤ D)P(L2(
S
2

, G)).

(A.4)

A.6. Evaluation of the Cascaded MC Scheduling
Scheme

The single link performance that is required as input for the analytical MC model is rep-

resented by ns-3 simulations for 802.11ac in an industrial scenario. Figure A.9 displays the

influence of varying the payload size and of varying the IPG in a scenario with 15dB EMI.

The reliability increases with decreasing payload size and the median latency decreases
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Figure A.9.: Latency and reliability performance of the single link represented by simulations for

varying IPG and varying the payload size in a scenario with 15dB EMI.

with decreasing payload size. This effect is made use of by applying PS and thus lower-

ing the payload size. Figure A.9b shows that increasing the IPG improves the latency and

reliability performance which is made use of by applying the LB scheduling scheme.
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Figure A.10.: Achievable reliability for a latency deadline of 1 ms for the different basic MC schedul-

ing schemes applied over 2 links for a scenario with 30dB EMI. Obtained with the

analytical model based on Bernoulli variables and the single link reliability defined

by simulations.

Figure A.10 and A.11 show the reliability in dependence of the correlation factor for the

single link and the basic MC scheduling schemes. Figure A.10 displays the scenario with

12 dB mean SINR and a latency deadline of 1 ms, while Figure A.11 shows results for a

deadline of 20 ms for scenarios with different mean SINR.
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Figure A.11.: Achievable reliability for a latency deadline of 20 ms for the different basic MC

scheduling schemes applied over 2 links. Obtained with the analytical model based

on Bernoulli variables and the single link reliability defined by simulations.
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Figures A.12, A.13 and A.14 display the results for the achievable reliability for different

latency deadlines for the basic MC scheduling schemes and the cascaded MC scheduling

scheme in a scenario with no EMI, with 15 dB EMI and with 30 dB EMI, respectively.
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Figure A.12.: Comparison of reliability for different deadlines for PD, LB, PS and cascaded MC

optimized for maximum reliability in a scenario without EMI and a mean SINR of

42 dB.
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Figure A.13.: Comparison of reliability for different deadlines for PD, LB, PS and cascaded MC

optimized for maximum reliability in a scenario with 15dB EMI and a mean SINR of

28 dB.
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(d) 4 Users, correlation 1

Figure A.14.: Comparison of reliability for different deadlines for PD, LB, PS and cascaded MC

optimized for maximum reliability in a scenario with 30dB EMI and a mean SINR of

12 dB.
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